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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION

LASER ABLATION IN LIQUID FOR THE CONTROLLED PRODUCTION OF
PHOTOLUMINESCENT GRAPHENE QUANTUM DOTS AND UPCONVERTING
NANOPARTICLES
Photoluminescent (PL) nanomaterials play an important role in areas including
displays, sensing, solar, photocatalysis, and bio applications. Traditional methods to
prepare PL materials suffer many drawbacks such as harsh chemical precursors,
complicated synthetic steps, and production of many byproducts. Laser ablation in liquid
(LAL) has emerged as a promising alternative to prepare materials that is single-step, fast,
uses fewer precursors, produces fewer side products, and has simple purification steps.
During LAL, a solid target is irradiated with a pulsed laser source. The laser pulses cause
plasma plumes of the target material to form which are cooled, condensed, and can react
with the surrounding liquid. This dissertation explores LAL as an alternative method to
produce two important classes of PL nanomaterials: graphene quantum dots (GQDs) and
upconverting nanoparticles (UCNPs). GQDs are a class of carbon PL materials that are
lightweight, biocompatible and can be produced from cheap and abundant carbon sources.
Their PL properties depend on both radiative recombination of intrinsic states through their
carbon backbone as well as defect like states from surface functionalization. LAL of carbon
nano-onions in water was used to produce GQDs. These GQDs were systematically
compared to those produced by a traditional chemical oxidation method and showed blue
shifted emission, higher fractions of hydroxyl-groups, and smaller sizes. Nitrogen doping
with controlled chemical composition allowed further tuning of the PL and was achieved
by including dopant molecules in the liquid during LAL. Lifetime measurements showed
three emissive pathways and provided greater understanding of the roles of intrinsic and
defect like emissive states. UCNPs composed of NaYF4:Yb3+/Er3+ are interesting for many
bio applications but are challenging to prepare with both high upconversion efficiency and
water solubility. Control of the UCNP phase is important for high efficiency. LAL was
used to address these issues by irradiating a target of desired phase in an aqueous solution
containing capping agents which allowed for formation of water soluble UCNPs of the
desired phase. Tuning of laser parameters allowed control of the size, composition, and PL
of the UCNPs. This work showcases LAL as a method to efficiently produce PL
nanomaterials with controlled properties.

KEYWORDS: Photoluminescence, graphene quantum dots, upconversion, laser ablation
in liquid, nanomaterials
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1

Photoluminescence
Photoluminescence (PL) refers to the process that occurs when a material emits

light after reaching an excited state through the absorbance of light.1 This process is useful
for a broad range of applications including but not limited to imaging2-3, sensing4-6,
displays7-8, photovoltaics9-10, and catalysis11-13. Practical implementation of PL materials
relies on both a fundamental understanding of their PL properties, as well as an ability to
fine tune the absorbed and emitted wavelengths. Figure 1.1 shows a Jablonski diagram
which illustrates the various photophysical processes a molecule or material can undergo.
The first step is absorbance, which typically occurs in the ultraviolet or visible region of
the electromagnetic spectra. This process is fast, occurring on a time scale of about
10-15 s.14 When absorbance occurs, an electron is excited from the ground S0 electronic
state to a higher electronic state such as the S1 or S2 state. The absorbance process can be
described by Beer’s law (Equation 1.1) where A is absorbance, c is molar concentration, b
is the pathlength of light, and ε is the molar absorptivity (typically units of L mole-1 cm-1)15.

(Equation 1.1)

𝐴𝐴 = 𝜀𝜀𝜀𝜀𝜀𝜀

The molar absorptivity is both unique to a particular molecule or material and is dependent
on the oscillator strength of the transition at a particular wavelength. Once the electron has
been promoted to an excited electronic state it must return to its ground state which can
occur by both non-radiative and radiative processes. With vibrational relaxation the
electron relaxes from a higher vibrational state to a lower energy vibrational state within
the same electronic state. This process is fast, occurring on a time scale of about 10-14–
10-11 s.16 Internal conversion can also occur and involves the non-radiative flow of energy
from the excited state to a rovibrational level of another electronic state of the same electron
1

spin multiplicity. This is illustrated in Figure 1.1 showing the energy flowing from the S2
state to the S1 state. Internal conversion is also fast and occurs on a time scale similar to
vibrational relaxation.17 Intersystem crossing also involves the non-radiative flow of
energy from the excited state to a rovibrational level of another electronic state, but in this
case the two electronic states have a different spin multiplicity. This is illustrated in
Figure 1.1 as the energy flows from the singlet S1 state to the triplet T1 state. Intersystem
crossing is much slower and occurs on a time scale of about 10-8–10-3 s.14, 18 Finally, PL
can occur. With PL, the electron relaxes from an excited electronic state back to the ground
electronic state while also emitting a photon. PL is the general term that describes
transitions occurring from any spin multiplicity. A more specific type of PL is fluorescence,
which is the process that occurs when emission arises from a singlet-to-singlet transition.
This is the most common type of PL and typically occurs on a time scale of 10-9–10-7 s.16
Another common PL process, phosphorescence, involves emission arising from a triplet to
singlet transition. The phosphorescence process is spin forbidden and consequently has a
longer time scale than fluorescence of about 10-4–10-1 s.19 The time scales of the individual
processes have several consequences. First, the fast time scale of vibrational relaxation
means it typically happens before PL can occur. This means that most molecules and
materials lose energy before emission and a Stokes shift (red shift) in the emitted
wavelength relative to the absorbed wavelength occurs.14 Second, since both vibrational
relaxation and internal conversion are significantly faster than fluorescence, most
fluorescent molecules relax to the ground excited state (the lowest vibrational level of the
S1 state) before emission. This observation is described by Kasha’s rule and a consequence
is that the PL wavelength is the same regardless of the excitation wavelength used.20 A
corollary to Kasha’s rule is Vavilov’s rule which states the PL quantum yield (PLQY) is
also independent of the excitation wavelength used.14, 20 While these rules certainly hold
true for many fluorescent molecules, there are many exceptions including graphene
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quantum dots (GQDs) and upconverting nanoparticles (UCNPs) which will later be
discussed in further detail.

Figure 1.1 Jablonski diagram illustrating the radiative and non-radiative processes that
occur when light is absorbed by matter.

Once the molecule is in the exited state, the various radiative and non-radiative
processes follow first order decay behaviors where the rate depends on the rate constant of
the particular process and the population of the excited state, [S1]. Table 1.1 lists the various
processes that depopulate the S1 state and their associated rates where ke is the rate of
emission, kic is the rate of internal conversion, kisc is the rate of intersystem crossing and kc
is the rate of any photochemical reactions that can occur.16
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Table 1.1 Photoluminescence kinetic processes and their rates
Kinetic Process
Excitation/Absorbance

Rate

𝑆𝑆0 + ℎ𝑣𝑣𝑎𝑎 → 𝑆𝑆1

Emission/Fluorescence
Internal conversion

𝑆𝑆1 → ℎ𝑣𝑣𝑒𝑒 + 𝑆𝑆0

𝑘𝑘𝑒𝑒 [𝑆𝑆1 ] = 𝐼𝐼𝑒𝑒

𝑆𝑆1 → 𝑇𝑇1

𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 [𝑆𝑆1 ]

𝑆𝑆1 → 𝑆𝑆0

Intersystem Crossing
Photochemistry

𝐼𝐼𝑎𝑎

𝑆𝑆1 → 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝

𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 [𝑆𝑆1 ]
𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐 [𝑆𝑆1 ]

The rates of all the non-radiative processes can be combined according to
equation 1.2

(Equation 1.2)

𝑘𝑘𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 = 𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐

In the case of a sharp pulsed excitation, Ia = 0 and the depopulation of S1 is described
according to equation 1.3.
𝑑𝑑[𝑆𝑆1 ]
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

(Equation 1.3)

= −(𝑘𝑘𝑒𝑒 + 𝑘𝑘𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 )[𝑆𝑆1 ]

Since the lifetime, τ, of a state is defined as the time it takes to deplete the initial
1

state by 𝑒𝑒 , equation 3 can be solved to produce the following:
𝜏𝜏 = 𝑘𝑘

1

(Equation 1.4)

𝑒𝑒 +𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘

This equation shows that the lifetime of a state is dependent on both the rate of
emission and the rate of non-radiative deactivation. Finally, if one considers the steady
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state, where the population of S1 does not change, the rate equation can be described by
equation 1.5.
𝑑𝑑[𝑆𝑆1 ]
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

(Equation 1.5)

= 𝐼𝐼𝑎𝑎 − 𝑘𝑘𝑒𝑒 [𝑆𝑆1 ] − 𝑘𝑘𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 [𝑆𝑆1 ] = 0

PLQY, Φ, can then be defined by equation 1.6.
𝐼𝐼

Φ = 𝐼𝐼𝑒𝑒 = 𝑘𝑘
𝑎𝑎

𝑘𝑘𝑒𝑒

(Equation 1.6)

𝑒𝑒 +𝑘𝑘𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛

In practice, PL lifetime can be measured by time correlated single photon counting
(TCSPC). This method uses a pulsed, laser excitation source, with a repetition rate that is
slow enough to allow complete decay between excitations. PLQY can be measured by
either an absolute method, using an integrating sphere, or by a relative method using a
standard with a known PLQY. An understanding of the PL wavelengths, lifetime, and
PLQY allows for better design and implementation of PL materials into the desired
applications.
In the case of nanomaterials, the PL properties are influenced by several factors.
One important phenomenon is the quantum confinement effect (Figure 1.2). In a
semiconducting material, when the material switches from bulk to nanoscale in size and
approaches or becomes smaller than the Bohr-exciton radius of the material, the energy
levels become discrete, and the separation between the valence and conduction band is
termed the bandgap.21 The energy gap can be described similarly to a particle in a box,
where smaller particles have a larger energy gap and bluer PL and as the size of the
nanoparticle increases, the band gap decreases and the PL is shifted towards the red.22 This
phenomenon allows for tuning on the PL simply by tuning the particle size. The surface
environment is also an important factor when considering the PL properties. The presence
of electron-donating groups or electron-withdrawing groups can shift energy levels and
5

affect PL wavelengths.16 Nanomaterials have a higher surface-to-volume ratio than their
bulk counterparts which can make them more susceptible to quenching by solvent
molecules.23 This quenching can be prevented by surface passivation through capping by
either ligands or inorganic shells.24-26 Surface states originating from functional groups,
defects, or emissive capping agents can result in multiple emissive pathways.27-29 Lastly,
ensemble PL broadening can occur due to inhomogeneity within a sample.30-31

Figure 1.2 Quantum confinement effect and its influence on bandgap of nanoparticles
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1.2

Graphene quantum dots
Graphene quantum dots have emerged as a promising class of photoluminescent

nanomaterials due to their versatile applications and interesting optical properties. GQDs
can be synthesized from cheap and abundant carbon sources in a large scale, avoid the use
of heavy metals, and are light weight as well as biocompatible. 32-33 They also have a high
charge carrier mobility, large surface area to mass ratio, and their properties can be tuned
by controlling the functional groups present on the surface.34-35 One of the main attractive
features of GQDs it their PL properties. They typically have strong absorbance bands in
the ultraviolet and visible regions and exhibit PL ranging from deep ultraviolet (UV) to
near-infrared (NIR).36-38 Figure 1.3 shows a scheme of a GQD with oxygen and nitrogen
functional groups. A typical GQD has regions of sp2 hybridized carbon as well as surface
defects and functional groups. The chemical surface environment is highly dependent on
the methods used to produce the GQDs. Defects that disrupt the sp2 domains such as
substitutional dopants, vacancies, or regions of sp3 carbon can also exist and the functional
groups can be tuned based on the desired applications and GQD properties.
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Figure 1.3 Schematic representation of a graphene quantum dot with oxygen and nitrogen
functional groups. Adapted with permission from reference 39 with permission from the
American Chemical Society.
1.2.1

Synthetic approaches

GQDs have been synthesized by a variety of methods but can be categorized into
two distinct approaches: top down and bottom up. With the top down method, a large
graphitic precursor is somehow cut into smaller nanoscaled fragments. Typical precursors
include graphene sheets, graphene flakes, carbon black, carbon nanotubes, graphene oxide,
and carbon nanoonions.32, 40-41 The top-down approach offers the advantage of maintaining
large graphitic domains in the final product. This approach also has potential for large
scalability.32 The cutting process can be accomplished through a variety of approaches.
8

The chemical oxidation method (also termed the modified Hummer’s method) uses
concentrated acids such as nitric and sulfuric acid to cut the precursor into fragments. The
nitric acid oxidizes the bulk carbon precursor while the sulfuric acid acts as an intercalating
agent that separates the graphene sheets.42-43 One major drawback to this method is the use
of harsh acids which can form side products, requires a neutralization step, and produces
large quantities of hazardous waste. The chemical oxidation method also requires dialysis
as a purification step which is time consuming and can contribute to low yields of the final
product. Other top down approaches include hydrothermal cutting44-45, electrochemical
cutting46, and nanolithography47. However, these strategies also suffer low production
yields, limited control over the product sizes, and non-uniform size distributions. The
bottom up approach, on the other hand, uses small molecular precursors to build larger
particles. This can be done through several methods including stepwise organic synthesis40,
solvothermal synthesis, microwave pyrolysis48, electrochemical methods49-50, and
chemical vapor deposition51-52. The products produced by the bottom up method are often
more disordered and have smaller graphitic domains, and they are often termed carbon
nanodots (CNDs) to distinguish them from GQDs. One major advantage to the bottom up
approach is the direct inclusion of heteroatoms such as nitrogen during synthesis, unlike
the top down approach which typically requires a further step to modify the functional
groups that are present.53 The stepwise organic synthesis approach allows optimal control
over the size and structure, and while CNDs produced through this method have provided
valuable information into the PL properties, it is time consuming, requires expensive
precursors, and is not practical for large scale up.32, 47 The solvothermal method has been
widely studied and uses a steel reactor in a Teflon container to heat precursors under high
temperature and pressures. This strategy is fairly simple and can allow for heteroatom
doping by including precursors that contain nitrogen or other desired dopants. However,
size control is challenging, and production of fluorescent byproducts is a main concern. A
recent work by Essner et al. systematically studied the various products from a
9

solvothermal synthesis method and found that small molecular side products were the main
source of PL rather than the CNDs.54 The extensive variety of approaches to synthesize
GQDs and CNDs results in a broad range of sizes and chemical states, and their properties
are highly dependent on the methods used to produce them. This makes comparisons of
samples prepared by different researchers and by different methods challenging and
important to consider.
1.2.2

Emission properties

The PL properties of GQDs are quite different from molecular fluorophores. First,
one commonly observed feature is excitation dependent emission which is in violation of
Kasha’s rule.55-56 Another characteristic feature is a large Stokes shift57, and often GQDs
will have a mix of PL peaks that are excitation independent and excitation dependent. The
emission peaks also tend to be quite broad.58 One major contribution to the optical
properties is an intrinsic bandgap due to the presence of sp2 hybridized nanodomains.36
This allows for size dependent absorbance and emission through the quantum confinement
effect. The size of the sp2 domains controls the bandgap with larger domains having a red
shifted emission and smaller sp2 domains having blue shifted emission. One important
point to note is that the size of the GQD does not necessarily reflect the size of the sp2
domain. Disorder within a carbon dot can lead to smaller sp2 domains within the particle
and a mixture of different sp2 domain sizes can contribute to the excitation dependent
emission.59
However, size effects are not the only factors that influence the PL of GQDs. Both
top-down and bottom-up synthetic strategies tend to introduce defects and functional
groups on the GQD surface. Surface defect states including sp3 bonded carbon or surface
functional groups result in localized electronic states that can have their own PL
properties.36, 53, 60 These are termed extrinsic emissions or molecule-like emissions. The
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type of functional group has a strong influence on the PL wavelengths and lifetimes
observed. For instance, more oxidized groups such as carboxylic groups tend to have redder
emission with longer PL lifetimes while reduced groups such as hydroxyl groups tend to
have bluer emission with faster PL lifetimes.14 Nitrogen doping has been shown to improve
the PLQY and reports have shown both blue shifted and red shifted emission depending
on the chemical state. Additionally, surface passivation can also improve the PL properties
by protecting the functional groups from solvent quenching effects. In most GQDs, the PL
is a mixture of both intrinsic and extrinsic emission with the intrinsic states generally
having faster lifetimes and weaker PL and the extrinsic states having slower lifetimes and
brighter PL.36, 61
Some theoretical studies offer valuable information on understanding the large
Stokes shift and broadening. Density functional theory (DFT) has been applied to several
types of GQDs including pristine and ones that also contain heteroatoms.41, 60, 62 One study
showed that the strongest absorbance transitions arise from S4←S1 and S3←S1 transitions
while the S2←S1 and S1←S0 transitions have much weaker oscillator strengths.63 However,
the emission from S2→S0 and S1→S0 transitions was much stronger than S4→S1 and
S3→S1 transitions. This implies that internal conversion is much faster than PL which
contributes to the large observed Stokes shift. Other studies investigated the effects that
functional groups have on the optical properties. Functional groups can influence the PL
by introducing molecule like components as well as through distortions of the geometry of
the sp2 domains thus introducing mid-gap states.41 Edge functionalization can also impact
the positions of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO), and lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital (LUMO) which affects the HOMO-LUMO gap. Generally, electron
donating groups tended to increase the HOMO energy while electron withdrawing groups
tended to lower the LUMO energy.64 The impact of nitrogen functional groups was shown
to be dependent on the chemical state, with graphitic nitrogen inducing a red shift, while
other types of nitrogen did not have influence on the band gap.62
11

The broad PL peaks can be explained by ensemble broadening due to
inhomogeneity in the individual particles.57 Several single-molecule fluorescence studies
have shown how the PL of individual particles deviates from the ensemble.31, 65-66 One
study showed that within a single sample a mix of particles showing single or multiple
intensity levels of fluorescence were present. The samples were determined to have
multiple energy levels due to multiple chromophoric units.31 Another study showed
through single molecule spectra measurements that individual particles can have excitation
dependent emission, supporting the theory of a presence of multiple photoactive species
within an individual particle. Other studies have shown that GQDs can have a triplet
state.57,

67

Generally, the PL behavior of GQDs is highly dependent on the sample

preparation method, size, and functional groups present. However, these versatile and
unique optical properties allow them to be viable in such a wide range of applications
1.2.3

Applications

The PL properties of GQDs make them excellent candidates for applications in
displays and light emitting diodes (LED). For instance, in one report the synthesis of highly
crystalline GQDs and separation based on size resulted in excitation independent PL that
was dominated by the quantum confinement effect. This resulted in GQDs with PL that
ranged from orange-red to blue based on size.68 This color tunability is highly desirable for
display applications. The electroluminescence of GQDs was studied by doping GQDs in
various host materials and showed promise for LED applications with advantages over
inorganic quantum dots because they were lightweight, non-toxic, and inexpensive to
prepare.69-70 GQDs have also been used in phosphor based LEDs to convert the high energy
emission of a UV or blue LED to white light. Figure 1.4a shows an example of GQDs that
have been made into a uniform film and then used to coat a blue emitting InGaN LED.
Since the GQDs could strongly absorb in the blue region and had many different PL
12

wavelengths covering much of the visible spectrum, they converted the blue PL from the
InGaN LED to white light.8

Figure 1.4 Examples of GQDs being used for applications in phosphor based LEDs (a)8,
cell imaging (b)71, electrocatalysis (c)49 and pH sensing (d).72 Reprinted from references 8,
71, 49, and 72 with permission from the American Chemical Society.

The low cytotoxicity and high biocompatibility of GQDs make them promising for
bioimaging applications.33,

48, 71, 73

Figure 1.4b shows an example of cells that were

incubated with B-doped and P-doped GQDs.71 The cells with only B-doped GQDs emitted
strong blue PL with 360 nm excitation. Cells with both B- and P-doped GQDs had a fast
energy transfer from the B-doped to the P-doped GQDs which resulted in orange PL. Cell
viability studies showed minimal cell death even with high GQD concentrations.71 Another
study assessed N-doped GQDs with adjustable amount of surface charge.73 The results
showed how the surface of the GQDs environment had influence on their uptake into the
cells and demonstrated that N-GQDs can be used for both in vivo and in vitro applications.
The tunability of the GQD surface environment with simple synthetic adjustments can
allow them to be designed for imaging of targeted areas such as tumor cells.74
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GQDs can also act as excellent photocatalysts for several reactions with important
energy and environmental applications.13 For example, N-doped GQDs have been used to
catalyze the oxygen reduction reaction, an important reaction for fuel cell applications
(Figure 1.4c). They are both cheaper than traditional platinum-based catalysts and are also
resilient to methanol poisoning. The GQDs showed selectivity towards the 4-electron
process with low overpotentials. 49 GQDs are also promising for CO2 reduction and tuning
of the GQD functional groups can control the selectivity to favor formation of either multicarbon products or single carbon products.75 GQDs have also been used as sensitizers for
photocatalytic water splitting for H2 generation.13
GQDs can act as fluorescence based sensors for a wide variety of systems either by
PL quenching, enhancement, or wavelength shifts.6, 47 Figure 1.4d. shows how microgels
containing GQDs showed an increase in PL intensity as the pH of the system decreased.72
Aerogels functionalized with GQDs showed both a decrease in PL intensity and a shift to
a longer wavelength in the presence of NO2 and also showed high selectivity toward NO2
detection when compared to other common gasses that exist in the atmosphere.76
Fluorescence quenching of GQDs has been shown as a promising method for chemical
sensing of metal ions such as Hg2+,Cu2+, Cd2+, Fe3+, and Pb2+,

47, 58 77

and for biosensing of

molecules such as nucleic acids.58 or curcumin.78 In addition to the applications described
previously, GQDs are also promising as surfactants,79 for photodynamic therapy,80 for drug
delivery,33 and in solar applications.81
1.3
1.3.1

Upconverting nanoparticles
Upconversion mechanisms

Upconversion is a nonlinear PL process that involves the absorption of multiple
low energy photons and emission of a higher energy photon. This process can occur
through several mechanisms including excited state absorption (ETA), energy transfer
14

upconversion (ETU), photon avalanche, cooperative energy pooling (CEP), and triplettriplet annihilation (TTA) as presented in Figure 1.5. ESA is the simplest type of
upconversion and involves a single activator ion (absorbing species).82 During ESA, two
successive photons are absorbed, and the activator is excited from the ground state to an
intermediate state and then is excited again to the emitting state. (This is different from two
photon absorption which requires absorption of two simultaneous photons.83) One
advantage of ESA is that it is the only upconversion process that occurs with low dopant
concentrations; however, it suffers the challenge of competing with non-radiative
processes that depopulate the intermediate state.23 It also often requires multiple excitation
sources due to differences in energy gaps in the intermediate ← ground and the
emitting ← intermediate transitions. ETU, on the other hand is, easier to achieve than the
excited state absorption. During ETU a photosensitizer absorbs low-energy photons and
through a Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) donor-acceptor interaction transfers
its energy to a nearby activator. This process continues multiple times until the activator
eventually emits a high-energy photon.84 The ETU process depends on the lifetimes of
both the donor and acceptor, the distance between the donor and acceptor and their spectral
overlap.23 The most common ETU systems involves trivalent lanthanides embedded in a
crystal because they have long lived excited states with many overlapping transitions and
the concentrations of photoactive species can be tuned to optimize the upconversion
efficiency. Photon avalanche, on the other hand, relies on achieving excited state
population above a certain threshold.85 First, weak non-resonant absorption occurs to
promote the system from the ground state to an intermediate state. This is followed by a
strong resonant excited state absorption which promotes the ion to an even higher energy
level. Cross-relaxation can then happen as the excited ion interacts with a neighboring
ground-state species, resulting in both ions occupying the intermediate state. This process
continues and causes a substantial population of the intermediate86, which is readily excited
to the higher, photoluminescent state, allowing for high intensity emission.87 The ability of
15

the intermediate state to achieve high levels of population makes the photon avalanche
mechanism promising for the development of new lasing material.88
Upconversion systems based on the CET transfer mechanism involve two donor
sensitizers that are coupled to an acceptor.86, 89 The donors absorb low energy photons and
then transfer their energy to the acceptor. Similar to two photon absorption, the
intermediate state is a virtual state90, however the two donors can act as a photon storage
system which relaxes the temporal and spatial constraints of two photon absorption and
allows higher upconversion efficiency.89 Typical CET systems involve organic molecules
for both the donors and acceptor.89-90 Systems based on this mechanism are useful for
applications that could be damaged by the high intensity excitations needed for two photon
absorption. TTA based systems also typically use organic molecules, however in their case
the photosensitizer intersystem crosses to enter a longer-lived triplet state. This is followed
by triplet-triplet energy transfer (TTET) from the photosensitizer to an annihilator
molecule. Two excited annihilator molecules then combine to promote one to a higher
energy state while the other returns to the ground state (termed the TTA step), followed by
upconversion PL from the excited state annihilator.91-93 TTA has the advantage that it does
not require the use of a coherent light source, and is promising for applications including
solar,92-93 drug delivery, and phototriggering.91, 94 While all of the various upconversion
mechanisms have their own advantages and potential applications, the remainder of this
work is concerned with lanthanide based systems that undergo the ETU mechanism.
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Figure 1.5 Energy level diagrams of the various upconversion mechanisms

1.3.2

The NaYF4:Yb/Er system

One of the most commonly studied ETU systems consists of a NaYF4 host lattice
that is doped with various lanthanide ions, often Yb3+, Er3+, and Tm3+. Lanthanides
typically exist in the trivalent (Ln3+) oxidation state and have many luminescent electronic
transitions, typically ranging from the visible to infrared region as shown in Figure 1.6.
Many lanthanide ions, such as Nd3+, Dy3+, Ho3+, Er3+, and Tm3+, have long lived excited
electronic states which allows multiple energy transfers to occur before emitting, which
makes them desirable activators for ETU.95 Yb3+, on the other hand, has a single, strong
transition that occurs at 980 nm. This transition has good energy matching with many of
the upconverting ions including Er3+ and Tm3+, which makes an ideal NIR absorbing
sensitizer.95 Upconverting nanoparticles (UCNPs) composed of NaYF4 and Yb3+ and Er3+
(NaYF4:Yb/Er) have strong emissions in the green and red and UCNPs doped with Tm3+
as the activator (NaYF4:Yb/Tm) have strong UV and blue emissions. The PL from these
systems is due to atomic f-transitions. Therefore, the emission wavelengths are not affected
by the surrounding environment or the UCNP size.82, 96 This allows the UCNPs to be
designed with a size and surface environment that is ideal for the desired application,
without affecting the PL wavelengths. NaYF4 is an ideal host because it is optically
transparent in the wavelength regions of interest,97 and Yb3+ has a similar ionic radius to
the Ln3+ series, allowing substitutional doping by the Ln3+ ions with minimal distortions of
the crystal structure. 98 NaYF4 also has a low phonon energy, which helps minimize nonradiative relaxations of the photoactive species,82, 99 and it is more stable that chlorides or
bromides.100 Several important factors affect the upconversion efficiency: The phase of the
material, the doping ratios, and the size of the upconverter.
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Figure 1.6 Electronic energy levels for the Ln3+ series. Reprinted from reference 97 with
permission from the American Chemical Society.

Figure 1.7 Upconversion absorbance and emission transitions for the NaYF4:Yb/Er system
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NaYF4 can exist in both a cubic- (α-) and a hexagonal- (β-) phase. In general, the
β-phase allows for a higher upconversion efficiency due to the lower site symmetry and
shorter distance between lanthanide neighbors.101-102 Upconversion efficiency of the
α-phase can be improved by surface passivation or addition of plasmonic shells,103-104
however, the β-phase generally is still the preferred phase for most applications. The
β-phase is more challenging to synthesize and often requires high temperatures to achieve
the desired crystallinity.100 One strategy that has been used to improve the crystallinity is
annealing of the UCNPs following synthesis,105-106 however, this strategy also often leads
to particle agglomeration.107-108 Figure 1.7 presents the energy levels and main absorbance
and emission transitions for a NaYF4:Yb/Er upconversion system. First, Yb3+ absorbs 980
nm light and undergoes a transition from the 2F7/2 ground state to the 2F5/2 excited state.
Once Yb3+ is in the excited state, it either returns to the ground state, undergoes energy
migration to another nearby Yb3+ ion, or transfers its energy to Er3+ through a FRET based
dipole-dipole coupling.109-110 This energy transfer to Er3+ must occur multiple times prior
to emission for upconversion to be observed. Typically, the absorbing Yb3+ is not a nearest
neighbor to Er3+, and energy migration from the absorbing Yb3+ to one neighboring Er3+
occurs prior to the energy transfer process.109 For this reason, typical UCNPs have a much
higher ratio of the photosensitizer Yb3+ than the activator Er3+ or Tm3+ because this allows
for many nearby photosensitizers to be available to transfer energy to the activator. A
typical NaYF4:Yb/Er UCNP has 20% Yb3+ and 2% Er3+,82, 92 and a NaYF4:Yb/Tm UCNP
typically contains 20-30% Yb3+ and 0.2% Tm3+.100 The strongest emission bands for Er3+
originate from the 2H11/2 (525 nm), 4S3/2 (545), and 4F9/2 (660 nm) energy levels. It is widely
accepted that the green emissions are mostly a 2-photon process, however the red emission
process is not as well understood.109 Some groups have proposed that the 4F9/2 energy level
is populated through a multiphonon relaxation process from the green 2H11/2 and 4S3/2
energy levels, however Berry et al. reported studies that suggest that the red emissive state
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is populated through back energy transfer to Yb3+ from much higher 4G or 2K states. This
mechanism would require a 3-photon process for red emission.109, 111
The emission processes are in competition with several quenching mechanisms that
can contribute to a lower upconversion efficiency. This is most notably observed when the
particles are nanoscaled in sized as they experience quenching effects much higher than
their bulk counterpart. One possible source of non-radiative deactivation is multiphonon
relaxation where the excited lanthanide ion loses its energy by exciting lattice vibrations.112
Another possibility is energy migration or cross relaxation of Er3+. However, due to the
low oscillator strengths of these electronic transitions, the dipole-dipole coupling is weak
and only occurs on a range of about 1 Å to 1 nm so it is only observed at high doping
concentrations of Er3+.110 A much more probable energy loss process involves coupling of
the excited state lanthanides to high energy vibrations of surrounding solvent molecules.
Since the vibrations tend to have much stronger oscillator strengths these dipole-dipole
couplings they can occur on a longer range of 1-10 nm. The C-H stretch around 3000 cm-1
the is present in many organic solvents has close energy matching with several Er3+
transitions110, and overtones of the O-H stretch observed in water has a strong oscillator
strength and broad overlap with the 980 nm transition of Yb3+ and can quench its 2F5/2
state.113 Since these quenching interactions are long range and UCNPs have a higher
surface-to-volume ratio relative to the bulk, even core Yb3+/Er3+ ions can be susceptible to
solvent quenching depending on the UCNP size. For this reason, surface passivation
through inert shells has been explored to protect the photoactive ions from solvent
effects.96, 103, 110, 113
1.3.3

Applications

The spectral properties of UCNPs make them highly desirable for a wide variety of
applications, especially biological. The 980 nm excitation wavelength used in the
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NaYF4:Yb/Er and NaYF4:Yb/Tm based systems falls within the 650-1350 nm widow of
optical transparency for biological tissues99, 114-115 allowing better penetration depths than
ultraviolet and visible wavelengths used for traditional fluorophores and quantum dots.
Additionally, the long excitation wavelength used to excite UCNPs causes less damage to
cells than shorter-wavelengths required to excite traditional fluorophores.116-118 Unlike
two-photon absorption, which requires a pulsed femtosecond-based laser to achieve
simultaneous absorption of multiple photons82, UCNPs can be excited with a continuous
wave laser which is much simpler to operate and uses a lower power. This is because the
UCNPs follow the energy transfer upconversion mechanism which does not require
simultaneous absorption of two photons. The NIR excitation also allows for low
autofluorescence116,
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and UCNPs show no photoblinking or photobleaching unlike

metal-based quantum dots.120 Since the emission bands are based on atomic transitions of
the activator ions, the UCNP PL wavelengths are not affected by size effects or by the
surrounding environment, which allows them to be designed in the ideal size range for the
desired application. This also allows tuning of the surface environment without changing
the emission wavelengths. Figure 1.8 shows four literature examples of UCNPs being used
for photodynamic therapy (a), optical force sensing (b), security printing (c) and
multimodal imaging (d).
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Figure 1.8 UCNPs used for PDT (a)121, optical force sensing (b)122, for security printing of
QR codes (c)123 and for multi-modal imaging applications (d)124. Adapted from
references 121 and 123 with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry and
references 122 and 124 with permission from the American Chemical Society.

One widely studied application of UCNPs is targeted drug delivery. Attachment of
drug molecules to UCNPs via photoreactive linker molecules allows for localized release
of the drug. The UNCP is excited with a focused excitation source and its emitted visiblewavelength photons cause the linker to release the drug only in the areas where the UCNPs
were exposed to the excitation source.125-126 One subset of targeted drug delivery is
photodynamic therapy (PDT). During PDT, a photosensitizer is used to generate either
reactive oxygen species (ROS) or singlet oxygen.127 Both ROS and singlet oxygen can
react with and destroy neighboring cells, tissues, and other molecules. Unlike other drug
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therapies that are not localized, PDT can be applied to a targeted area. While PDT is
currently used in practice, it most commonly used in skin cancer treatment because the
excitations can only penetrate small distances since most sensitizers are excited with visible
or ultraviolet wavelengths.121 However, researchers have successfully coupled
photosensitizers to UCNPs and through a FRET energy transfer process, they use the
upconversion PL to excite the photosensitizer which then generates singlet oxygen. The
distance between the UCNP and photosensitizer and the size of UCNP has considerable
influence on the FRET efficiency.121, 128 These results are promising towards expanding
PDT applications to areas that require longer penetration depths for excitation.
UCNPs have also been used for sensing applications. For instance, doping with
Mn2+ causes the UCNP ratios of green and red emission to be sensitive to micro-Newton
forces with a wide dynamic range (Figure 1.8b).122 UCNPs can also be tethered to and used
to excite fluorescence based sensors for sensing of metal ions.4 This is important for
detecting the presence of harmful metals such as Hg2+ or for detecting imbalances in ions
such as Ca2+ since both can cause serious health issues. Upconverting particles can also be
printed and used for security applications.123, 129-131 For instance, UCNPs can be used to
print quick response (QR) codes that are invisible without an excitation source123. A further
level of security can be achieved by using UCNPs that have NIR to NIR emissions and
adding a covering to the printed QR code with a black epoxy. Any visible emissions are
then prevented from being transmitted and the NIR emissions require a camera to be
observed.123 Other security approaches have combined UCNPs with another fluorescent
molecule, such as a carbon dot, to print dual-mode barcodes. By having multiple emitting
species with different excitation and emission wavelengths, the bar codes are more
challenging to counterfeit.131 Finally, the low autofluorescence and sharp emission bands
make UCNPs an ideal candidate for imaging applications. Both in vivo and in vitro high
contrast imaging has been demonstrated using UCNPs114, 132, and targeted imaging can be
achieved by encapsulating them with antibodies.132 UCNPs can also be used for
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multimodal applications. For instance, the inclusion of Gd3+ allows the UCNPs to be used
for magnetic resonance imaging applications99, 121, and Figure 1.8d presents an UCNP that
allowed for imaging in four modes.124
1.3.4

Synthesis strategies

A variety of strategies have been employed to produce UCNPs, however by far the
most popular method used is thermal decomposition because this strategy allows the most
control over particle crystallinity and morphology, allowing synthesis of monodisperse
UCNPs. Both one-pot synthesis and hot-injection approaches have been widely studied.92,
100, 116, 133

Both methods use high boiling point solvents such as octadecene or other long

hydrocarbons and surfactants such as oleic acid, oleyl amine, and trioctylphosphine to
control the UCNP size and growth. Typical lanthanide precursors include lanthanide
acetates, trifluoroacetates, chlorides, or nitrates. In a typical one-pot strategy, the
lanthanide precursors are heated with solvent and surfactant under argon or vacuum to free
the trivalent metals from their ligands. The reaction solution is cooled, and both the sodium
and fluoride sources are added. The reaction is then heated to 100 °C to remove water and
any other volatile solvents and then is heated to the desired reaction temperature (typically
above 300 °C134) to allow for UCNP formation.116, 135 With the hot injection approach,
separate solutions of solvent and surfactant and lanthanide precursors are heated to remove
water. Then, the solvent solution is heated to the desired reaction temperature, followed by
the rapid injection of the lanthanide solution. This allows a supersaturation of the
precursors which facilitates homogeneous nucleation which is followed by UCNP
growth.133 With both methods, the accepted mechanisms suggest that initially, α-phase
particles are formed followed by a transformation to the desired β-phase.136 The final
crystallinity of the UCNPs is highly dependent on the reaction temperatures, and
concentrations of precursors.100 The surfactant prevents aggregation of the UCNPs and also
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controls the rate of nucleation and growth, the particle size, and the particle shape.100, 133134

While the thermal decomposition method allows control over both the size and phase

of the final UCNPs, it suffers many drawbacks. Long hydrocarbons are used for the solvent
because they have high boiling points that meet the requirement of

high reaction

temperatures. Additionally, the most common capping agent is an oleate ligand. These
features result in production of a final product that is hydrophobic in nature. Further
processing steps then need to be implemented to make the UCNPs biocompatible.96, 137-138
Another major issue is the fact that despite allowing the best control, thermal
decomposition still has reproducibility issues100,

115

. Other reports have shown the

production of mixed α- and β- phase particles92, 136 and bimodal distributions of particle
sizes.100 The requirement of vacuum or inert environment and sensitivity of reactions to
heating and cooling rates requires sophisticated equipment and multiple reaction steps.
Finally, the thermal decomposition method often results in the production of many harmful
byproducts, including fluorinated compounds.100
Other, simpler synthetic strategies have been implemented to try to address some
of these limitations. Hydrothermal and solvothermal synthesis of UCNPs has also been
widely studied.86, 100, 107 With this method, an autoclave, typically consisting of a Teflon
container that is enclosed in a metal vessel, is used to create a high-pressure environment
which allows nucleation and growth of the UCNPs to occur at a temperature that is much
higher than the boiling point of the solvent. This allows for solvents such as water, acetic
acid or ethanol to be used99 rather than the long hydrocarbons required in the thermal
decomposition method. This method can also yield interesting shapes such as disks139 and
rods140-141, however many of these products tend to be on the micron scale which is much
larger than the nanoscale size preferred for biological applications. Molecules such as
cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB), ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA),
citric acid (CA) or poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) have been used to control the size, shape
and solubility99, 107, 142, however the high pressures and temperatures used risk damaging
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the ligands. The hydro/solvothermal method typically results in fewer toxic byproducts
than thermal decomposition but requires longer reaction times to achieve the desired
β-phase. The coprecipitation method has also been used to prepare UCNPs. It offers the
advantage of using lower temperatures and shorter reaction times. In a typical procedure,
solutions containing the trivalent yttrium and lanthanides (often with nitrate or chloride
counterions) were mixed with another solution containing the Na and F source (such as
NaF or NH3F and NaCl). Solvents such as water, ethylene glycol, or ethanol are commonly
chosen. Both room temperature reactions108, 143 and reactions involving heating ranging
from 60 °C to 160 °C100, 144-145 have been reported. By adding a chelating agent, such as
polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) or EDTA, the size can be controlled and nanoscale crystals
can be formed.143-144 While the coprecipitation method is much simpler, uses lower
temperatures, and produces fewer byproducts than the thermal decomposition method, it
has several disadvantages. Both size control and UCNP agglomeration is a major
challenge. Often, the UCNPs have poor upconversion PL efficiency. This is mainly due to
the fact that UCNPs formed from the coprecipitation method are typically in the α-phase
and require a second annealing step to convert to the β-phase.100, 108 This annealing step
can cause agglomeration of the UCNPs as well as carbonization of any capping agents
present138, and it often results in only partial conversion of the UCNPs from α- to
β-phase.108
1.3.5

Surface Modification

The solubility of UCNPs is an important area of consideration for feasible
implementation into applications. For biological applications it is crucial that the UCNPs
are stable in aqueous media and buffers, and pH is also an important factor to consider
depending on the targeted application.92, 96, 99 Water is also the preferred solvent for many
potential industrial applications, such as inkjet printing.129 However, most UCNPs are
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soluble in organic hydrophobic solvents such as hexane and toluene since the most
common strategies to synthesize UCNPs with high degrees of crystallinity and
upconversion efficiency result in oleate capping agents on the UCNP surface. Therefore,
further modifications to the UCNPs need to be done to make them stable in aqueous
environments. Several strategies have been implemented to modify the surface of UCNPs
such as: chemically modifying the oleate ligand, bilayer coatings using amphiphilic
polymers, oil in water emulsions, addition of an inorganic shell, or ligand exchange.96, 137
The typical strategy when reacting with the oleate ligand involves an oxidation of
the C=C bond to form carboxy or epoxy groups to make the UCNPs water soluble.137
However, this strategy presents many limitations such as challenging separation from
reagents used during oxidation146, poor colloidal stability, and a limited number of
available functional groups that can be produced. Therefore, this strategy is not
implemented frequently in practice.137, 146 Another method implemented to modify the
surface environment of UCNPs involves addition of a shell. In addition to changing the
solubility of the UCNPs, the shell also passivates the surface thus protecting it from solvent
quenchers and improving the upconversion efficiency. Several oxide-based shells that have
been implemented include silica and titania coatings.96 Fluorescent dyes or drug molecules
can be doped into the shell, thus also having it serve as a delivery system. Metal shells such
as silver or gold have also been used.137 Since both of these noble metals have interesting
plasmonic properties they can be used as plasmonic enhancers of the upconversion. For
instance, Sudheendra e al. showed that the upconversion of α-phase NaYF4:Yb/Er@Au
and NaYF4:Yb/Tm@Au and UCNPs had similar upconversion efficiencies to their
uncoated β-phase counterpart due to plasmonic enhancement of the activator emissions.104
While addition of shells can improve the solubility and luminescence properties of UCNPs,
several factors must be considered. First, the addition of a shell has a tendency to
significantly increase polydispersity of the sample137, which is not desirable for many
applications. Also, shells can induce strain and change the optical properties and
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mechanosensitivity of the UCNPs.103 For instance, Lay et al. showed that shells with
compressive strain showed improved mechanosensitivity and a larger shift in the red-togreen ratio when under force when compared to UCNPs with no strain from their shells.103
Clearly, the impact of the shells on the luminesce, colloidal stability, and polydispersity
needs to be carefully considered when using this strategy to improve aqueous solubility.
The other main strategy to modify the surface coating is addition of new ligands,
either in the form of a bilayer using amphiphilic polymers or by ligand exchange methods.
In general, amphiphilic molecules with a long hydrocarbon chain can form a bilayer with
the oleate ligands through van-der-Waals interactions with the oleate alkyl chain.96, 137
Phospholipids have shown great promise for this strategy for biological applications,
however they are quite expensive and difficult to synthesize and purify.137 Other polymers
such as poly (ethylene glycol) (PEG) or poly (acrylic acid) (PAA) can be modified with
hydrocarbons to be used as an amphiphilic polymer to modify the UCNP surface.96, 137 One
drawback to this strategy, however, is the increased hydrodynamic diameter of the UCNPs
which can result in an undesirable size depending on the application. The ligand exchange
method has also widely been used and can be based on two strategies: 1) direct exchange
of the old ligand with a new one or 2) stripping of the oleate with NOBF4 followed by
addition of a new ligand.137 The direct replacement approach offers major disadvantages
of particle aggregation, the requirement of excess ligands, and long reaction times for
ligand exchange to complete. It also requires that the new ligand has a functional group
that coordinates easily to the UCNPs.137 The two step process has shown promise for a
variety of capping agents, but adds an additional step which adds extra time and
purifications that can lower the product final yield.96, 115, 137 Wilhelm et al. reported a
systematic comparison of UCNPs modified with several commonly used surface
coatings.115 They synthesized UCNPs on a large scale which allowed direct comparison on
how the different coatings influenced their luminescent properties and colloidal stability.
They showed that the addition of amphiphilic polymers, including 1,2-distearoyl-sn29

glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-[amino(polyethylene glycol)-2000] (ammonium salt)
(DPSE-mPEG(2000), poly(isobutylene-alt-maleic anhydride) (PMA), and PMA modified
with 4-(aminomethyl)pyridine (Py-PMA), and α-methoxy-ω-amino poly(ethylene glycol)
(PEG-PMA) all resulted in a brighter green than red luminescence. Samples were also
modified by a ligand exchange of the oleate with a BF4- followed by replacement with a
water-soluble ligand such as citrate, PAA, and PEO-10-OH-terminated phosphonic acid
(PEG-PA). They found that samples modified by the ligand exchange method have a lower
IG/IR ratio compared to those modified with amphiphilic polymers. However, all of the
surface UCNPs modified showed colloidal stability. This work highlighted how the type
of surface coating can be chosen based on desired application and can tune the IG/IR.
However, it also pointed out the drawback of generally lower luminesce intensities for
hydrophilic UCNPs compared to the precursor oleate capped UCNPs due to quenching
from surface ligands and water molecules.115 Another strategy that has been used to modify
solubility is the formation of oil-in-water emulsions. A study by Meruga et al. demonstrated
that stable inks could be prepared allowing for trapping of multiple UCNPs to increase
brightness, and additives could be used to tune the viscosity and surface tension. These
emulsions were stable up to 7 months however, their large size made them impractical for
biological applications.129 Finally, ligand free UCNPs have also been considered. A study
by Bogdan et al. showed that at low pH values, hydrochloric acid could be used to strip the
oleate ligand by protonation of the carboxy group. The UCNPs were colloidally stable in
water based on electrostatic double layer repulsion.146 They found that the upconversion
intensity was highly dependent on the pH of the system and that stripping of the oleate
ligand degreased the IG/IR ratio.146 While all of the summarized strategies have shown
promise to modify the surface of UCNPs to make them colloidally stable in water, they
suffer the drawback of requiring additional steps, longer experimental times, use of many
reagents, and extra purification which can result in loss of product, and it would be
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advantageous to have a procedure that produces UCNPs that have both high upconversion
efficiency, and are soluble in water without required additional surface modification.
1.3.6

Cytotoxicity considerations:

Finally, some areas of concern when using lanthanide-based NPs for biological
applications are whether the UCNPs will have any cytotoxicity effects from the heavy
metals within the system and considerations of how the UCNP properties will change in
vivo as they interact with the biological environment. These issues have been addressed in
studies done by several research groups. For instance, Buchner et al. investigated
NaYF4:Yb,Er,Gd@NaYF4 core-shell UCNPs for PDT effects on breast cancer cells.121
They functionalized the core-shell UCNPs with L-lysine and covalently bonded the
photosensitizer Rose Bengal to the lysine molecules. They expected that when exciting
the functionalized UCNPs with 980 nm light, the UCNPs would emit green photons that
would excite the Rose bengal. The Rose bengal would then generate singlet oxygen and
cause cell death. When investigating the cytotoxicity effects of these UCNPs they
determined that for cells loaded with 15 μg/mL u\UCNPs, the functionalized UCNPs had
67% cell death when irradiated with 980 nm light for 6 minutes, however for the control
samples that were kept in the dark they observed only 5% death. Laser scanning confocal
fluorescence microscopy images of these cells revealed that for the samples irradiated with
980 nm light the cells had damage to the cell membranes and that the UCNPs accumulated
in the nucleus of the cell, however this was not observed for the cells kept in the dark.121
While the goal of this group’s research was to demonstrate cell death through PDT effects,
they also showed minimal cytotoxicity for cells loaded with lanthanide based UCNPs when
they were not allowed to undergo PDT. A study by Lay et al. investigated biocompatibility
and stability of ligand stripped NaYF4:Yb,Er@NaLuF4 UCNPs.147 They investigated the
stability of the UCNPs in various buffers and media commonly used in biological studies
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and determined that S-Medium showed the best optical stability partially due to the
cholesterol and citrate present in the S-Medium protecting the surface from phosphate ions
that can adsorb to the surface and cause particle aggregation and quenching. They also
demonstrated optical stability during pH cycling, which is important to consider for
biological applications where the UCNPs will move to different pH environments such as
for force sensing of the digestive tract. Then, they investigated cytotoxicity effects through
brood assays of c. elegans that were fed their UCNPs for mechanical force sensing
applications. They established that there was no significant variance in number of egg
count between the c. elegans that were fed UCNPs and the control that were not fed any
UCNPs, which indicated that the UCNPs were safe to use in c. elegans for digestive
mechanical force sensing.147 A study by Guller et al. considered the cytotoxicity effects
that β-NaYF4:Yb/Er UPNPs with various surface modifications had on two different types
of skin cells: fibroblasts and keratinocytes.148 They investigated the cytotoxicity using a 3(4,5-Dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-Diphenyltetrazolium Bromide (MTT) assay which tests the
mitochondrial activity of a cell. They determined that the fibroblasts showed no significant
cytotoxic effects for all types of UCNPs they considered, however the keratinocytes
showed a dependence both on dosage and surface coating. The bare UCNPs showed no
cytotoxicity while the UCNPs coated with polyethyleneimine had the worst cytotoxicity
with over 50% cell death. UCNPs coated with poly(maleic anhydride-alt-1-octadecene)
and poly(D,L-lactide) had a moderate cytotoxic effect and only showed 10-25% reduction
in cell viability. This work highlighted the importance of carefully considering both the
type of cell used as well as the surface environment. The low cytotoxicity of the bare
UCNPs and the high cell viability dependence on the surface environment also gives
evidence that the cytotoxicity of UCNPs is caused by the surface coatings rather than the
lanthanide ions.148 These studies, among others, have shown that lanthanide based UCNPs
are generally considered nontoxic119, 149, however factors such as surface chemistry, size
effects, dosage effects, where they accumulate in the body, and whether they decompose
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and form harmful side products should be considered when designing UCNPs for
biological applications.150-151

1.4

Laser ablation in liquid
The limitations of the methods described to prepare carbon dots and UCNPs make

alternative strategies to prepare these nanomaterials highly desirable. Pulsed laser ablation
in liquid (LAL), also termed liquid-phase laser ablation, has recently emerged as a
promising alternative method to prepare carbon dots56, 152-154, UCNPs155-159, and various
other nanomaterials160-163. In a typical setup, a bulk target is placed in water or another
liquid and is placed incident of the laser. As the laser interacts with the target, it releases
material which is then cooled by the surrounding liquid.161, 164 LAL typically requires the
use of fewer precursors, and results in production of fewer harmful byproducts, making it
more environmentally friendly than other methods and requiring only simple purification
steps. Production rates are much faster than other methods and gram-scale synthesis by
LAL has been achieved.160 LAL also allows for the formation of nanoparticles that are in
the absence of a capping agent which can be advantageous for applications like catalysis
where capping agents could block the active site.161-162 The resultant product can be
controlled by tuning the material parameters such as the bulk target, the solvent and any
solutes present, addition of capping or stabilizing agents in the liquid, and the system
temperature and pressure.161-162, 164 The laser parameters including pulse width, repetition
rate, focusing area, pulse wavelength, and pulse energy or fluence also can influence the
particle size distribution, production rate, and formation mechanism.161-162
Two general mechanisms are considered to explain how nanomaterials are formed
through LAL: thermal evaporation and explosive ejection. With thermal evaporation, laser
irradiation incident on the target forms a plasma though photoionization, vaporization,
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boiling, and melting.164-165 This typically occurs with fast laser pulses that range from
nanosecond to femtosecond, and the detachment of individual atoms and ions causes
fragmentation of the target material. Unlike gas-phase laser ablation, the surrounding liquid
confines the plasma to the target surface which extends the heating time and increases
production yields.164 The plasma reaches high temperatures and pressures on the order of
103 K and 109-1010 Pa, respectively. The high concentration of the plasma can cause
supersaturation which allows nucleation to begin. Shockwaves that propagate into the
target material and liquid are then generated which causes the plasma to quickly expand
and release energy to the liquid, allowing it to reach temperatures similar to the plasma (on
the order of 103 K). As the plasma expands, a cavitation bubble forms which quickly
expands causing a quick drop in temperature and pressure. The cavitation bubble then
collapses and emits a shockwave which allows release of the nanomaterials into the
surrounding liquid.166 In the case of longer laser pulse widths ranging from microsecond
to millisecond, the explosive ejection mechanism dominates. The heating is slower, and
detachment is dominated by vaporization and boiling. Nanodroplets that retain similar
composition to the bulk target are ejected and can then react with the surrounding liquid.165
In addition to pulse width, laser parameters such as fluence or wavelength can impact the
observed mechanism. In some materials, low laser fluences can preferentially cause
vaporization of elements that have low melting points, boiling points, enthalpies of fusion,
and enthalpies of vaporization while those with higher values for these thermodynamic
properties remain in the bulk target. Increasing the laser fluence can cause more uniform
heating and detachment of the target resulting in a material that more closely resembles the
bulk.167 The laser fluence can also impact the size of the nanomaterial with higher fluences
often resulting in smaller particles.168 In cases where the target absorbs the laser
wavelength strongly, it can cause heating of the target leading to heterogeneous boiling or
explosive boiling.168 Reactions with the liquid can also cause surface oxidation or other
composition changes,163, 165 and capping agents in solution can be used to control the
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growth of particles.164, 169 Finally, solution based LAL approaches can be used to either
photoreduce ionic metals and induce clustering into nanoparticles165 or to size refine and
modify the surface of colloidal suspensions.161
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CHAPTER 2. LIQUID-PHASE LASER ABLATION SYNTHESIS OF GRAPHENE
FROM CARBON NANO-ONIONS: COMPARISON WITH CHEMICAL OXIDATION

QUANTUM DOTS

This chapter is reproduced from “Liquid-phase laser ablation synthesis of graphene
quantum dots from carbon nano-onions: Comparison with chemical oxidation” J. Colloid
Interface Sci. 2018, 527, 132-140. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcis.2018.04.113 Copyright ©
(2018) Elsevier.

2.1

Introduction and motivation
Since its first isolation in 2004170, graphene has shown a wide range of potential

applications34, 171-173 due to its high charge carrier mobility and thermal conductivity, large
surface area to mass ratio, strength, hardness, and flexibility.34-35 However, graphene is a
zero-bandgap material which limits its use in applications such as photovoltaics, transistors
and light emitting diodes, which require a measurable and tunable band gap. This has
inspired the development of many graphene derivatives, including graphene quantum dots
(GQDs), graphene nano ribbons, graphene nanoflakes, graphene oxides, graphane, and
fluorographene,154, 174 which exhibit non-zero bandgaps because of their small particle
sizes or the inclusion of non-carbon atoms, and GQDs in particular have emerged showing
versatile application in photovoltaics, photocatalysis, biosensing, bioimaging, and
photodynamic therapy.13, 32, 175 GQDs are considered a zero-dimensional nanomaterial that
consists of a graphitic carbon backbone that typically has a thickness ranging from a single
to five graphene layers and generally not exceeding 10 nm in diameter.33 The backbone is
terminated on the edges by either hydrogen atoms or with functional groups, and depending
on the reaction conditions, functional groups can also be present on the basal planes. GQDs
are non-toxic and environmentally friendly, and they exhibit photoluminescence (PL) with
a good photostability and broad emissions in the ultraviolet, visible and near infrared
regions.58 Several factors contribute to the absorbance and emissive properties of GQDs.
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The presence of sp2 hybridized nanodomains allows for size- dependent absorbance and
emission through the quantum confinement effect, and a mixture of different sp2 domain
sizes in a sample affords excitation-dependent emission.59 The PL from these size effects
are often termed intrinsic emission. On the other hand, the presence of localized
nanostructures from zigzag and armchair edges60 and from oxygen containing functional
groups on the edges and surfaces leads to so-called extrinsic emission. GQDs often exhibit
a combination of both intrinsic and extrinsic emissions,29 and these unique optical
properties allow GQDs to be viable in such a wide range of applications. Therefore, it is
desirable to be able to produce GQDs with strict control over these properties.
Many top-down methods, such as hydrothermal cutting, chemical oxidation,
electrochemical cutting, and nanolithography, and bottom-up methods including stepwise
organic synthesis, solvothermal synthesis, and chemical vapor deposition have been
employed to prepared GQDs,32-33 however these methods suffer many disadvantages,
including the use of harsh chemicals, the production of harmful byproducts, tedious
product purification process, and the limited control over the product sizes, compositions,
and structures. Liquid-phase laser ablation (LA) is an alternative, single-step method that
offers several advantages over traditional chemical syntheses in the production of
nanomaterials including use of fewer chemical precursors, production of fewer harmful
byproducts, fast nanomaterial production, and control over the resultant product by tuning
the laser synthesis parameters, the liquid used, and by the presence of solutes in the liquid.
160, 164, 169

In general, two mechanisms are proposed for how nanomaterials are formed

through liquid-phase LA: thermal evaporation vs. explosive ejection. With thermal
evaporation, irradiation of the laser causes the solid target to form a high temperature and
high-pressure plasma at the solid-liquid interface. This plasma adiabatically expands,
interacts with, and is condensed by the surrounding medium to quickly form clusters.165
Alternatively, explosive ejection causes surface melting of the target and the formation of
nanodroplets upon the incidence of a laser. These nanodroplets are then ejected into the
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liquid and react at their surfaces with the liquid medium to form nanomaterials.176
Distinguishing between the two mechanisms can allow for better understanding for further
control of the nanomaterials produced by liquid-phase LA.
Recently, liquid-phase LA has been demonstrated as a clean and efficient one-step
method to fabricate GQDs both through bottom up methods using precursors such as
toluene177 or chlorobenzene178 and through top-down synthesis with larger precursors
including solutions of multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs),56 dispersions of graphite
powders,179 and highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) targets in water.180 It was
demonstrated that the use of MWCNTs with ultrathin carbon walls allowed for better size
control over the GQDs when compared to bulky carbon targets such as HOPG and that the
choice of solvent allowed for tuning of the PL properties.181 It has also been reported that
use of HOPG as a carbon precursor produces mixed samples that consist of both GQDs
and larger products such as graphene sheets or porous graphene.180, 182 while the use of
smaller precursors such as graphene oxide allowed for production of more uniform
samples.183 Other parameters, such as laser-ablation time, allowed for control over the
concentration of surface functional groups154 and influenced the size of GQDs formed
through liquid-phase LA.184 Laser power, pulse width, and the focused spot size as well as
the composition of precursors also affected the size distribution and PL properties of the
resultant GQDs.177,

185-186

However, to our knowledge, there is yet to be a detailed

comparison of GQDs produced from similar materials through traditional chemical
methods and liquid-phase LA. We report a systematic comparison of GQDs produced by
chemical oxidation (CO) and liquid-phase LA methods. It was observed that the LA-GQDs
have a blue shifted absorbance and PL relative to the CO-GQDs. This change in optical
properties is attributed to both a smaller particle size and thus smaller sp2 domains, and a
higher concentration of hydroxyl functional groups. It was determined that the oxygen
containing functional groups were the dominant source of radiative decay, while the
intrinsic states from the sp2 domains were only weakly emitting. Liquid-phase LA has
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successfully been presented as a reproducible method that is cleaner and faster in
production and produces the GQDs with smaller size dispersion.

2.2

Experimental details
A description of the materials used, and the sample characterization can be found

in the supporting information (section 2.5).
2.2.1

Carbon-nano onion preparation

Nanodiamond-derived carbon nano-onions (nCNOs) were synthesized according
to a previously published procedure.43 Briefly, the nCNOs were derived from commercially
available detonation nanodiamonds (average diameter 6 nm). The nanodiamonds were
thermally annealed in a graphitization furnace under helium flow at 1650°C for 1 hour.
2.2.2

GQD preparation
2.2.2.1 Preparation of CO-GQDs

Chemically oxidized GQDs were produced through a modified hummer’s
method. In a typical procedure, 200 mg nCNOs were mixed with 66 mL sulfuric acid and
34 mL nitric acid. The mixture was under reflux at 105 °C for 4 hours. The sample was
then cooled to room temperature and neutralized with KOH, filtered, and dialyzed for two
weeks using dialysis tubing (molecular weight cut off: 1 kD). Following dialysis, the GQD
solution was filtered using a 450 nm syringe filter.
2.2.2.2 Preparation of LA-GQDs
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Figure 2.1 depicts the experimental setup for liquid-phase LA to produce
GQDs. In a typical experiment, nCNOs were pressed into a pellet at 15,000 psi and kept
under the pressure for 15 minutes. This pressure was chosen because it allowed the pellet
to remain intact throughout the duration of the ablation. The pellet was transferred to a vial,
and 3 mL of deionized water was added. A quartz lid was used to minimize the loss of the
deionized water due to evaporation. A Spectra-Physics Quanta-Ray® GCR-3 Q-switched
Nd:YAG laser equipped with a harmonic generator was used to produce 532 nm light. The
laser pulse width at 532 nm was 5-7 ns, and the repetition rate was 10 Hz. The laser beam
was directed downward with a quartz prism, and the focal point of the laser beam was
adjusted to a size of about 2 mm diameter using a focal lens. The vial containing the nCNO
pellet was placed incident of the laser on a rotating stand. The ablations were carried out
at 1.30 W for 7 hours to allow for a sufficient amount of sample to be produced. Following
ablation, the liquid was collected and filtered with a 450 nm syringe filter prior to analysis.
Experiments were also run at 0.11, 0.57, and 0.95 W to test for any power dependence on
the resultant sample.

Figure 2.1 Schematic representation of a laser ablation setup
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2.3
2.3.1

Results and discussion
Optical and size characterizations
Optical characterizations of the precursor nCNOs are reported in the Supporting

Information (Figure S2.1a). Prior to the GQD formation, the nCNOs show continuous
absorbance in the range from 200 nm to 800 nm with no defined peaks (Figure S2.1a),
indicating that the precursor is a metallic, zero-bandgap material. The nCNOs show no PL
when they were excited at various wavelengths (Figure S2.1b). The sharp, excitation
wavelength-dependent peaks superimposed on the PL spectra are due to Raman scattering
of the deionized water. Following CO or liquid-phase LA, well-defined absorbance peaks
appear (Figure 2.2a), suggesting the formation of quantum confined particles. The COGQDs show a peak at 230 nm from the π-π* transitions of the aromatic carbon backbone,
shoulders at 265 nm and around 350 nm from the n-π* transitions of the functional groups,
and weak, continuously diminishing absorbance at longer wavelengths. Compared to the
CO-GQDs, the LA-GQDs show a shift in the π-π* transition to a shorter wavelength at 210
nm, reduced intensities for the n-π* transitions, and nearly zero absorbance at wavelengths
longer than 500 nm. The negligible absorbance of the LA- synthesized GQDs at ≥ 500 nm
allowed for the 532 nm beam to transmit through the solution to the pellet with a minimal
loss of the laser power. The shift of the π-π* transition to a shorter wavelength for the LAGQDs gives evidence that these GQDs have smaller sp2 domain sizes than the CO-GQDs
through the quantum confinement effect which states that as the size of a nanomaterial
becomes smaller its bandgap is increased. The difference in the n-π* transition intensities
suggests that the functional groups or the relative ratios of these functional groups on the
GQDs are different between the CO- and LA-GQDs.
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Figure 2.2 UV-Vis absorbance (a) and photoluminescence spectra of the CO-GQDs (b)
and LA-GQDs (C).

Considerable PL differences are also apparent between the CO- and LAGQDs. Although both samples exhibit excitation wavelength-dependent emissions, such
dependence is much stronger for the LA-GQDs. This could give evidence of greater
disorders of the LA-synthesized GQDs. The peak emission of the CO-GQDs with 300-510
nm excitations (Figure 2.2b) all occurs at around 515 nm, with 450 nm excitation giving
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the strongest emission. The peak emission of the LA-GQDs is noticeably blue-shifted from
that of the CO-GQDs. The LA-GQDs show peak emission occurring at 445 nm with 360
nm excitation. It may not be surprising that the maximum emission of the LA-GQDs occurs
at a shorter excitation wavelength since they absorb weakly at longer wavelengths.187 These
differences in PL suggest that the LA-GQDs have a different chemical structure than the
CO-GQDs. Figure S2.2(a-d) shows the PL spectra of several LA-GQD samples produced
at various laser powers. For all spectra, the entire sample produced by liquid-phase LA was
collected and dissolved in 3 mL of water. A clear increase in PL intensity is observed with
the increase in laser power (Figure S2.2e). Such a PL enhancement is due to a greater
amount of GQD production at a higher energy per surface area (laser fluence),161 which is
also demonstrated by the increased absorbance at a given wavelength with increasing laser
fluence (Figure S2.2f). Although the laser power effect was investigated with higher laser
power, power larger than 1.3 W caused destruction of the nCNO pellet and prevented
further laser ablation. Figure S2.3 (a-c) shows the PL spectra of three LA-GQD samples
produced with the same LA parameters and demonstrates the reproducibility of this
method.
To further understand the differences in the PL of the CO- and LA-GQDs,
we investigated the sizes of the GQDs. Figure 2.3 presents the images obtained by
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and the lattice profiles of the GQDs produced by
both methods. From these images and lattice profiles, the average diameter of the COGQDs is measured to be 4.1(8) nm (Figure 2.3a), and the lattice spacing is 0.21 nm (Figure
2.3(b,c)), which corresponds to the [110] plane of graphite.188 The average diameter of the
LA-GQDs is slightly smaller (1.8(6) nm) (Figure 2.3d), whereas their lattice spacing is
larger (0.31 nm) (Figure 2.3(e,f)). The larger lattice spacing of the LA-GQDs could be due
to their higher relative concentration of the hydroxyl groups, which widen the carbon
backbone gap.189 Additionally, the smaller crystalline diameter of the LA-GQDs indicates
a less ordered structure than the CO-GQDs.
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Atomic force microscopic (AFM) images and their line scans (Figure 2.4) show
that the CO-GQDs have an average particle height of 6.3(19) Å (Figure 2.4(a,b)) which
corresponds to the stacking of two or three graphene layers, and the LA-GQDs have an
average particle height of 3.5(10) Å (Figure 2.4(c,d)), indicating that the LA-synthesized
particles are mostly single layered. The smaller size of the LA-GQDs explains the shift of
the π-π* transition observed in the absorbance to shorter wavelengths, and the lower
standard deviation indicates better size uniformity than the CO-GQDs. The smaller sizes
of the LA-GQDs could also contribute to the observed blue shifted PL.

Figure 2.3 TEM images and lattice profiles of the CO-GQDs (a-c) and LA-GQDs (d-e).
The inset histograms in the TEM images show the GQD diameter distributions.
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Figure 2.4 AFM images and the corresponding height profiles for the CO-GQDs (a, b) and
LA-GQDs (c, d). The lines in the AFM images indicate where the line profiles were
measured. The inset histograms show the particle height distributions.
2.3.2

Functional group characterization
Differences in functional groups present on the GQDs were also suspected to

contribute to the different PL properties so XPS and FT-IR were used to investigate the
functional groups present. Figure 2.5a shows the XPS survey spectra of both CO- and LAGQDs. The survey spectrum of the CO-GQDs shows an O1s peak at 532.1 eV, a C1s peak
at 285.3 eV, and a K2p peak at 293.4 eV. The presence of the K2p peak is due to residual
potassium from the neutralization procedure that was not separated out during dialysis.
From the O1s and C1s peak intensities, the CO-GQDs are found to contain 57.2% carbon
and 42.8% oxygen by molar ratio. The survey spectrum of the LA-GQDs shows an O1s
peak at 531.9 eV, a C1s peak at 285.3 eV, a Na1s peak at 1071.2 eV, and a Na LK1 Auger
peak at 497.0 eV. The presence of the Na1s and NaLK1 peaks is due to a slight sodium
contamination from the cleaning solution used to prepare the glassware for liquid-phase
LA. For the LA-GQDs the carbon to oxygen ratio is 43.5% carbon and 56.5% oxygen. The
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increase in the relative amount of oxygen of the LA-GQDs is due to their smaller sizes,
which lead to an increased surface to volume ratio and thus an increase in the total number
of surface hydroxyl groups. The survey spectra of both CO-GQDs and LA-GQDs show
that in addition to the trace Na and K atoms, oxygen is the only heteroatom present on the
GQDs’ surfaces, which suggests that only oxygen containing functional groups will be
present in both GQDs.

Figure 2.5 Survey XPS spectra (a) and high resolution O1s (b) and C1s (c for the COGQDs and d for the LA-GQDs) spectra of the CO- and LA-GQDs.

High resolution XPS scans around the O1s region (Figure 2.5b) show broad
O1s peaks at 531.5 eV for both the CO- and LA-GQD samples and a minor Na KL2 Auger
peak at 536.1 eV for the LA-CODs only. The broadness of the O1s transition suggests that
surface oxygen atoms must be in different bonding environments (or different functional
groups) in both samples. The main difference between the CO- and LA-GQDs is the shape
of the O1s peak, which is clearly asymmetric at the higher energy side for the former but
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symmetric for the latter. The different shapes of the O1s peak are of an indication that the
CO- and LA-GQDs contain different types or ratios of the oxygen-containing functions
groups. This difference is more clearly demonstrated by the high resolution C1s spectra in
Figure 2.5(c, d). Although the C1s spectrum of both samples can be best deconvoluted into
five peaks corresponding to sp2, sp3, hydroxyl C-O, carbonyl C=O, and carboxylic O-C=O
carbon bonding, the relative areas of these peaks are considerably different between the
CO- and LA-synthesized GQDs. Table 2.1 summarizes the C1s binding energies and
percentages of each type of carbons determined from the deconvoluted peak areas of XPS
C1s spectra. As expected, the binding energies of each type of C1s electrons in the two
samples are similar to each other. However, although both samples contain more carbons
in the backbone than the oxygen-bonded carbons in the functional groups, the CO-GQDs
have a much larger fraction of the backbone carbons (73.9%) than the LA-GQDs (55.1%)
(or a smaller fraction of the oxygen-bonded carbons (26.1%) than the LA-GQDs (45.0%)).
In general, smaller particle sizes have higher surface to volume ratios and thus are able to
accommodate more surface functional groups. The observation thus suggests that the
GQDs prepared by LA are smaller than those synthesized by CO, consistent with the TEM
measurements described previously. Moreover, the CO-GQDs have more sp2 backbone
carbons (49.8%) than the LA-GQDs (32.6%), indicating that the former has a larger sp2
carbon domain than the latter, consistent with the AFM measurements.
Table 2.1 C1s binding energies and fractions of various carbons in the CO- and LA-GQDs
determined by XPS
Assignment C1s binding energy (eV) CO-GQDs LA-GQDs
sp2
284.3
49.8%
32.6%
sp3
284.9
23.9%
22.5%
C-O
286.1
3.5%
20.2%
C=O
287.7
9.0%
15.0%
O-C=O
288.5
13.9%
9.8%
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Various particle sizes also explain the difference in ratios of the oxygen containing
functional groups as summarized in Table 2.2. It has been shown that O-H groups are more
stable than C=O or C-O=C groups on smaller GQDs, smaller particles thus are expected to
favor a higher relative concentration of O-H surface functional groups.68 For the LAGQDs, hydroxyl –bonded carbons are dominant accounting for 44.9% of the oxygen
bonded carbons, while carbonyl and carboxylic carbons account for 33.3% and 21.8%,
respectively. For the CO-GQDs, carboxylic groups are dominant accounting for 53.7% of
the oxygen bonded carbons, while hydroxyl-bonded and carbonyl carbons account for
13.3% and 34.0%.
Table 2.2 Relative amounts of the oxygen-containing functional groups of the CO- and
LA-GQDs.
Assignment
CO-GQDs
LA-GQDs
R-C-OH
13.3%
44.9%
R-C=O
34.0%
33.3%
R-COOH
52.7%
21.8%

Figure 2.6 shows the normalized FT-IR spectra of both CO-GQDs (top) and LAGQDs (bottom). The CO-GQD spectrum shows a strong broad phenolic O-H stretching
band at 3450 cm-1, a broad carboxylic O-H stretching band at 2500 cm-1, a sharp C=O
stretching peak at 1700 cm-1, a strong and sharp aromatic ring stretching peak at 1600 cm1

, a sp2 carbon-bonded phenolic C-O stretching peak at 1225 cm-1, and a CH2 bending

transition at 1450 cm-1. Compared to the CO-GQDs, the LA-GQD spectrum displays
greatly diminished intensities of the carboxylic O-H, C=O, and sp2 bonded phenolic C-O
stretches as well as a relatively weaker aromatic ring stretch, but new transitions
corresponding to the sp3 C-H stretch at ~ 3000 cm-1, CH3 bend at 1380 cm-1 and sp3 carbonbonded alcoholic C-O stretch at 1100 cm-1.190 Overall, the FT-IR data indicates that the
LA-GQDs have less aromatic sp2 carbons and carboxylic groups, but more sp3 carbons and
hydroxyl groups than the CO-GQDs. The dominance of the sp3 carbons over the sp2
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carbons, the larger concentration of the O-H groups, and fewer carboxylic groups in the
LA-GQDs determined by FT-IR are consistent with the XPS results discussed above.
The difference in the surface functional groups offers insight into the observed
optical properties. It has been reported that a carboxylic substitution has a greater effect on
the n-π* absorption transition than a hydroxyl substitution.63 This effect is also evident
from our UV-Vis absorption spectra as the CO-GQDs show much stronger absorption in
the n-π* region than the LA-GQDs. The higher fraction of the hydroxyl groups also
contributes to the blue shifted emission of the LA-GQDs. It has been shown that chemically
reducing GQDs with sodium borohydride increases the ratio of hydroxyl to carboxylic
groups while preserving the size and structure of the GQDs, shifts emission to the blue and
enhances PL quantum yield compared to the GQDs prior to chemical reduction.191-192
Further reactions to remove the hydroxyl groups quenches the PL, demonstrating that the
blue shift is due to the increased surface concentration of hydroxyl groups.191 This suggests
that the hydroxyl functional groups in these systems behave more as localized, moleculelike states rather than acting as electron donating groups to the intrinsic state, which would
have an opposite effect inducing a PL red shift due to an increase of the energy of the
highest occupied molecular orbital and thus a decreased bandgap.64, 193 We observe a
similar effect with the LA-GQDs. Although the LA-GQDs have smaller sizes compared to
the CO-GQDs, which could cause the blue shifted emission, we suspect that the extrinsic
emission from the surface functional groups is the dominating contribution to the emission,
and the blue shifted emission thus is due to the higher relative number of hydroxyl groups,
whereas the longer wavelength emission of the CO-GQDs is due to the higher relative
number of the carboxylic groups. Additionally, because they are smaller in diameter, the
LA-GQDs should have a higher surface to volume ratio of these functional groups and
further enhance blue emission.
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Figure 2.6 Normalized FT-IR of the CO- (black) and LA-GQDs (blue).
2.3.3 Photoluminescence lifetime results
To further understand the PL mechanism, we investigated the PL lifetime of the
GQDs using TCSPC. The measurements were obtained using a 333 nm excitation source,
and emission was measured at 430, 475, and 515 nm because the LA-GQDs exhibit strong
emission at 430 nm, the CO-GQDs exhibit strong emission at 515 nm, and both types of
the GQDs exhibit moderate emission at 475 nm. The instrument response function was
determined by measuring the scattering of a ludox solution at 333 nm emission. Figure
2.7(a, b) shows the PL decay curves of the CO-GQDs at 515 nm emission and the LAGQDs at 430 nm emission. The PL decay curves for the remaining emission wavelengths
for both CO- and LA-GQDs are shown in Figures S2.4 and S2.5, respectively. The decays
were fit to three exponential functions, and the resultant lifetimes and their relative
contributions are tabulated in Table 2.3. The exponential fit parameters are tabulated in
Tables S2.1 and S2.2. Both CO- and LA-GQDs show a fast component, τ1, which is
attributed to the intrinsic states of the GQDs,61 and two slower components, τ2 and τ3, which
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are attributed to decays of the various extrinsic states from the surface functional groups.
Interestingly, we have observed changes in the relative contributions at different emission
wavelengths. For the CO-GQDs, at 430 nm emission the intrinsic component of 0.66 ns is
the dominant deactivation process with a relative contribution of 63%. As the emission
moves to longer wavelengths, the relative contribution from the intrinsic effects becomes
smaller, with a relative contribution of 52% at 475 nm and 34% at 515 nm; however, the
lifetime remains unchanged, which suggests uniformity in the intrinsic states. At 515 nm
emission, the deactivations due to surface functional groups dominate with τ2 = 2.51 ns and
τ3 = 7.90 ns contributing 37% and 28%, respectively. As with the τ1 intrinsic state, τ2 and
τ3 do not change with emission wavelength.

Figure 2.7 TCSPC decay curves of the CO-GQD 515 nm emission (a) and the LA-GQD
430 nm emission (b) at 333 nm excitation. The red lines show the fits and the insets present
the residues for three exponential fits. Overlaid emission spectra of the CO- and LA-GQDs
at 333 nm excitation (c).

The LA-GQDs show a slightly different trend. For all three emission wavelengths,
the intrinsic deactivation process is dominant. However, the τ2 and τ3 deactivations from
the surface functional groups show their strongest contributions at 430 nm emission with
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19% for τ2 and 11% for τ3. It also should be noted that the τ1 component is much faster for
the LA-GQDs, which is likely due to the increased disorder from a higher sp3 carbon
fraction that provides more non-radiative pathways leading to the increase of the
deactivation rate. Figure 2.7c presents the emission profiles of the CO- and LA-GQDs
excited at 333 nm. Among the three marked emission wavelengths, the CO-GQDs displays
the strongest emission at 515 nm, where the deactivation processes from the surface
functional groups have their strongest contributions, and the weakest emission at 430 nm,
where the intrinsic deactivation has the highest contribution. On the other hand, the LAGQDs exhibit the peak emission at 430 nm, the same position where the surface functional
groups have their strongest contributions. As the emission moves towards the red, the
intensity decreases as do the relative contributions of τ2 and τ3. Based on these
observations, we conclude that the surface functional groups on the GQDs are much
brighter states than the intrinsic states.36 Going further, we have observed that for the COGQDs the relative contribution of τ2 only changes slightly as the emission moves from 430
nm to 515 nm; however, the relative contribution of τ3 increases significantly from 7% at
430 nm to 28% at 515 nm. Since the carboxylic groups are the dominating functional
groups present on the CO-GQDs, and the PL intensity increases with the increasing
contribution of τ3, we envision that the τ3 lifetime is due to deactivations of the carboxylic
functional groups. For the LA-GQDs, the relative contribution of τ3 remains fairly constant
at all three emission wavelengths but the contribution of τ2 is the highest at 430 nm
emission. Because the higher concentration of hydroxyl groups has greater influence on
the blue shifted emission, we predict that the τ2 lifetime is due to deactivations of the
hydroxyl functional groups. Finally, it should also be noted that the high relative
contribution from intrinsic deactivations is consistent with the absorbance which shows the
π-π* transition as the dominant transition with only weak n-π* transitions from surface
functional groups.
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LA-GQD

CO-GQD

Table 2.3 Lifetimes(τ1, τ2, and τ3) of emissions (λem) and their relative contributions (%)
for the CO- and LA-GQDs measured by TCSPC at 333 nm excitation.
λem (nm)

τ1 (ns)

% τ1

τ2 (ns)

% τ2

τ3 (ns)

% τ3

430

0.66(2)

63(2)

2.31(6)

30(2)

8.5(2)

7(2)

475

0.63(2)

52(2)

2.33(5)

36(2)

8.07(12)

37(3)

515

0.63(2)

34(2)

2.51(12)

37(2)

7.9(6)

28(2)

430

0.093(8)

69(4)

3.18(10)

19(2)

12.5(2)

11(3)

475

0.103(8)

73(4)

2.569(13)

13(2)

8.8(2)

15(4)

515

0.135(14)

77(5)

2.00(3)

11(3)

7.9(4)

12(5)

Based on the observed LA-GQD composition, the thermal evaporation mechanism
for GQD formation is proposed. The laser is incident on the nCNO precursor and causes
fast ejection of carbon atoms, ions, and small fragments of the nCNOs which then form a
dense plasma. The plasma is quickly condensed by the deionized water, and nucleation of
carbon clusters begin to form. Further laser pulses cause more plasma formation, and the
species grow on the existing nuclei and also react with the surrounding water. This growth
process is evidenced by the large fraction of sp3 carbons. The reliance on water as the sole
oxygen source leads to the higher surface concentration of the hydroxyl groups. If the
explosive ejection mechanism was observed, we would expect to observe larger sp2
domains retained from the source material. The larger observed fraction in sp3 character
contributes to a higher amount of disorder within the LA-GQDs, and we speculate that a
more accurate description of the LA-GQD structure is that a particle contains several small
sp2 domains within a sp3 matrix. As observed in the FT-IR spectra, the hydroxyl groups
are mostly bonded to sp3 carbon which isolates them from the intrinsic states. This allows
the hydroxyl groups to behave as separate emitting species rather than as electron donating
groups to the intrinsic states which would shift the emission to longer wavelengths. Nonuniformity in the size of the sp2 domains could account for the observed excitation53

dependent emission despite the uniform sizes of the particles. This disorder also likely has
a high contribution to the non-radiative decay of the LA-GQDs as it increases the rate
constant of non-radiative relaxation path, knr, as evidenced by the much faster τ1 intrinsic
lifetime of the LA-GQDs compared to the CO-GQDs. Finally, as a note on nomenclature,
we refer to the particles synthesized through liquid-phase laser ablation as LA-GQDs for
consistency when comparing them to CO-GQDs. However, based on the small sizes of the
graphitic sp2 domains and high fraction of sp3 carbons, a more general name such as carbon
nanodots could also be used to describe these particles.

2.4

Concluding remarks
In summary, we have presented liquid-phase LA as a fast, single-step, and clean

method to prepare GQDs from nCNOs. Compared to those prepared through chemical
methods, these GQDs have smaller and more uniform sizes and show blue shifted
absorbance and emissive properties with peak PL observed at 445 nm. A combination of
the smaller sp2 domains and the larger fraction of the hydroxyl functional groups is
responsible for the blue shifted emission. However, we have determined through TCSPC
that the intrinsic states have the fastest lifetimes and are weak emitting states, while the
surface functional groups have slower lifetimes and are much stronger emitting. This
suggests that the PL properties are more dominantly affected by the nature of the functional
groups present and only minimally through size effects of the intrinsic state, and that by
careful selection of functional groups present PL can be tuned to desired wavelengths.
Because of the thermal decomposition mechanism, the LA-synthesized particles are similar
to those produced through reported bottom up approaches. Our work suggests that the
liquid-phase LA method can be expanded to prepare GQDs from other source materials or
in different solvents to allow for either doping or inclusion of additional functional groups
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for further control over the PL properties. Promising alternative carbon precursors could
include cheaper and more abundant biomass or industrial byproducts and dopants such as
nitrogen or sulfur other heteroatoms could be used for incorporation of new functional
groups in further studies.

2.5

Supporting Information
2.5.1.1 Materials

Sulfuric acid (H2SO4, ACS reagent, 95.0-98.0%) was purchased from SigmaAldrich. Nitric acid (HNO3, Certified ACS Plus) was purchased from Fisher Chemical.
Potassium hydroxide (KOH, ACS grade) was obtained from the British Drug Houses.
Sodium hydroxide (NaOH, ACS reagent) was obtained from EMD Millipore.
Nanodiamonds (98+%, 6 nm diameter) powders were obtained from Nanostructured
Amorphous Materials Inc. All of these chemicals were used without purification. Dialysis
tubing (1kD) was obtained from Spectrum Laboratories, Inc. and allowed to soak in
deionized water for 15 minutes prior to use. Deionized water was obtained using a
Barnstead™ E-Pure™ Ultrapure Water Purification System.

2.5.1.2 Sample characterization

UV-visible absorption spectra were obtained using a Thermo Scientific Evolution
201 UV-Visible Spectrophotometer. PL spectra were obtained using a Horiba Scientific
Fluoromax Plus-C fluorimeter. Emission scans were collected at various excitation
wavelengths to test for excitation-dependent emission. PL lifetime measurements were
conducted using a DeltaHub™ high throughput time correlated single photon counting
(TCSPC) controller and a 333 nm pulsed NanoLED excitation source. Experimental PL
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lifetime results were fitted with exponential decay curves using Horiba Scientific Decay
Analysis Software. Fourier-transform infrared (FT-IR) spectra were obtained using a
Nicolet IS50 FT-IR Spectrometer equipped with a diamond attenuated total reflectance
(ATR) plate. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were obtained using
a Thermo Scientific K-Alpha X-ray Photoelectron Spectrometer System. Atomic force
microscopy measurements were made using a Park XE-70 Atomic Force Microscope in
tapping mode. The analyses of line scans and average particle heights were conducted
using the software Gwyddion. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were
obtained using a JEOL 2010F Transmission Electron Microscope. Average particle
diameters and their lattice spacing were measured using the ImageJ software package.

2.5.2 Optical spectroscopic characterization of precursor nCNOs

Figure S2.1 UV-Vis absorption (a) and photoluminescence (b) spectra of nCNOs used as
a precursor for GQD formation. The nCNOs show continuous absorbance at all
wavelengths, indicating their metallic character, and no photoluminescence when excited
at various wavelengths. The sharp peaks in the photoluminescence spectrum are from water
Raman scattering.
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2.5.3

Liquid-phase

laser

ablation

power

dependence

of

LA-GQD

photoluminescence

Samples were prepared in a similar manner to those described in the main text with
all of the parameters the same as described except for the laser power. Laser powers of
0.11, 0.57, 0.95, and 1.26 W were used. All samples were filtered with a 450 nm syringe
filter and dried in an oven. For analysis, the samples were dissolved in 3 mL of deionized
water, and the entire sample was used.

Figure S2.2 Laser ablation power-dependent photoluminescence spectra (a-d), 430 nm
emission intensity at 330 and 360 nm excitation (e), and absorbance spectra (f) of the LAGQDs
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2.5.4 Reproducibility of LA-GQDs

Figure S2.3 PL spectra of three LA-GQD samples produced at 1.30 W. The similar spectra
of All three samples indicate the reproducibility of the LA-GQD method.
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2.5.5 Time correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) measurements of the COand LA-GQDs

Photoluminescence decays were fit to three exponential functions in the form

𝑦𝑦 = 𝐴𝐴 + 𝐵𝐵1 𝑒𝑒

−𝑡𝑡�
𝜏𝜏1

+ 𝐵𝐵2 𝑒𝑒

−𝑡𝑡�
3

+ 𝐵𝐵3 𝑒𝑒

−𝑡𝑡�
𝜏𝜏3

(Equation 2.1)

and the relative contributions were calculated by:
% 𝜏𝜏𝑛𝑛 = 100 × 𝐵𝐵

𝐵𝐵𝑛𝑛 𝜏𝜏𝑛𝑛

(Equation 2.2)

1 𝜏𝜏1 +𝐵𝐵2 𝜏𝜏2 +𝐵𝐵3 𝜏𝜏3

Table S2.1 Exponential fitting parameters for the TCSPC fluorescence lifetime analyses of
the CO-GQDs at various emission wavelengths (λem).
CO-GQDs
430 nm
475 nm
515 nm
λem
A
3.2(8)
1.57(7)
1.46(7)
0.1808(8)
0.1709(8)
0.1418(9)
B1
τ1 (ns)
0.66(2)
0.63(2)
0.63(2)
0.0249(2)
0.0324(3)
0.0386(3)
B2
τ2 (ns)
2.31(6)
2.33(5)
2.51(12)
0.00151(2)
0.00309(3)
0.00939(5)
B3
τ3 (ns)
8.5(2)
8.07(12)
7.90(6)
Table S2.2 Exponential fitting parameters for the TCSPC fluorescence lifetime analyses of
the LA-GQDs at various emission wavelengths (λem).
LA-GQDs
430 nm
475 nm
515 nm
λem
A
28.8(2)
68.7(3)
1.03(5)
B1
1.789(6)
1.530(5)
1.065(11)
τ1 (ns)
0.093(8)
0.103(8)
0.135(14)
B2
0.01465(11)
0.0106(2)
0.0101(6)
τ2 (ns)
3.18(10)
2.56(13)
2.0(3)
B3
0.00226(2)
0.00355(4)
0.00273(8)
τ3 (ns)
12.5(2)
8.8(2)
7.9(4)
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Figure S2.4 TCSPC measurements of the CO-GQDs excited with 333 nm at 430 nm (top)
and 475 nm (bottom) emission.
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Figure S2.5 TCSPC measurements of the LA-GQDs excited with 333 nm at 475 nm (top)
and 515 nm (bottom) emission.
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CHAPTER 3. CONTROLLED NITROGEN DOPING OF GRAPHENE QUANTUM DOTS THROUGH
LASER ABLATION IN AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS FOR PHOTOLUMINESCENCE AND
ELECTROCATALYTIC APPLICATIONS

This chapter is reproduced with permission from “Controlled Nitrogen Doping of
Graphene Quantum Dots through Laser Ablation in Aqueous Solutions for
Photoluminescence and Electrocatalytic Applications” ACS Appl. Nano Mater. 2019, 2,
11, 6948-6959. https://doi.org/10.1021/acsanm.9b01433 Copyright © (2019) American
Chemical Society.

3.1

Introduction
Graphene quantum dots (GQDs) are promising for many applications in sensing47,

194

, imaging48, photovoltaics, displays195, photodynamic therapy175, 196, and catalysis13, 197-

198

. GQDs have drawn special attention because they can be synthesized from cheap and

abundant carbon sources in a large scale, avoid the use of heavy metals, and are light weight
as well as biocompatible.

32-33

Many of their applications are driven by their absorbance

and photoluminescent (PL) properties with the goal of color control and high PL quantum
yield (PLQY). While some previous work has suggested that the size of sp2 carbon
domains, termed intrinsic states, within a GQD could be used to control the absorbance
and emission through quantum confinement effects,63 others have demonstrated that defect
states associated with functional groups present on the surface, often termed extrinsic states
or molecule-like states, of GQDs, could govern the emission and increase the PLQY.36, 41
Therefore, by controlling the functional groups present on the GQDs, it is possible to tune
the emission to the desired wavelength with improved PLQY.
Various research groups have demonstrated that the chemical state of oxygenated
functional groups on GQDs has considerable influence on the emission. For instance, a
high degree of chemical oxidation leads to a red shift in emission,55 while chemical
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reduction of oxidized GQDs blue shifts the PL.191, 199 Nitrogen doping has also been proven
to have influence on the emissive properties of GQDs, however, there is still much debate
on how various nitrogen functional groups affect the PL. Nitrogen can be present in various
forms on GQDs including pyridinic, pyrrolic, amine, amide, graphitic, and nitro groups.
One recent report shows a trend of enhanced PL with increased fractions of pyridinic
nitrogen, while higher fractions of pyrrolic nitrogen have the opposite effects and favor
non-radiative deactivations which decrease the PL.200 Another shows that increased
concentrations of graphitic nitrogen can red shift the PL while also lowering the PLQY due
to the introduction of mid-gap states that decrease the HOMO-LUMO gap.62 This is
attributed to the electron donating effect of the graphitic nitrogen into the intrinsic states
of GQDs, but other types of nitrogen including pyridinic, pyrrolic, or amino groups did not
have a similar effect.201
In contrast to the reports arguing for the role of nitrogen as dopants influencing
HOMO-LUMO gap, other reports claimed that nitrogen doping could blue shift the
emission relative to undoped GQDs and this blue shift is attributed to a change in defect
states and surface functional groups.202 In fact, certain reaction conditions can allow the
formation of molecule-like fluorophores that are attached to the GQDs and act as the
primary emitting species.53 For example, blue shifted emission is observed with the
introduction of a high fraction of pyridinic nitrogen49, while the red shifting of emission
results from the increased concentration of amine groups.203 Finally, samples containing
higher overall nitrogen content have exhibited higher PLQYs when compared to similarly
prepared samples with low nitrogen content.204 Although the role of dopants in
photoluminescence is not fully understood, it is clear that controlling both the ratios of the
functional groups and the overall nitrogen content could influence the optical properties of
the GQDs.
GQDs have been prepared through many top-down methods, such as chemical
exfoliation, hydrothermal synthesis, and electron beam lithography, and by bottom-up
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methods, such as stepwise organic synthesis and pyrolysis of carbon precursors.32-33, 205-206
However, these methods suffer from limitations of multiple steps for preparation, low
production yields, use of many hazardous chemicals, long purification processes, and
production of non-uniform samples in both size and morphology. Pulsed laser ablation in
liquid (LAL) has recently been proven as an alternate single-step method to produce
various carbon nanomaterials including GQDs.154,

178, 180, 185, 207

Potentially, LAL can

overcome many of the limitations of other synthetic methods because it uses fewer
chemicals, produces higher yields of desired products with few byproducts, and simplifies
purification processes.

160, 164-165, 208

Typically, pulsed laser irradiation is incident on a

target, generating plasma plumes that expand in liquid. The plasma is subsequently cooled
by the surrounding liquid.161 The presence of dopant molecules in the surrounding liquid
allows for the inclusion of various heteroatoms and functional groups153. Nitrogen doping
in particular has been achieved by laser ablation of carbon precursors with dopants
including diethylenetriamine152, aminotoluene209 or urea210. It has been reported that an
increase in laser power can induce a red shift in emission209 and that nitrogen content can
be controlled by varying the dopant concentration in liquid210. To the best of our
knowledge, however, there are no reports on how the choice of nitrogen precursors in LAL
would influence the distribution of nitrogen functional groups and the photoluminescence
of the produced GQDs.
The oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) is an important reaction for energy
conversion, biological respiration, and industry applications. ORR can occur through 4and 2-electron processes that result in the production of water and hydrogen peroxide,
respectively, in acidic environments211. While the 4-electron process is important for the
overall efficiency of fuel cells, the 2-electron process is receiving an increased attention
due to its efficient production of hydrogen peroxide. Hydrogen peroxide is an important
chemical in many industrial applications including medical, environmental, food and
beverage, cosmetics, paper making, and chemical synthesis.212-213 Current methods to
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produce hydrogen peroxide, the anthraquinone process or direct synthesis from H2 and O2
gas, require multiple steps or involve dangerous reactions.212 The implementation of the
electrocatalytic ORR to produce hydrogen peroxide offers several advantages such as the
availability of abundant and clean precursors, few, if any, purification steps, and safer
production. The thermodynamic potential for the ORR to form peroxide is 0.76 V vs.
reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE).214 and it is highly desirable to develop an efficient
catalyst that is capable of reducing oxygen to hydrogen peroxide through the dominant 2electron process with low overpotential. Platinum has been shown to catalyze the ORR
with low overpotential, however, it is expensive, susceptible

to corrosion and CO

poisoning, and only active for the 4-electron process without modification.213 GQDs
address some of these limitations as they are produced from cheap and abundant
precursors, are lightweight, and their catalytic properties can be tuned by doping with
heteroatoms.49, 198 However, challenges remain to be addressed regarding the efficient
scale up of catalysts with enhanced tolerance against surface deactivation by byproducts
and impurities.
We report the synthesis of nitrogen-doped GQDs (N-GQDs) through LAL of
carbon nano-onions (CNOs) in water along with the characterization of the PL and
electrocatalytic properties of the LAL-prepared N-GQDs in comparison with LALprepared undoped GQDs. The nitrogen functional groups of the GQDs were tuned by use
of different nitrogen containing precursors dissolved in water, including ammonia (NAGQDs), ethylenediamine (NE-GQDs), and pyridine (NP-GQDs). These N-GQDs were
compared to GQDs that were produced in water without any nitrogen precursor molecules
(Ox-GQDs). In general, N-GQDs with high fractions of pyridinic groups tended to favor
blue emission, while amine groups resulted in a red-shifted emission. These N-GQDs
showed high catalytic selectivity for the 2-electron ORR process with the NP-GQDs having
the best performance. LAL demonstrated the single-step, fast, and clean production of the
N-GQDs with few byproducts and tunable PL. LAL is a novel synthetic approach to
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produce clean electrocatalysts without surface contamination of active sites by using fewer
chemicals and a simple synthetic step.

3.2

3.2.1

Experimental

Materials

Ammonia hydroxide (ACS 28.0-30.0% NH3) was purchased from Alfa Aesar,
ethylene diamine (≥99.5%) from Sigma-Aldrich, and pyridine (≥99.0%) from EMD
Millipore. Nanodiamond (98+%, 6 nm diameter) powders were purchased from
Nanostructured Amorphous Materials Inc. Potassium hydroxide (ACS grade) was
purchased from VWR Analytical, a nafion dispersion (D520, alcohol based 1000
equivalent weight at 5 wt. %) from FuelCellStore, acetylene carbon black (100%
compressed) from Strem chemicals, Inc., and 20% Pt on Vulcan XC-72 (fuel cell grade)
from Premetek Co. All chemicals were used without further purification. Deionized water
was obtained from a Barnstead™ E-Pure™ Ultrapure Water Purification System. IsoDisk™ Filters (PTFE 25-4 25 mm × 0.45 μm) were purchased from Supelco Inc.

3.2.2

Sample Preparation
3.2.2.1 Preparation of CNOs

CNOs were obtained by thermally annealing detonation nanodiamonds in a
graphitization furnace under helium flow at 1650 °C for 1 hour.
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3.2.2.2 LAL Synthesis of GQDs

The LAL to produce GQDs was carried out similarly to our previously reported
procedure.207 In a typical setup about 50 mg of CNOs were pressed into a pellet at 10,000
psi and kept under pressure for 15 minutes. The pellet was transferred to a small vial and
3 mL of liquid was added. The vial was placed in a larger secondary container with a quartz
lid to prevent evaporation. The reaction container was placed on a rotating stand. The laser
beam from a Quanta-Ray Lab 170 Series Nd:YAG Q-switched laser was directed to the
pellet using a prism and focused on the pellet surface using a lens. The laser power after
passing through the prism and lens was measured to be 80% of the power before the optics.
The pulse width was 6-8 ns and the repetition rate was 50 Hz. The pellet was irradiated for
one hour with 532 nm light at 100 mJ/pulse (measured before the prism) with the focal spot
size of 1.5 mm diameter on the CNO target. After accounting for power loss due to focusing
optics, this laser power and spot size results in a laser fluence of 4.5 J/ cm2. DI water was
used to prepare Ox-GQDs; 2.5 M solutions of ammonia, ethylenediamine, and pyridine
were used to prepare NA-GQDs, NE-GQDs, and NP-GQDs, respectively. Following the
laser ablation, the solution was filtered with a 450 nm syringe filter to remove any
unconverted CNO pellet and dried overnight in an 80°C oven to remove the liquid. The
collected GQDs were redistributed in DI water prior to analysis.
3.2.2.3 Characterization Details

PL spectra were collected with a Horiba Scientific Fluoromax Plus-C fluorometer
using 2 nm entrance and exit slits and an integration time of 0.1 s for both excitation and
emission scans. PL lifetime measurements were performed using a DeltaHub™ high
throughput time correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) controller and a NanoLED390 pulsed excitation source (excitation wavelength 393 ± 10 nm). TCSPC measurements
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were collected at 425 and 465 nm emission with 5 nm bandpass at a repetition rate of 1
MHz over a measurement time of 200 ns. The instrument response function (IRF) was
determined by measuring the scattering of the excitation source with a ludox sample.
Lifetime fitting was done using Horiba Scientific decay analysis software DAS6.
Ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) absorption spectra were obtained from a Thermo Scientific
Evolution 201 UV-Visible Spectrophotometer at a scan rate of 600 nm/minute and an
integration time of 0.1 s. Fourier-transform infrared (FT-IR) spectra were obtained with a
Thermo Scientific Nicolet iS50 FT-IR Spectrometer equipped with a diamond attenuated
total reflectance (ATR) plate. To collect each spectrum a small (<10 μL) drop of highly
concentrated GQD solution was placed on the ATR plate and was dried for 20 minutes in
a 40°C oven. Each spectrum was collected using 64 scans and a resolution of 4 cm-1. Xray photoelectron spectroscopic (XPS) measurements were conducted with a Thermo
Scientific K-Alpha X-ray Photoelectron Spectrometer System using an aluminum Kα x-ray
source. Samples were drop cast on a silicon wafer. A flood gun was used during analysis.
The spot size of x-ray was about 400 μm. XPS survey spectra were obtained with 5 scans,
and C1s and N1s XPS high resolutions spectra were obtained with 10 scans. For
transmission electron microscopy (TEM), 0.5 mg/mL solutions of GQDs were sonicated
for 1 hour, and then 10 μL of the solutions were drop cast on Lacey carbon 300-mesh
copper grids. TEM images were obtained using a Thermo Scientific Talos F200X
scanning/transmission electron microscope. Particle size analysis was carried out using the
open source ImageJ software package. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements
were obtained using a Bruker Dimension Icon Scanning Probe Microscope.
3.2.2.4 Electrochemical Measurements

All electrochemical measurements were performed in a 0.1 M KOH solution using
a CHI-760D potentiostat with a Ag/AgCl electrode as the reference electrode, a Pt wire
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coil as the counter electrode, and a ring disk electrode (4mm glassy carbon disk, 1 mm Pt
ring) as the working electrode. For the working electrode, a GQD/carbon black composite
was prepared in a 1:2 ratio. A solution containing 1 mg/mL composite with 0.5 wt %
nafion binder in water was prepared and sonicated for 1 hour. Following sonication, 10 μL
of the solution was drop cast on the glassy carbon disk of the ring-disk electrode and
allowed to dry in a 50 °C oven overnight. A N2 or O2 saturated environment was produced
by bubbling the corresponding gas in the KOH solution for 30 minutes. For a typical
sample cyclic voltammetry (CV) scans were collected in both N2 and O2 saturated
environments. CV scans were collected in the scan range 1.26 to -0.24 V (vs. RHE) at a
scan rate of 20 mV/s. Rotating disk electrode (RDE) linear sweep voltammetric (LSV)
measurements were collected in an O2 saturated environment in the scan range 1.26 to 0.24 V (vs. RHE) at a scan rate of 5 mV/s at rotation speeds ranging from 400 to 3200 rpm
in increments of 400 rpm. Rotating ring disk electrode (RRDE) measurements were
performed in an O2 saturated environment at 1600 rpm in the scan range 1.26 to -0.24 V
(vs. RHE) at a scan rate of 5 mV/s and a constant potential of 0.35 V was applied to the
ring to detect any generated hydrogen peroxide. All samples were analyzed in the potential
range of 1.26 to -0.24 V except for the Pt/C electrode which was analyzed in the potential
range 0.3 to 0.06 V.
3.3

Results
Figure 3.1a presents a schematic representation of a typical laser ablation setup. In

general, a 532 nm pulsed nanosecond laser beam is directed through a prism and focused
onto the pellet using a lens. Once the laser interacts with the CNO target (Figure 3.1b), a
dense plasma of fragments from the precursor and carbon atoms is formed and then
expands. Subsequently, the plasma is cooled by the surrounding liquid.161 As the plasma
cools, it nucleates and reacts with the water, and nitrogen containing solutes are dissolved
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in water, allowing for incorporation of various functional groups such as hydroxyl,
carbonyl, and carboxyl oxygen groups and pyridinic, amine, pyrrolic, and graphitic
nitrogen groups (Figure 3.1c). By focusing the laser pulse on the CNO pellet, further laser
pulses have minimal interactions with the formed GQDs that are in the solutions. The
GQDs also have negligent absorbance at 532 nm which further minimizes interactions of
the GQDs with the laser pulses. TEM images of the Ox-GQDs and N-GQDs are presented
in Figure 3.2 and histograms of their particle size analysis are reported in Figure S3.1. The
Ox-GQDs showed the presence of isolated particles (Figure 3.2a, inset), and most particles
formed agglomerates due to their hydrophobicity. However, the small particles on the
nanoscale were visible within the agglomerates. The Ox-GQDs have a much smaller
particle size with an average diameter of 4.0(9) nm, while the N doped samples
(Figure 3.2b-d) have particle diameters of 14(4) nm, 14(3) nm, and 15(4) nm for NA-GQDs,
NE-GQDs, and NP-GQDs, respectively. All four samples have similar size distributions
with relative standard deviations of 20-25%, indicating that the choice of dopant does not
greatly affect the size uniformity. AFM measurements are detailed in Figure S3.2 and show
particle heights of 2.2(8) nm for Ox-GQDs, 6(2) nm for NA-GQDs, 5.1(15) nm for NEGQDs, and 3.7(13) nm for NP-GQDs indicating that the lateral dimensions for all GQD
samples are larger than their heights, and that Ox-GQDs are in general smaller than the NGQDs. The production yield was also considered by comparing the mass of produced
GQDs to the mass of consumed CNOs. In a typical LAL experiment 53(7)% of the
consumed CNOs are converted to GQDs while the remaining consumed pellet was filtered
out of the solution. Future implementation of methods to recover and reuse the large filtered
fragments of CNOs can used to further improve the production yield.
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Figure 3.1 Schematic representation of a typical laser ablation setup (a). Upon laser
irradiation, the precursor CNOs (b) are converted into graphene quantum dots (c).
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Figure 3.2 TEM images of the Ox-GQDs (a), and N-GQDs produced with ammonia (b),
ethylenediamine (c) and pyridine (d). The scale bar for the larger images is 100 nm, and
the scale bar for the insets is 20 nm.

The choice of the nitrogen precursor solutes had an influence on the functional
groups formed on the nitrogen doped GQDs. The FT-IR spectrum of each sample is
presented in Figure 3.3. The spectrum of the Ox-GQDs shows a broad peak with the
maximum around 3400 cm-1 and several narrow ones in the region below 2000 cm-1. The
3400 cm-1 peak is attributed to the hydrogen-bonded O-H stretching of hydroxyl functional
groups, the 1700 cm-1 shoulder to the C=O stretching from carboxylic groups or ketones,
the 1600 cm-1 peak to the aromatic ring stretch of the sp2 hybridized carbon domains within
the GQDs, the 1375 cm-1 peak to a CH3 bend, and the 1150 cm-1 one to a sp3 bonded C-O
stretch. The spectra of the NA-GQDs have a similar absorption profile to that of the OxGQDs. However, the peak in the O-H stretching region is much broader and shifted
towards 3300 cm-1, suggesting the presence of an amine N-H stretch. A new, strong peak
appears at 1350 cm-1 due to an aryl C-N stretch190, and the sp3 bonded C-O peak at 1150
cm-1 is split into two due to the additional presence of a sp3 bonded C-N stretch. For both
NE-GQDs and NP-GQDs, the amine N-H stretch at 3250 cm-1 is stronger relative to the O72

H stretching which is present as a shoulder, and the C-H stretching associated with the sp2
and sp3 carbons is more sharply defined at 3050 cm-1 and 2950 cm-1, respectively. Similar
to the NA-GQDs, the NE-GQDs and NP-GQDs show the N-H stretch, aromatic ring
stretching, aryl C-N stretching, and sp3 bonded C-N and C-O stretching in the 700 - 1700
cm-1 range190, however, the relative intensities are different for each sample. For the NEGQDs and NP-GQDs the sp3 bonded C-N and C-O stretching peaks become less resolved
and much weaker, and the aryl C-N stretch is also suppressed. Moreover, the spectra of
these two nitrogen-doped GQDs show an additional sharp, strong peak at 1670 cm-1 which
can be assigned to the N-H bend, and the spectrum of the Np-GQDs exhibits a large
intensity increase of the aromatic ring stretch peak at 1600 cm-1 compared to those of the
other GQDs.
The functional groups of the LAL-prepared GQDs were further investigated by
XPS. The XPS survey spectra are shown in Figure S3.3, and the resultant elemental ratios
are presented in Table S3.2. The Ox-GQDs consist of mainly carbon (64.8%) and oxygen
(33.5%). The small amount of nitrogen present is likely due to adsorbed nitrogen from the
atmosphere. Among the three types of the N-GQDs, the nitrogen content increases from
4.8% in the NA-GQDs, to 10.2% in the Np-GQDs, and to 23.% in the NE-GQDs. The highest
content of nitrogen in the NE-GQDs is consistent with the fact that each ethylenediamine
molecule has two nitrogen atoms and with a previous report that primary amines allow
for high degrees of nitrogen doping.204 While all three nitrogen doped samples contain
oxygen, the NA-GQDs contain the largest fraction of oxygen (55.9%), and the Np-GQDs
have the largest fraction of carbon (68.2%) out of all of the samples. Figure 3.4 presents
the XPS C1s high resolution spectra for all four samples, and their binding energies and
relative contributions are summarized in Table S3.3. The deconvoluted spectra show the
presence of sp2- and sp3-C in the carbon domain and C-N, hydroxyl C-O, carbonyl C=O,
and carboxylic O-C=O bonded carbon at 284.5, 285.3, 286.1, 287.0, 288.0, and 289.0 eV,
respectively.215-217 The Ox-GQDs are the only sample where the relative amount of the sp2
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bonded carbons is higher than the sp3 bonded carbons. For the Ox-GQDs, hydroxyl groups
are the major functional group, with carbonyl and carboxylic groups also present. For the
N-doped GQDs, the C-N bonded carbon is dominant over all oxygen containing functional
groups, and the hydroxyl groups have a higher fraction than the carbonyl and carboxylic
groups. The NP-GQDs have the highest fraction of the sp2 carbons (26.2%) out of all of the
N-GQDs which is attributed to the pyridine nitrogen source maintaining its sp2 nature
during doping.

Figure 3.3 FT-IR spectra for the Ox-GQDs and N-GQDs produced with ammonia,
ethylenediamine and pyridine.

The various nature of nitrogen doping of the N-GQDs was investigated by
analyzing the N1s XPS spectra. The N1s XPS raw and deconvoluted spectra are presented
in Figure 5a-c, and their total nitrogen content is presented in Figure 3.5d. The binding
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energies and relative contributions are summarized in Table S3.4. All three types of the NGQDs have a mixture of pyridinic, amine, pyrrolic, and graphitic nitrogen at 398.8, 399.7,
400.7, and 401.8 eV, respectively.215, 218-219 Although specific types of nitrogen precursors
were used for the doping, nitrogen is converted to various chemical states after
incorporation. For the NA-GQDs and NE-GQDs, the dominant functional groups are amine
and pyrrolic nitrogen with the NA-GQDs having considerably less total nitrogen functional
groups than the NE-GQDs. The NE-GQDs have the largest fraction of amine functional
groups among the three N-GQDs which accounts for 49.3% of the nitrogen containing
functional groups. Overall, nitrogen precursor solutes were found to influence both the total
amount of incorporated nitrogen and the distribution of functional groups. For example,
the NE-GQDs retain the largest amount of amines, although a fraction of amines is
converted to pyridinic, pyrrolic and graphitic nitrogen. While the NE-GQDs and NP-GQDs
both contain similar amounts of pyridinic and graphitic nitrogen, these functional groups
contribute to a higher percentage of the NP-GQDs, with the pyridinic group accounting for
31.3% and the graphitic group accounting 13.0% of the total nitrogen sites. These results
give further insight into the GQD formation mechanism. During LAL, the dopant
molecules are recruited and chemically bonded to the resultant GQDs rather than just
physisorption. This is supported by the presence of various nitrogen functional groups in
each N-GQD sample rather than observation of only those the functional groups present in
the corresponding dopant molecule.
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Figure 3.4 High resolution C1s XPS spectra for the Ox-GQDs (a) and N-GQDs produced
with ammonia (b), ethylenediamine (c) and pyridine (d).

Figure 3.5 High resolution N1s XPS spectra of the N-GQDs produced with ammonia (a),
ethylenediamine (b) and pyridine (c). The content of each nitrogen chemical state is
summarized in (d).
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Figure 3.6a presents the UV-Vis absorption spectra of the various GQD samples.
The Y axis of the absorption spectra is extinction mass coefficient (ε, cm2g-1). For GQDs,
the short wavelength absorption (< 250 nm) is typically attributed to π- π* transitions of
the sp2 hybridized carbon backbone and the longer wavelength absorptions (>250 nm) are
due to n-π* transitions of functional groups present.220 All samples exhibit strong
absorbance in the deep UV (200-210 nm) region from the π-π* transitions of the carbon
backbone. None of the samples show any absorption past 450 nm which indicates that all
absorbance transitions occur in the UV - blue range. As previously mentioned, this also
results in minimal interactions of the GQDs with the 532 nm laser pulses during LAL. The
Ox-GQDs have shoulders at 265 and 350 nm which can be attributed to the n- π* transitions
of various oxygenated functional groups. Similarly, the NA-GQDs have a peak at 280 nm,
however, it is more strongly defined. The NE-GQDs have the weakest absorbance with only
weakly absorbing shoulders observed at 270 and 350 nm. The NP-GQDs have a shoulder
occurring at 260 nm. All of the N-GQDs are only weakly absorbing in the 350-450 nm
range without any well-defined features that reflect the wide distributions of surface
functional groups. Figure S3.4 shows the absorbance and PL spectra of the precursor CNOs
indicating a major change in optical properties following LAL.
The PL excitation (PLE) spectra for the various GQD samples are shown in
Figure 3.6b. Each spectrum was collected at the emission wavelength where maximal
emission occurs for each individual sample (445 , 465 , 435 , and 415 nm for the Ox-GQDs,
NA-GQDs, NE-GQDs, and NP-GQDs, respectively). For each GQD, the profile of the PLE
spectrum is quite different from its absorbance spectrum, due to the different PLQYs of
the bands. For the Ox-GQDs, the strongest emission occurs with 310 nm excitation and
with decreasing emission at longer wavelengths. The slight shoulder at 385 nm is due to
Raman scattering of the water solvent. The NA-GQDs show a gradual increase in emission
with increasing excitation wavelength with a slight shoulder apparent at 325 nm and a welldefined peak at 375 nm. The NA-GQDs are the only sample that has its strongest emission
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at a longer wavelength excitation (380 nm). The NE-GQDs show peak emission with 330
nm excitation and decreasing emission at longer wavelengths and a slight shoulder at 380
nm. The NP-GQDs have the shortest wavelength excitation with a peak at 310 nm and a
shoulder around 330 nm. The full excitation spectra for each sample is shown in
Figure S3.5. For the NA-GQDs, two peaks at 325 and 375 nm are apparent at all emission
wavelengths with the relative intensities of each peak changing with emission wavelength.
At shorter emission wavelengths the peak at an excitation of 325 nm is stronger and as the
emission wavelength increases the peak excitation shifts towards favoring 375 nm. The
NE-GQDs, on the other hand, show a similar excitation profile, but it shifts towards longer
excitation wavelengths with increasing emission wavelength.
The PL properties were further examined by considering the emission spectra of
each sample (Figure 3.6c-f). The Ox-GQDs have a peak emission occurring at 445 nm with
330 nm excitation. The sharp, excitation dependent shoulders on the short wavelength side
of each PL curve are also due to the Raman scattering of the water solvent. The NA-GQDs
have peak emission occurring at 465 nm with 390 nm excitation. At 330 nm excitation, a
shoulder is also observed at 400 nm emission but is suppressed at excitation wavelengths
longer than 360 nm. The NE-GQDs have the strongest emission occurring at 435 nm with
360 nm excitation, and the NP-GQDs peak emission occurs at 415 nm with 330-360 nm
excitation. It is observed that all four GQDs exhibit some combination of both excitation
independent and excitation dependent emission. For the Ox-, NE-, and Np-GQDs, the
excitation independent emission is observed at shorter wavelengths and excitation
dependent emission is observed at longer excitation wavelength. For the NA-GQDs, the
excitation dependence is only weakly observed while excitation independent emission is
strongly observed at 465 nm emission. The excitation dependent emission is attributed to
non-uniform sp2 carbon domains within a sample favoring different emissions based on the
quantum confinement effect. These emissions are weaker than the excitation independent
emissions that are attributed to emission from functional groups.36-37
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Figure 3.6 Absorbance spectra of the Ox-GQDs and N-GQDs produced with various
precursors (a), PLE spectra collected from emissions at 445 nm for the Ox-GQDs, at 465
nm for the NA-GQDs, at 435 nm for the NE-GQDs, and at 415 nm for the NP-GQDs (b),
and PL emission spectra at various excitation wavelengths for the Ox-GQDs (c), and the
N-GQDs produced with ammonia (d), ethylenediamine (e) and pyridine (f).

The emissive properties can be understood by considering the functional groups
present in the samples. The Ox-GQDs have the weakest emission out of all the samples,
which is expected since they lack nitrogen doping that is expected to enhance the emission.
The peak emission at 445 nm is attributed to emission from the large fraction of hydroxyl
groups as carboxyl groups are expected to contribute to longer wavelength emissions.199 It
has been reported that amine and pyrrolic nitrogen red shifts emission while edge pyridinic
nitrogen blue shifts the emission.221 The NA-GQDs have amine nitrogen as their primary
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nitrogen functional group, and we assign the strong excitation independent emission at 465
nm to be from these amine groups. The NE-GQDs have a high nitrogen content; while they
favor amine and pyrrolic nitrogen, they still have a high number of pyridinic and graphitic
nitrogen sites. This results in strong excitation dependent emission from the various types
of nitrogen doping. The bluer emission occurs due to the pyridinic nitrogen, and redder
emission is mainly from the amine nitrogen. The NP-GQDs have the bluest emission among
all GQDs, attributable to the largest fraction of the pyridinic nitrogen. They also have the
largest fraction of the graphitic nitrogen, and while it is reported that the graphitic nitrogen
can red shift emission62, we expect this to have minimal effect due to the large fraction of
the sp3 carbon causing disordered structures and small sp2 carbon domain sizes. Based on
these observations, we can assign the PLE bands observed in the N-GQDs. The NP-GQDs
have the strongest emission with shorter wavelength excitation (310 nm) which is mainly
influenced by transitions related to the pyridinic nitrogen. The NA-GQDs exhibit the
strongest emission at longer wavelength excitation (380 nm) due to mainly amine nitrogen
groups. NE-GQDs have a large number of both types of nitrogen and demonstrate strong
bands at both wavelengths.
Fluorescence intensity decay measurements were performed at 390 nm excitation
and measured at 425 (Figure 3.7a) and 465 nm emission (Figure 3.7b.) The fluorescence
intensity decay profile tracks the deactivation kinetics of electrons from an excited state to
the ground state via radiative and non-radiative paths. The decay curves were fit to three
exponentials as is common with previously reported measurements.55 The lifetimes and
their overall contributions are summarized in Table 3.1, and the complete fit parameters
are shown in Tables S3.4-S3.5. All decays had a fast component (τ1) from the radiative
recombination of the intrinsic states36 and two slower components (τ2 and τ3) that are
attributed to the surface functional groups55
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Figure 3.7 TCSPC of the Ox-GQDs and N-GQDs, and the corresponding IRF at 425 nm
(a) and 465 nm (b) emission. PL spectra at 393 nm excitation (c)
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Table 3.1 Time correlated single photon counting lifetimes and relative contributions of the Ox-GQDs and N-GQDs at 425 nm and 465
nm emission.
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λem = 465 nm

λem = 425 nm

Ox-GQDs

NA-GQDs

NE-GQDs

NP-GQDs

Lifetime (ns)

Contribution (%)

Lifetime (ns)

Contribution (%)

Lifetime (ns)

Contribution (%)

Lifetime (ns)

Contribution (%)

τ1

0.346(10)

39.0(8)

0.355(12)

28.6(7)

0.92(5)

16.5(8)

0.56(3)

19.4(8)

τ2

2.71(5)

44.0(7)

3.02(5)

48.9(6)

3.52(4)

56.5(6)

3.56(3)

55.0(6)

τ3

9.13(8)

17.0(3)

9.17(6)

22.5(3)

8.86(5)

27.0(3)

11.43(5)

25.6(3)

τ1

0.60(2)

24.0(5)

0.80(3)

20.0(6)

1.09(2)

18.2(4)

1.15(2)

19.2(4)

τ2

3.24(6)

51.7(6)

3.92(4)

57.3(4)

4.17(11)

53.2(7)

4.44(9)

53.5(5)

τ3

9.58(7)

24.3(3)

10.01(7)

22.7(3)

9.91(6)

28.6(4)

13.31(7)

27.3(3)

We previously reported that for GQDs containing a mixture of hydroxyl and
carboxylic groups the intrinsic state showed the fluorescence decay with the fast τ1
component and was weakly emitting, while the hydroxyl groups were responsible for the
intermediate τ2 component and carboxylic groups were responsible for the longest τ3
component, and both functional groups were strongly emitting.207 Other reports also
suggest that the intrinsic states have low PLQYs with a fast non-radiative deactivation
component.36 It also has been suggested that functional groups with a higher degree of
oxidation or polarity will have a longer lifetime component that also increases with
increasing emission wavelength.14
Here, we observe a similar trend for the current GQD samples. The τ1 component
is slower at 465 nm emission than at 425 nm emission. Since the τ1 is related to the intrinsic
states from the sp2 carbon domains, the shift to longer wavelengths relates to the emission
from larger carbon domains that have a smaller energy gap. The relative contributions also
change due to varying amounts of the different sized sp2 carbon domains. Out of the three
different decays, the τ1 is the least similar when comparing the various samples, which can
be explained by the large amount of the disorder and sp3 carbon within the samples. With
390 nm excitation, the emission intensity for the Ox-GQDs is significantly higher at 465
nm than 425 nm (Fig 7c.). The relative contributions of the τ2 and τ3 components also
increase at 465 nm emission, which further supports that these decays are due to
components with a strong radiative nature . Since the Ox-GQDs only have oxygen
containing functional groups, we assign the τ2 to hydroxyl groups and the τ3 to more
oxidized and polar carboxylic groups similar to previous work.14, 207 Since hydroxyl groups
account for the highest percentage of oxygen containing functional groups on the OxGQDs, it makes sense that the τ2 component will have the highest relative contribution.
The NA-GQDs also show a significant increase in emission intensity with the shift
from 425 to 465 nm emission. While τ2 shows a higher relative contribution at 465 nm, the
τ3 component does not show any significant difference between the two emissions. The
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dominant functional groups on the NA-GQDs are hydroxyl and amine groups so we expect
them to be the major contributing factors in the τ2 decay. While the intrinsic τ1 component
is present at 465 nm emission, it is expected to have a low PLQY and minimally contribute
to the emission.207 Therefore, the strong emission observed at 465 nm is assigned to surface
functional groups from the τ2 component. Both the NE-GQDs and NP-GQDs show only
slight increase in emission intensity at 465 nm, and their τ2 and τ3 components have much
less difference at the two emission wavelengths. For both samples, the τ2 component
decreases slightly, while the τ3 component increases slightly. The emission peaks at 390
nm excitation are also blue shifted relative to the Ox-GQDs and NA-GQDs. As previously
mentioned, the NE-GQDs have a high nitrogen content which contributes to excitation
dependent emission and a high quantity of different types of emitting functional groups.
Since the τ2 component is attributed to amine functional groups, we expect τ3 to be strongly
influenced by the more polar, pyridinic nitrogen sites. Finally, it is noted that the τ3
component for the NP-GQDs is noticeably slower when compared to the other samples.
The NP-GQDs have the highest overall percentage of pyridinic nitrogen and the bluest
shifted emission out of all of the samples. If the τ3 component is influenced by the pyridinic
nitrogen groups, it makes sense that the NP-GQDs would have such a long lifetime at 390
nm excitation because the radiative component of deactivations is quite weak as shown by
the weak emission at 390 nm excitation in the PLE spectra regardless of the emission
wavelength (Figure S3.5d). The emission at 465 nm could be due to an energy transfer
process because it would take longer for the higher energy states of the NP-GQDs to decay
to longer wavelengths before emitting. Since the NP-GQDs are only weakly emitting with
390 nm excitation, we expect τ3 for this sample to have a strong non-radiative component
and a weak radiative component.
The PLQY of the GQDs was measured relative to a quinine sulfate standard
(Figures S3.6-S3.8). The Ox-GQDs had a PLQY of 0.81(7)%. The addition of nitrogen
resulted in an increase of PLQY with NA-, NE-, and NP-GQDs having PLQYs of 3.8(5)%,
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8.6(4)%, and 4.6(3)%, respectively. Total nitrogen content clearly influenced the PLQY as
NE-GQDs had both the highest nitrogen content and the highest PLQY while NA-GQDs
had both the lowest nitrogen content and PLQY of the three N-GQDs. The photostability
of the GQDs was considered by measuring their emission at continuous excitation for one
hour at their maximum excitation and emission wavelengths (Figure S3.9). All four
samples showed a decrease in intensity of less than 7% indicating the samples are stable in
water under continuous excitation and suitable for applications that use similar conditions
intensity excitation. Finally, the effects additional purification had on the spectra was
considered. Samples were dialyzed for one week in a 1000 Da molecular weight cut off
membrane to remove any small side products that could have formed during LAL. Spectra
were collected both before and after dialysis (Figure S3.10a-h) and showed very similar
PL profiles which indicates that the emitting species is retained in the dialysis membrane.
The outer solution was also analyzed (Figure S3.10i-l) and only showed minimal emission.
These results support LAL as a method to produce PL materials in a way that is fast and
requires minimal purification.
To test catalytic performance of the N-GQDs for the ORR reaction, CV curves were
recorded in either N2 saturated or O2 saturated electrolyte. The performance of the N-GQDs
was compared to those of Pt/C and carbon black support in the absence of the GQDs
(Figure S3.11). Each CV curve was corrected for IR (current times resistance) to
compensate for a large resistance that is due to the large content of nafion (Table S3.12).
All samples showed featureless CV curves in the N2 saturated environment, indicating that
no faradaic reactions are taking place. For all samples in an O2 saturated environment, as
the potential was swept towards a more negative voltage, a clear increase in reduction
current density is apparent due to the occurrence of the ORR reaction.
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Figure 3.8 RDE LSV scans for the Ox-GQDs (a), Na-GQDs (b), Ne-GQDs (c), and NpGQDs (d) and their derived KL plots (insets). For the insets the various potentials are
represented by black circles at -0.5 V, blue squares at -0.6 V, orange triangles at -0.7 V,
purple crosses at -0.8 V, green hexes at -0.9 V, pink diamonds at -1.0 V, light blue inverted
triangles at -1.1 V, and red x’s at -1.2 V. Electron transfer numbers (e), and overlaid LSV
scans of each sample collected at 1600 rpm (f).

RDE measurements and their Koutecky-Levich plots are reported in Figure 3.8a-d
for the GQD samples and in Figure S3.12 for the reference samples. A plot of the calculated
electron transfer numbers is shown in Figure 3.8e, and an overlay of RDE LSV scans for
each sample at 1600 rpm is shown in Figure 3.8f. RDE measurements were performed at
rotation speeds ranging from 400 to 3200 rpm, and potentials ranging from 0.46 to -0.24 V
(vs. RHE) were analyzed to determine electron transfer numbers. Details of the Koutecky86

Levich equation are included in the supporting information. For Pt/C the electron transfer
number is close to 4 at low potentials but decreases slightly at higher potentials indicating
slight peroxide formation. The Ox-GQDs show an electron transfer number slightly lower
than 2 which could indicate a mix of a 2-electron pathway to form peroxide and 1-electron
pathway to form superoxide.222 The NE-GQDs have an electron transfer number close to 3
at low applied potentials that approaches 2 as the potential becomes more negative. The
NA-GQDs, NP-GQDs, and carbon black all show an electron transfer number that favors a
2-electron process at all potentials, indicating good selectivity for peroxide formation. All
LSV scans were swept from 1.26 to -0.24 V (vs. RHE). Compared to the onset potential of
carbon black (0.70 V), all GQD samples showed positively shifted onset potentials (NAGQDs: 0.72 V, NE-GQDs: 0.74 V, and NP-GQDs: 0.75 V). It has been reported that carbon
atoms neighboring pyridinic sites have the best catalytic activity223, so it is not surprising
that the NE-GQDs and NP-GQDs show the lowest onset potentials as they contain a
comparable number of pyridinic and graphitic sites. Moreover, the NE-GQDs and NPGQDs have shown the largest ORR current densities among the GQD samples, exceeding
the NA-GQDs, Ox-GQDs, and carbon black (Figure 3.8f). The Pt/C reference sample had
the lowest onset potential at 0.90 V and the highest current density out of all of the samples,
however, it should be noted that this reference is catalyzing a 4-electron primarily over the
2-electron process which was favored by all of the carbon samples. It is also apparent that
for most RDE and RRDE measurements two separate increases in current density are
observed. This is especially prominent in the NP-GQDs. We attribute the feature of two
increasing currents to the disturbance of mass transfer due to the porous nature of the
samples during the rotations of electrodes, not to the presence of multiple catalytic sites.
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Figure 3.9 RRDE LSV scans for the Ox-GQDs (a), Na-GQDs (b), Ne-GQDs (c), and NpGQDs (d). Electron transfer numbers (e) and % H2O2 formation (f) for the Ox-GQDs
(black circles), Na-GQDs (blue squares), Ne-GQDs (green triangles), carbon black only
(grey diamonds), and Pt/C (red inverted triangles).
RRDE measurements are reported in Figure 3.9a-d for the GQD samples and
Figure S3.13 for the reference samples. In Figure 3.9a-d, the disk current is from ORR
occurring at each GQD working electrode while the ring current is from oxidation of
hydrogen peroxide produced from ORR. From the RRDE results, electron transfer numbers
are determined for each GQD. The plots of the determined electron transfer number and
the percentage of hydrogen peroxide produced are shown in Figure 3.9e-f. Similar to the
RDE measurements, the RRDE shows that all three N-GQD samples have an electron
transfer number close to 2 consistently across all applied potentials. Their percent hydrogen
peroxide production is close to 80% which indicates good selectivity towards the 2-electron
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process. The Ox-GQDs have much lower selectivity at 60% which decreases with
increased applied potential. It should be noted that the electron transfer numbers for the
Ox-GQDs calculated by RRDE are significantly different from the RDE measurements.
For the Ox-GQDs, not only ORR but also the reduction of oxygen-containing functional
groups present in the sample contribute to the overall reduction current, as is previously
reported .224 Therefore, electrochemical measurements alone without separate product
analyses are less reliable for the determination of ORR pathway for Ox-GQDs. The NGQDs presented better consistency. Due to their low onset potentials and high selectivity
towards the 2-electron process, both NE-GQDs and NP-GQDs are good candidates for
electrocatalysis of hydrogen peroxide formation. Due to the high resistance of the
electrodes, further work could improve this process by increasing the hydrophobicity of
the GQDs so that they require a lower nafion content as a binder.
3.4

Conclusion
In conclusion, we have prepared nitrogen doped GQDs from CNOs using laser

ablation in liquid. This method offered several advantages over traditional methods due to
few byproducts, fast production times, and the tunability of the PL and functional groups.
The choice of solutes in the liquid allowed for tuning of the types of nitrogen functional
groups that were present and also influenced the overall nitrogen content. The resultant NGQDs had PL properties that were tunable based on the ratios of N-functional groups. It
was observed that a high content of amine functional groups resulted in more red shifted
emission, while a high concentration of pyridinic nitrogen significantly blue shifted the
emission. PL lifetime measurements indicated that intrinsic states have a fast decay, while
the functional groups exist as extrinsic states with slower decays. A combination of
hydroxyl and amine functional groups lead to a decay in the 3-4 ns range, while the more
polar carboxylic or pyridinic groups have decays that range from 9 to 13 ns. These N89

GQDs exhibited highly selective catalytic activity towards the 2-electron process for the
ORR, with the NE-GQDs and NP-GQDs having the best onset potentials and selectivity.
Future works will look towards improving the catalytic performance by increasing the
hydrophobicity of the samples through tuning of laser solution parameters, and alternative,
more readily available carbon precursors will also be explored. Finally, it should be noted
that the choice of solvent and its properties such as polarity and viscosity may significantly
influence PL lifetime and PLQY of GQDs and should be considered for applications.
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3.5
3.5.1

Supporting information
TEM Histograms

Figure S3.1 Histograms of GQD diameter distributions obtained from TEM images for OxGQDs (a), NA-GQDs (b), NE-GQDs (c), and NP-GQDs (d).
3.5.2

AFM Measurements
3.5.2.1 AFM Experimental Details
Solutions of the various GQDs were adjusted in concentration to have an

absorbance of 0.15 at 200 nm. A 5 μL aliquot of each solution was spin cast on a mica disk
(Ted Pella, Inc.) at 2000 rpm for 60 s. Samples were analyzed using a Bruker Dimension
Icon Scanning Probe Microscope in ScanAsyst PeakForce Tapping mode using a silicon
tip on a nitride lever. Samples were analyzed using the free and open source scanning probe
microscopy data visualization and analysis software Gwyddion.
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3.5.2.2 AFM images and height information
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Figure S3.2 AFM images (a-d), height distributions (e-h), and height profiles of various particles (i-l) for Ox-GQDs (left), NA-GQDs
(left center), NE-GQDs (right center), and NP-GQDs (right).

3.5.3

Product Yield
The percent mass yield of GQDs formed during a typical LAL experiment was

determined by calculating the ratio of Ox-GQDs formed to unreacted pellet. The difference
in mass of the pellet before and after LAL was used to determine how much of the pellet
was consumed in the reaction. Following LAL, the pellet was dried in a 40 °C oven
overnight following LAL and then allowed to return to room temperature before obtaining
the mass, and the mass of the Ox-GQDs after filtration was used to determine the yield.

𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿−𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺

(Equation 3.1)

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 = 100 × 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃
Table S3.1Calculation of product yield

3.5.4

Mass pellet before ablation:

44.6(1) mg

Mass pellet after ablation:

42.6(2) mg

Mass of consumed pellet:

2.0(2) mg

Mass Ox-GQDs before filtering:

1.7(2) mg

Mass Ox-GQDs after filtering:

1.03(8) mg

% Mass Yield (after filtering):

53(7)%

XPS Details
3.5.4.1 XPS Survey Scans

XPS survey scans were obtained using a Thermo Scientific K-Alpha X-ray Photoelectron
Spectrometer System with an Al Kα x-ray source. For each sample five scans in the range
of -10 to 1350 eV were measured with a spot size of 400 µm. The relative percentages were
calculated using Thermo Avantage version 5.925 software.
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Figure S3.3 Survey XPS spectra for the Ox-GQDs and N-GQDs produced with ammonia,
ethylenediamine and pyridine.

Table S3.2 Elemental ratios of the Ox-GQD and N-GQDs as determined from XPS survey
scans.
Element Ox-GQDs NA-GQDs NE-GQDs NP-GQDs
C

64.8

39.3

56.8

68.2

O

33.5

55.9

20.2

21.5

N

1.7

4.8

23.0

10.2

3.5.4.2 XPS C1s high resolution scans
XPS C1s high resolution scans were obtained by measuring 10 scans in the range
279-298 eV with a spot size of 400 µm. The spectra were deconvoluted using Thermo
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Avantage software with a full width at half max (FWHM) of 1.25 eV for each peak and a
30% Lorentzian/Gaussian (L/G) mixed convolution.

Table S3.3 XPS C1s high resolution energies and fractions of various carbon chemical
states in the GQDs.
Assignment

C1s
binding
energy
(eV)215-217

Ox-GQDs

NA-GQDs

NE-GQDs

NP-GQDs

sp2

284.5

38.6%

9.4%

8.5%

26.2%

sp3

285.3

28.6%

21.8%

24.0%

31.2%

C-N

286.1

1.5%

29.5%

30.4%

23.1%

C-O

287.0

13.9%

14.2%

16.7%

10.0%

C=O

288.0

7.3%

12.7%

14.3%

7.5%

O-C=O

289.0

10.0%

12.4%

6.1%

2.2%

3.5.4.3

XPS N1s high resolution scans

XPS N1s high resolution scans were obtained by measuring 10 scans in the range
392-410 eV with a spot size of 400 µm. The spectra were deconvoluted using Thermo
Avantage software with a FWHM of 1.3 eV for each peak and a 30% L/G mixed
convolution.
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Table S3.4 XPS N1s high resolution energies and fractions of various nitrogen chemical
states in the N-GQDs.
Assignment

N1s binding NA-GQDs
energy
(eV)215, 218-219

NE-GQDs

NP-GQDs

Pyridinic

398.8

10.8%

15.3%

31.3%

Amine

399.7

38.4%

49.3%

35.2%

Pyrrolic

400.7

40.0%

30.0%

20.4%

Graphitic

401.8

10.8%

5.4%

13%

3.5.5

Precursor CNO Optical Data

A suspension of CNOs in water was prepared and sonicated prior to obtaining
absorbance and PL spectra. A baseline absorbance with no resolved peaks indicates
that the CNOs are metallic in nature and lack any quantum confinement effects.
Similarly, the PL spectra show no emission peaks at any excitation wavelengths
indicating the precursor lacks any PL prior to laser ablation. (The sharp, excitation
dependent peaks are Raman scattering from water.)

Figure S3.4 Absorbance (a) and PL emission spectra (b) of the precursor CNOs.
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3.5.6

Excitation Spectra of GQDs

Figure S3.5 PL excitation spectra at various emission wavelengths for the Ox-GQDs (a),
NA-GQDs (b), NE-GQDs (c), and NP-GQDs (d).

3.5.7

Time Correlated Single Photon Counting (TCSPC) Measurements of GQDs

Photoluminescence decays were fit to three exponential functions in the form of
Equation 2.1: 𝑦𝑦 = 𝐴𝐴 + 𝐵𝐵1 𝑒𝑒

−𝑡𝑡�
𝜏𝜏1

+ 𝐵𝐵2 𝑒𝑒

−𝑡𝑡�
3

+ 𝐵𝐵3 𝑒𝑒

calculated by Equation 2.2: % 𝜏𝜏𝑛𝑛 = 100 × 𝐵𝐵

−𝑡𝑡�
𝜏𝜏3

𝐵𝐵𝑛𝑛 𝜏𝜏𝑛𝑛

and the relative contributions were

1 𝜏𝜏1 +𝐵𝐵2 𝜏𝜏2 +𝐵𝐵3 𝜏𝜏3
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Table S3.5 Exponential fitting parameters for the TCSPC fluorescence lifetime analyses of
the GQDs at 425 nm emission.
λex = 393 nm, λem = 425 nm
Sample

Ox-GQDs

NA-GQDs

NE-GQDs

NP-GQDs

A

5.10(10)

2.53(10)

1.34(9)

1.51(6)

B1

0.1177(4)

0.0965(4)

0.0276(2)

0.0519(2)

τ1 (ns)

0.346(10)

0.355(12)

0.92(5)

0.56(3)

B2

0.01689(6)

0.01946(6)

0.02482(8)

0.02336(6)

τ2 (ns)

2.71(5)

3.02(5)

3.52(4)

3.56(3)

B3

0.001944(11)

0.002953(13)

0.00470(2)

0.003376(11)

τ3 (ns)

9.13(8)

9.17(6)

8.86(5)

11.43(5)

Table S3.6 Exponential fitting parameters for the TCSPC fluorescence lifetime analyses of
the GQDs at 465 nm emission.
λex = 393 nm, λem = 465 nm
Sample

Ox-GQDs

NA-GQDs

NE-GQDs

NP-GQDs

A

5.14(13)

1.90(11)

1.86(12)

3.5(2)

B1

0.0544(3)

0.0378(2)

0.0280(2)

0.02121(6)

τ1 (ns)

0.60(2)

0.80(3)

1.09(2)

1.15(2)

B2

0.02180(7)

0.02195(7)

0.02133(8)

0.02937(15)

τ2 (ns)

3.24(6)

3.92(4)

4.17(11)

4.44(9)

B3

0.00347(2)

0.00344(2)

0.00482(2)

0.003612(13)

τ3 (ns)

9.58(7)

10.01(7)

9.91(6)

13.31(7)
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3.5.8

PLQY Measurements

PLQY values were obtained using a traditional relative quantum yield method. Several
concentrations of each sample were prepared such that their absorbance ranged from about
0.02-0.1 at the excitation wavelength that gave maximum emission (λ=330 nm for OxGQDs and NP-GQDs, λ=360 nm for NE-GQDs, and λ=390 nm for NA-GQDs. Solutions of
quinine sulfate (Fisher Scientific) were prepared in 0.01 M H2SO4 (VWR) to use as a
standard and were adjusted in concentration to range from 0.02-0.1 at 330 nm, 360 nm, and
390 nm. The PL emission spectra of each solution was collected at the appropriate
excitation wavelength using slit widths of 1.5 nm and an integration time of 0.1 s. The
spectra were corrected for differences in collection efficiency and gratings at various
emission wavelengths. The resulting spectra were integrated using Horiba Scientific
FluoroEssence™ software. The integrated PL was plotted vs. their corresponding
absorbance at the chosen excitation wavelength and the slopes of the linear best fits were
used to calculate quantum yield based on the following equation where Φ represents
PLQY, and η represents the refractive index of the solvent:

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺

𝛷𝛷𝐺𝐺𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄 = 𝛷𝛷𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 �𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒

𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆

��

2
𝜂𝜂𝐻𝐻
2 𝑂𝑂

2
𝜂𝜂0.1
𝑀𝑀 𝐻𝐻2 𝑆𝑆𝑂𝑂4

�

(Equation 3.2)

The known values 𝛷𝛷𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 54%, 𝜂𝜂𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂 =1.33, and 𝜂𝜂𝐻𝐻2 𝑆𝑆𝑂𝑂4 =1.33 were used to
calculate PLQY for the various GQD samples.215
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Figure S3.6 UV-visible absorbance spectra at various concentrations for quinine sulfate (ab), Ox-GQDs (c), NA-GQDs (d), NE-GQDs (e), and NP-GQDs (f).
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Figure S3.7 PL spectra at various concentrations for quinine sulfate at 330 nm excitation (a), 360 nm excitation (b), and 390 nm excitation
(c), and Ox-GQDs at 330 nm excitation (d), NA-GQDs at 390 nm excitation (e), NE-GQDs at 360 nm excitation (f), and NP-GQDs at
330 nm excitation (g).

Table S3.7 Absorbance and Integrated PL intensities for various concentrations of quinine sulfate.
λ330 nm

λ360 nm

λ390 nm

102

Abs.

Integrated PL (a.u.)

Abs.

Integrated PL (a.u.)

Abs.

Integrated PL (a.u)

H2SO4

-0.004

72,727

-0.004

65,979

-0.004

20,413

Solution 1

0.010

28,822,903

0.013

39,838,124

0.017

30,133,589

Solution 2

0.037

55,230,908

0.036

77,408,002

0.029

58,497,403

Solution 3

0.059

80,809,408

0.058

111,745,468

0.042

86,502,525

Solution 4

0.088

103,340,776

0.086

145,342,251

0.051

112,024,931

Solution 5

0.110

126,153,721

0.107

174,345,861

0.052

146,178,750

Figure 3.8 Absorbance and Integrated PL intensities for various concentrations of GQD samples.
Ox-GQDs (λ330 nm)

NA-GQDs (λ390 nm)

Abs.

Integrated PL
(a.u.)
Abs.

Integrated
(a.u.)

H2O

0.0005

36,000

0.0001

Solution 1

0.012

308,202

Solution 2

0.043

Solution 3

NE-GQDs (λ360 nm)
PL

103

Abs.

Integrated
(a.u)

33,204

0.0001

0.021

3,656,450

886,033

0.04

0.063

1,175,252

Solution 4

0.083

Solution 5

0.109

NP-GQDs (λ330 nm)
PL

Abs.

Integrated PL
(a.u.)

30,923

-0.0004

36,000

0.021

5,179,554

0.022

1,803,232

7,048,606

0.04

10,431,821

0.041

4,162,513

0.061

10,050,865

0.06

14,987,750

0.061

5,843,780

1,317,399

0.076

12,714,121

0.08

19,784,354

0.083

7,513,861

1,811,518

0.092

15,797,590

0.098

23,954,636

0.103

9,249,581

Figure S3.8 Plots of integrated PL intensity vs. absorbance and their corresponding linear
best fits at 330 nm for Ox-GQDs (a), at 390 nm for NA-GQDs (b), at 360 nm for NE-GQDs
(c), and at 330 nm for NP-GQDs (d).
Table S3.9 Linear fit parameters for absolute quantum yield measurements.
Sample

Slope

R2

Quinine Sulfate λ330 nm

1.05(6) ×109

0.9857

Quinine Sulfate λ360 nm

1.53(8) ×109

0.9888

Quinine Sulfate λ390 nm

2.4(3) ×109

0.9321

Ox-GQDs

1.57(10) ×107 0.9852

NA-GQDs

1.68(3) ×108

0.9986

NE-GQDs

2.44(3) ×108

0.9993

NP-GQDs

9.0(3) ×107

0.9945

Table S3.10 Calculated relative PLQYs for the various GQD samples.
Sample
PLQY(%)

Ox-GQDs NA-GQDs NP-GQDs NP-GQDs
0.81(7)

3.8(5)
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8.6(4)

4.6(3)

3.5.9

Photostability Tests

A 0.025 mg/mL solution of each GQD sample was measured at continuous excitation for
1 hour. Each sample was measured at the excitation and emission wavelength that gave
maximum emission. To account for any fluctuation in excitation intensity the, excitation
was monitored throughout the measurement and the ratio of the emission and excitation
intensity is shown in the figure below. To determine the percent decrease in intensity, the
average intensity from the first minute was compared to the average intensity from the last
minute. The minimal decrease in intensity indicates that the GQDs are photostable under
conditions with low intensity illumination.

Figure S3.9 Photostability tests of various GQD samples.
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Table S3.11 Calculated decrease in PL intensity for various GQD samples.
Ox-GQDs NA-GQDs NE-GQDs NP-GQDs
λex (nm)

330

390

360

330

λex (nm)

445

465

435

415

Average Initial Intensity (CPS/μA) 7559

9518

44457

28447

Average Final Intensity (CPS/μA)

7133

9016

41545

27178

Intensity Decrease (%)

5.6

5.3

6.6

4.5

3.5.10 Purification Effects on PL
To test the effects that purification had on the PL

properties, dialysis was

performed for one week on each sample using a 1000 Dalton molecular weight cutoff
membrane and water as the liquid. PL spectra of the GQDs were obtained both before and
after dialysis. Additionally, the liquid outside the membrane was saved and a majority of
the water was evaporated out to concentrate any removed components before collecting PL
measurements. The spectra before and after dialysis show very similar profiles, indicating
that the emitting species is retained in the dialysis membrane. The components that escaped
the membrane show only weak PL, and for Ox-GQDs and NA-GQDs the emission profile
is noticeably different from the samples retained during dialysis. This suggests that a
majority of the PL properties are from the GQDs rather than small side components that
would be removed during dialysis.
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Figure S3.10 Test of purification effects on GQD PL. The spectra of various Ox-GQDs (a, e, i), NA-GQDs (b, f, j), NE-GQDs (c, g, k),
and NP-GQDs (d, h, l) are shown before dialysis (top row), after dialysis inside the dialysis membrane (center row), and after dialysis
outside the dialysis membrane (bottom row).

3.5.11 Electrochemical Measurements
3.5.11.1 Current-Resistance Compensation
The measured potentials were corrected for uncompensated resistance according to the
following equations:
(Equation 3.3)

𝐸𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 = 𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 − 𝐼𝐼𝑅𝑅𝑢𝑢

Where Ereal is the real potential, Emeasured is the uncompensated, measured potential, I is the

current at the particular potential, and Ru is the uncompensated resistance.225-226 The
uncompensated resistance values for each electrode were measured with the potentiostat
and are reported in Table S3.12.

Table S3.12 Measured resistance values for various electrodes in a N2 and O2 saturated
environment.
Sample

N2 Saturated Resistance (Ω)

O2 Saturated Resistance (Ω)

Carbon Black

122.8

60.4

Pt/C

118.1

72.8

Ox-GQDs

99.3

58.4

NA-GQDs

122.8

71.3

NE-GQDs

501.8

503.6

NP-GQDs

729.2

530.8

3.5.11.2 Conversion From Ag/AgCl to RHE
The measured potentials were converted from Ag/AgCl to the reversible hydrogen
electrode (RHE) via the Nernst equation as follows:
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𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = 𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴⁄𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 + 0.059 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 + 𝐸𝐸°𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴⁄𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴

(Equation 3.4)

In this equation ERHE is the potential vs. RHE, EAg/AgCl is the measured potential (vs.
Ag/AgCl), pH refers to the pH of the solution, and E°Ag/AgCl is the standard potential for
Ag/AgCl at 25°C (E°Ag/AgCl = 0.1976 V)227. Since all measurements were collected in 0.1
M KOH (pH = 13) the equation simplifies to:
(Equation 3.5)

𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸 = 𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴⁄𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 + 0.9646

3.5.11.3 Cyclic Voltammetry Scans

Figure S3.11 CV scans in a N2 (gray lines) and O2 saturated (black lines) environment of
the Ox-GQDs (a), NA-GQDs (b), NE-GQDs (c), NP-GQDs (d), carbon black (e) and Pt/C
(f).
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3.5.11.4 Rotating Disk Electrode Measurements
Koutecky-Levich Equation

and

the

The Koutecky-Levich (K-L) equation was used to determine the electron transfer number
from rotating disk electrode (RDE) measurements at various potentials for the various
GQD samples. The equation is defined as:
1
𝑗𝑗

1

1

(Equation 3.6)

= 𝑗𝑗 + 𝐵𝐵𝜔𝜔0.5
𝑘𝑘

In this equation, j is the current density in units of A cm-2, jk is the kinetic current density,
B is the Levich slope, and ω is the rotation speed in units of rpm. B is defined as:
2
3

1

𝐵𝐵 = 0.2𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛�𝐷𝐷𝑂𝑂2 � 𝜐𝜐 −6 𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂2

(Equation 3.7)

Where the constant 0.2 is used when the rotation speed is in rpm, n is the electron transfer
number, F is the Faraday constant (F=96485 C mol-1), DO2 is the diffusion coefficient of
O2 in a 0.1 M KOH solution (DO2 = 1.9 ×10-5 cm2 s-1), ν is the kinematic viscosity for KOH
(ν = 0.01 cm2 s-1) and CO2 is the concentration of O2 in solution at room temperature (CO2
= 1.2 × 10-6 mol cm-3).49, 228
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Figure S3.12 RDE LSV scans in an O2 saturated environment of the carbon black (a) and
Pt/C (c) and their derived K-L plots (b,d).
Table S3.13 Onset potentials and electron transfer numbers for various GQDs samples,
carbon black, and Pt/C determined from RDE measurements.

Onset

Ox-GQDs

NA-GQDs

NE-GQDs

NP-GQDs

Carbon black

Pt/C

0.72

0.72

0.74

0.75

0.70

0.90

Potential (V)
Potential (V)

Calculated electron transfer number (RDE)

-0.5

1.42

2.16

2.7

2.12

1.98

3.95

-0.6

1.41

2.13

2.95

2.16

2.14

3.87

-0.7

1.45

2.05

2.88

2.1

2.06

3.94

-0.8

1.50

2.05

2.73

2.05

2.05

3.81

-0.9

1.57

2.04

2.76

2.05

2.07

3.67

-1

1.69

2.05

2.66

2.06

2.1

NA

-1.1

1.73

2.04

2.58

2.07

2.11

NA

-1.2

2.08

2.04

2.53

2.1

2.16

NA
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3.5.11.5 Rotating Ring Disk Electrode Measurements
RRDE measurements were obtained using a glassy carbon disk working electrode where
O2 reduction takes place with an additional Pt ring working electrode where oxidation of
peroxide (if produced by the disk electrode) takes place to detect peroxide production. A
potential of 0.35 V was applied across the two electrodes and measurements were collected
at 1600 rpm rotation speed. The following equations were used to determine electron
transfer number (n) and percentage of peroxide production (%HO-2):
𝑛𝑛 =

4𝑗𝑗𝑑𝑑

(Equation 3.8)

𝑗𝑗
𝑗𝑗𝑑𝑑 + 𝑟𝑟
𝑁𝑁

%𝐻𝐻𝑂𝑂2− = 200 ×

𝑗𝑗𝑟𝑟
𝑁𝑁

(Equation 3.9)

𝑗𝑗
𝑗𝑗𝑑𝑑 + 𝑟𝑟
𝑁𝑁

In this equation jd is the disk current, jr is the ring current, and N is the collection efficiency
of the Pt ring electrode (N=0.4)229. The value of N was determined from the reduction of
potassium ferricyanide.

Figure S3.13 RRDE LSV scans in an O2 saturated environment of the carbon black (a) and
Pt/C (b).
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Table S3.14 Electron transfer numbers for various GQDs samples, carbon black, and Pt/C
determined from RRDE measurements.
Calculated electron transfer number (RRDE)
Potential (V) Ox-GQDs NA-GQDs NE-GQDs NP-GQDs Carbon black Pt/C
-0.5

2.60

2.33

2.25

2.36

2.3

3.83

-0.6

2.60

2.36

2.28

2.4

2.29

3.83

-0.7

2.62

2.4

2.31

2.42

2.32

3.78

-0.8

2.64

2.42

2.34

2.43

2.34

3.7

-0.9

2.69

2.43

2.36

2.44

2.36

3.57

-1

2.76

2.44

2.36

2.45

2.39

-1.1

2.83

2.45

2.35

2.44

2.4

-1.2

2.88

2.44

2.35

2.36

2.41

Table S3.15 H2O2 production efficiency for various GQDs samples, carbon black, and Pt/C
determined from RRDE measurements.
Calculated H2O2 Efficiency (RRDE)
Potential (V)

Ox-GQDs NA-GQDs NE-GQDs NP-GQDs Carbon black Pt/C

-0.5

70.0

83.31

87.49

83.69

85.17

8.4

-0.6

69.8

82.65

86.18

81.87

85.57

8.44

-0.7

69.2

81.57

84.26

80.09

84.13

10.77

-0.8

68.0

80.21

82.94

78.92

82.94

15.17

-0.9

65.6

79.2

82.16

78.28

82.16

21.75

-1

62.1

78.69

81.9

78.01

80.61

-1.1

58.7

78.2

82.43

77.56

80.15

-1.2

55.9

77.24

82.46

77.94

79.44
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STRUCTURE
AND
SOLUBILITY
OF
NAYF4:YB/ER
UPCONVERTING NANOPARTICLES PRODUCED BY LASER ABLATION IN LIQUID

CHAPTER 4. CONTROLLED

4.1

Introduction
Upconverting nanomaterials have received considerable attention due to their

ability to convert low energy, near infrared (NIR) light into higher energy, visible light.82,
84

Specifically, NaYF4 co-doped with Yb3+ and Er3+ (NaYF4:Yb/Er) has been widely

studied as a system that undergoes the energy transfer upconversion (ETU) mechanism.99
This system is advantageous because the NaYF4 matrix is optically transparent in both NIR
and visible regions and has a low phonon energy which makes it less susceptible to nonradiative relaxation.82 Yb3+ acts as a photosensitizer and has a uniquely strong NIR
absorbance around 980 nm for the 2F5/2 ← 2F7/2 transition.230 Energy from the initially
photoexcited Yb3+ sensitizer is transferred to an activator Er3+ which has close energy
matching with Yb3+ and long-lived excited states.95,

230

This allows multiple energy

transfers to occur before Er3+ emits in the visible region with strong green emission bands
at 525 and 545 nm and a red emission band at 660 nm (Figure S4.1). Since the emission
occurs from lanthanide atomic transitions that originate from 4f orbitals and Yb3+ and Er3+
embedded in the solid host are isolated from the fluctuating dipoles of solvent molecules,
the photoluminescence (PL) bands are narrow, and the emission wavelengths are not
sensitive to either quantum confinement due to particle size or surrounding environment
such as a capping agent or a solvent.82,

96

In addition to narrow emission bands,

NaYF4:Yb/Er nanomaterials offer many other advantages over other traditional PL
materials such as no autofluorescence, a resistance to photobleaching, non-blinking
behavior, low cytotoxicity, and longer penetration depths in tissues since the excitation and
some emission bands of NaYF4:Yb/Er are in the window of optical transparency for
biological tissues.99,

114-115, 147, 150

These unique PL properties make lanthanide based

upconverters desirable for many biological applications including imaging99, 132, targeted
114

drug delivery125, sensing122, and photodynamic therapy121, 231.
A high upconversion efficiency is a prerequisite of UCNPs. It has been established
that NaYF4:Yb/Er materials can exist in either a cubic phase (α-phase) or hexagonal phase
(β-phase) and that a β-phase leads to a better upconversion efficiency and is therefore more
desirable.101 However, a β-phase is harder to produce and requires higher reaction
temperatures and highly controlled conditions. Many methods implemented to produce a
β-phase involve high boiling point solvents, long reaction times, or high temperature and
pressure environments, and these techniques suffer limitations of toxic side products,
irreproducibility, and water-insoluble products due to an oleate capping agent.86, 100, 137 The
solubility issue is most commonly addressed by post modification strategies that include
ligand exchange, amphiphilic polymers to form bilayers, inorganic shells, emulsions, or
chemically modifying the existing capping agent to make it more water soluble.96, 115, 129,
137, 232

Ligand free UCNPs stabilized by electrostatic interactions have also been considered

but still require additional steps to remove the native oleate ligand.146 Other researchers
have shown that the crystallinity and phase can be improved by annealing the nanoparticles
after synthesis; however, this method often leads to agglomeration of the particles and
reduced solubility.86, 107, 143 Solvothermal or hydrothermal synthesis has also been proposed
as an alternate strategy to produce highly efficient, β-phase upconverters107, but the
required high temperatures and pressures needed to form the UCNPs can cause degradation
of the capping agent.137
Laser ablation in liquid (LAL) has emerged as a promising method to produce
nanomaterials with use of fewer chemicals, production of fewer by-products, and requiring
fewer purification steps.161, 179 Typically, a target of precursor material is placed for the
irradiation of a pulsed laser in the presence of a liquid. The laser irradiates the target which
then releases material that can interact with the liquid. The mechanism for the nanomaterial
formation is highly dependent on the laser pulse width and fluence and the properties of
the target material.164 LAL has been implemented to produce a variety of optically active
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nanomaterials including lanthanide based UCNPs.155-159,

233

However, many of these

studies used an oxide host lattice which is less desirable due to a higher phonon energy
than the fluoride based UCNPs.99 Additionally, it is desirable to compare UCNPs with
those prepared by more traditional methods to assess the feasibility of LAL as an
alternative approach for UCNP preparation.
Herein we present the novel synthesis of water stable UCNPs using the LAL
approach. By using a β-phase target, a bulk starting material was converted into UCNPs
with high upconversion efficiency. By employing capping agents dissolved in water, the
surface of UCNPs was modified during LAL and the UCNPs became more stabilized in
water. The capping agents were found to have a substantial impact on the PL lifetimes of
the produced material. We found that at low laser fluences, chemical composition of the
UCNPs deviated from that of the target material; however, at high laser fluence, their
composition resembled that of the bulk. Finally, we compared the LAL-produced
nanoparticles to particles prepared by solvothermal synthesis to address the advantages and
limitations of the LAL method.

4.2

Experimental
A detailed description of the materials and the characterization methods used is

presented in the supporting information (section 4.5). Figure 4.1a-c illustrate experimental
procedures to produce UCNPs through the LAL.

4.2.1

Pellet preparation and annealing

The NaYF4:Yb/Er target was prepared by coprecipitation followed by annealing.
2.4 mmol Y(NO3)3•6H2O, 0.51 mmol Yb(NO3)3•H2O, and 0.09 mmol Er(NO3)3•H2O were
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dissolved in 30 mL deionized (DI) water. A separate solution of 27 mmol NaOH and 27
mmol NH4F was prepared in 30 mL DI water. The two solutions were then combined, an
additional 30 mL DI water was added, and the mixture was stirred for 30 minutes. The
mixture was centrifugated by dividing it into eight centrifuge tubes and then washed three
times with reagent alcohol. The resultant precipitate was dried overnight in a 40 °C oven.
The dried precipitate from a single centrifuge tube was transferred into a pellet press and
pressed to 10,000 psi for 15 minutes. The pellet was transferred to a quartz weighing boat
for annealing under argon flow of about 0.5 L/ minute. Argon was first allowed to flow
through the tube for 30 minutes. Then, in a typical experiment, the sample was heated at
30 °C/minute to 400 °C and maintained at 400 °C for 45 minutes. The sample was then
cooled under argon flow. Various annealing parameters were investigated as described in
the Results and Discussion section.

4.2.2

Laser ablation

In a typical LAL experiment, the pellet was transferred to a 2-dram (7.5 mL) vial.
3 mL of water, or an aqueous solution of citric acid (CA) or poly (ethylene glycol) (PEG,
average Mn= 3000 Da) was added to the vial. The sample was then placed on a rotating
stand and exposed to a nanosecond, Nd:YAG laser that was frequency doubled to 532 nm.
The laser was directed through a prism and focused with a lens to a spot size of 1.5 mm
diameter. The laser ablation was continued for 10 minutes, and then the liquid was
extracted for analysis. Laser energies ranging from 10 to 110 mJ/pulse were investigated.
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4.2.3

Solvothermal synthesis

For comparison with the LAL method, samples were also prepared via a more
traditional, solvothermal route, similar to a previous report.107 Briefly, a 10 mL mixture of
0.27 mmol Y(NO3)3•6H2O, 0.06 mmol Yb(NO3)3•H2O, 0.01 mmol Er(NO3)3•H2O, 3 mmol
NaOH, 3 mmol NH4F, and 1 mmol CA was placed in a 20 mL Teflon inner vessel and
transferred to a steel solvothermal reactor. The sample was placed in an oven and heated
to 200 °C. Once the oven reached the reaction temperature, the sample was kept in the oven
for 5 minutes, 3 hours, or 24 hours. The sample was cooled by placing the chamber in cold
water. The final sample was washed similarly to those prepared by the coprecipitation
method and described previously.
4.3

4.3.1

Results and Discussion

Laser ablation effects

Laser ablation of annealed samples in DI water reduced the particle size from
micro- to nanometer and retained the favorable β-phase. Figure 4.1 presents an
experimental scheme of our LAL setup, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of
the pellet before and after annealing and a transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image
of a sample produced by LAL. The size of particles in the pellet typically ranges from
hundreds of nanometers to microns. After annealing, the particles were coalesced with a
negligible change in the shape and size. Following LAL, they were converted to UCNPs
which were < 10 nm in diameter. Figure 4.2 presents the x-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern,
Raman spectra, and upconversion PL of the NaYF4:Yb/Er powder before annealing, the
NaYF4:Yb/Er pellet after annealing at 400 °C, and the product after LAL at 50 mJ/pulse in
DI H2O. All upconversion PL spectra were collected using 980 nm continuous wave (CW)
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excitation from a diode laser. Prior to annealing, the powder showed broad XRD peaks
with a pattern like the α-phase, and the XRD peaks were relatively broad reflecting its
polycrystallinity and small domains. Following annealing, the peaks became sharper,
indicating improved crystallinity, and the pattern of peaks became more like the β-phase,
suggesting some powder conversion from the α- to β-phase. Following LAL, the β- to αphase ratio improved even further. The Raman spectra shows a similar trend. Prior to
annealing, only two broad peaks were apparent at 275 and 740 cm-1, which are associated
with the α-phase.106 The broad Raman peaks are due to defects and grain boundaries in the
sample that reduce the lifetime of phonons. The sharp peak observed at 475 cm-1 is from
the silicon wafer used to load the sample. Following the annealing step, several sharper
peaks at 250, 305, 365, 490, and 625 cm-1 were observed, which are characteristic of the
β-phase.106 The sample obtained by LAL shows a similar pattern to that expected for the
β-phase. The upconversion PL showed no emission prior to annealing but green and red
emission after the annealing step, with the green emission being favored. After LAL, a
similar PL spectrum was observed with slightly lower intensity. Despite the higher β- to αphase ratio, the lower PL intensity is expected since bulk NaYF4:Yb/Er generally has a
higher upconversion efficiency due to a lower surface-to-volume ratio that protects it from
surface quenching.23
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Figure 4.1 Experimental scheme of the various steps to prepare NaYF4:Yb/Er
nanomaterials. The first step is the coprecipitation (a) to form a powder. The powder is
pressed into a pellet and annealed under Ar flow in a tube furnace (b). The final step is
LAL on the pellet (c). SEM images of the coprecipitate (d) and annealed powder (e)
indicate minimal change in the shape and size of the pressed particles before and after
annealing. TEM image after LAL (f) shows that the final product is significantly smaller
in size than those after the previous steps.
4.3.2

Annealing temperature optimization

Before LAL was performed, influences of annealing temperature on the phases of
pellets and upconversion PL were investigated. The optimized annealing temperature in
terms of upconversion efficiency was determined to be 400 °C. To investigate the effects
of annealing temperatures, several pellets were annealed at temperatures ranging from
200 to 800 °C. Figure 4.3a presents the XRD patterns of the pellets annealed at various
temperatures along with references for both the α- and β-phases from the Crystallography
Open Database.234-235 Prior to any annealing, the sample showed a pattern similar to the αphase. However, the peaks were very broad which suggests that it was mostly amorphous
in nature. After annealing at 200 °C, the peaks became slightly narrower but still showed
a pattern of the α-phase. After annealing at 300 °C, the peaks sharpened, indicating
improved crystallinity based on the Debye-Scherrer equation.106 Peaks associated with the
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β-phase also appeared. As the temperature increased to 400 °C, the ratio of the β-to-αphase improved. There was a slight improvement at 500 °C and a slight decrease after
reaching 600 °C. At higher temperatures from 700 to 800 °C, the phase was completely
converted back to the α-phase, which was expected because the β-to-α-phase transition of
NaYF4 occurs at 691 °C.236 A similar trend was found in the Raman scattering, which is
reported and discussed in the ESI (Figure S4.2). The upconversion PL of the pellets
annealed at various temperatures is presented in Figure 4.3b. All PL band intensities were
normalized to that of the 980 nm Rayleigh scattering to account for differences in sample
concentration. An overlay of the PL from the coprecipitate and 200 °C annealed pellets
magnified by 50 times is included to better show the PL variation as the annealing
temperatures increase. Without any annealing, there was no observed upconversion PL.
Following annealing at 200 °C, weak PL with favorable green emission appeared. In the
300-500 °C range, the PL intensity increased as the annealing temperature increased, which
was expected from the observed increased β-to-α ratio. At 600 °C, the PL intensity started
to decrease, with very weak PL observed at 700 °C. Finally, at 800 °C, the green emission
was no longer favored, and the red PL became stronger. Although the samples annealed at
700 and 800 °C were converted back to the α-phase, they still showed better upconversion
PL than the pre-annealed sample because of the better crystallinity. The SEM images of
the annealed pellets at various temperatures are shown in Figure S4.3. Despite the observed
changes in the crystal structure, negligible difference was observed in the morphologies of
pellets. Moreover, energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) measurements (Figure
S4.4) showed that the annealing temperature had a minimal impact on the elemental ratios
of the pellets. The effect of annealing duration and XRD patterns (Figure S4.5) showed
that annealing time had minimal influence on the crystal structure.
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Figure 4.2 XRD patterns (a), Raman spectra (b), and upconversion PL collected with
980 nm CW laser excitation (c) of samples before annealing (red), after annealing at 400
°C (blue) and after LAL (green). Reference XRD patterns for the α-phase (black) and
β-phase (light blue) were obtained from the Crystallography Open Database.234-235

Figure 4.3 XRD patterns of the pellets annealed at various temperatures and the α- and βphases (a), and upconversion PL of the different pellets collected at 980 nm excitation.
Reference XRD patterns for the α-phase (black) and β-phase (light blue) were obtained
from the Crystallography Open Database.234-235
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4.3.3

Influence of capping agent

LAL of pellets annealed at 400 °C was done with a laser energy of 90 mJ/pulse
(5.09 J/cm2) in the presence of CA with concentrations of 0, 0.2, 2 , and 20 mg/mL, termed
LAL-bare, LAL-CA-0.2, LAL-CA-2, and LAL-CA-20, respectively. Figure 4.4 shows the
upconversion PL spectra of the LAL-bare and -CA samples (a) and the LAL samples with
PEG concentrations of 0.2 mg/mL (LAL-PEG-0.2), 2 mg/mL (LAL-PEG-2), and
20 mg/mL (LAL-PEG-20) (b). All emission spectra showed similar spectral shapes with
stronger green emission peaks at 525 and 545 nm and a weaker red emission peak at
660 nm, and a very weak blue peak at ~ 410 nm The LAL-CA samples showed similar
emission intensities at all three concentrations, but the LAL-PEG-20 sample showed
stronger emission over the LAL-PEG-0.2 and LAL-PEG-2 samples. To better understand
how the capping agent influenced the PL properties, the green-to-red area ratios (Ig/Ir) for
all the samples were calculated. Time correlated single photon counting (TCSPC)
measurements were also collected at 980 nm excitation and emissions at 525 nm, 545 nm,
and 660 nm. All samples were fit to a two-exponential that included both rising and decay
components. Figure 4.4b shows the TCSPC decays and their fits for LAL-CA-20, and the
Ig/Ir ratios and the rising and decay lifetimes for all the samples are summarized in
Table 4.1.
The LAL-bare UCNPs had the lowest Ig/Ir ratio among all the samples. This can be
attributed to surface passivation from the capping agents reducing quenching of the green
bands at the surface by solvent water molecules. For the LAL-CA samples, however, the
Ig/Ir ratio decreased as the concentration increased. The LAL-PEG samples showed the
opposite trend, though there was less change in ratio compared to the LAL-CA samples.
The TCSPC gives further information regarding the PL properties. In general, the decays
for the LAL-bare UCNPs were slower than all the LAL samples produced in the presence
of a capping agent. For LAL-CA the 525 nm τdecay became slightly faster with increasing
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CA concentration while the τrise component became slightly slower. At 545 nm, the τdecay
fluctuated; however, the τrise component also became slower. On the other hand, the 660 nm
band had the opposite trend to the 525 nm band, with a τrise becoming faster with increasing
concentration and a τdecay being slower. The changes of both rise and decay times for the
green emission bands were much smaller (<20 ns) compared to the changes observed in
the red bands (>100 ns). Based on these results, we can conclude that for a particular
emission band, as the rise time became longer, the decay time became shorter and vice
versa, and the red (660 nm) band had larger changes compared to the green bands (525 and
545 nm). The faster rise time for the 660 nm band as the Ig/Ir ratio decreases and the CA
concentration increases can be attributed to a greater amount of non-radiative transitions
of the green bands to populate the red band. This likely originates from surface quenching
from the capping agent. The LAL-PEG samples had much lower dependence on the PEG
concentration. However, the green bands had significantly faster decay times (>100 ns)
when compared to the LAL-bare and -CA samples. The red bands, on the other hand, were
comparable to the LAL-bare and -CA samples. The different behaviors in PL of the CA
and PEG with increasing concentration can be understood by considering the vibrational
spectra of the two capping agents. Figure S4.6 shows the Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy (FT-IR) of CA, PEG, and the DI water solvent. The non-radiative
4

S3/2 → 4F9/2 and 4F9/2 → 4I9/2 transitions of Er3+ are approximately 3000 cm-1 in energy.110

If the surrounding ligands or solvent have vibrational bands overlapping with these Er3+
transitions, they can contribute to quenching of the activator ion.110 CA has broad
absorbance occurring at 3000 cm-1 which can contribute to the quenching. PEG, on the
other hand, has a peak at 2890 cm-1 that does not overlap well with the Er3+ transitions.
Therefore, increasing the PEG concentration has a minimal effect on the PL properties,
while increasing the CA concentration both decreased the Ig/Ir ratio and influenced the PL
lifetimes.
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Figure 4.4 Upconversion PL of LAL samples prepared in water only and in the presence
of various concentrations of CA (a), in various concentrations of PEG (b), and TCSPC
measurements of the LAL-CA-20 sample at 525, 545, and 660 nm emission (c). All PL
and TCSPC were collected with 980 nm excitation.
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Table 4.1 Upconversion lifetimes and green to red emission intensity ratios of UCNPs prepared with various concentrations of capping
agents. The LAL pulsed energy for preparing these samples was 90 mJ pulse-1 (5.09 J cm-1).
Sample description

Ig/Ir

λ = 525 nm

λ = 545 nm

λ = 660 nm

τrise (μs)

τdecay (μs)

τrise (μs)

τdecay (μs)

τrise (μs)

τdecay (μs)
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LAL-bare

5.4

84(2)

396.0(10)

90(2)

410.1(11)

273.1(15)

562(4)

LAL-CA-0.02

6

74(2)

384.5(11)

79(2)

375.2(12)

399(3)

418(3)

LAL-CA-2

5.7

83(2)

378.7(11)

80.3(12)

383.1(11)

248(2)

547(4)

LAL-CA-20

5.5

93(2)

371.5(11)

99(3)

379.6(11)

271.8(15)

522(4)

LAL-PEG-0.2

5.8

50.1(7)

251.7(7)

52.0(10)

247.9(8)

193(2)

530(2)

LAL-PEG-2

5.8

54.2(6)

259.6(7)

54.3(8)

249.3(8)

189(4)

498(5)

LAL-PEG-20

6

52.8(14)

248.0(10)

48.6(6)

261.6(6)

171(4)

501(3)

Laser power dependence

Figure 4.5 Upconversion PL of LAL-CA samples prepared at various laser energies (a),
their EDS spectra (b), and a high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) STEM image and
EDS maps (c) for LAL-CA-20 sample prepared with 90 mJ/pulse.

Laser ablation power had a considerable influence on the PL properties and the
elemental ratios of LAL-produced UCNPs. To investigate this, a laser pulsed energy
(fluence) dependence ranging from 10 mJ/pulse (0.57 J/cm2) to 110 mJ/pulse (6.22 J/cm2)
was done. All LAL experiments were conducted with the same laser beam size to avoid
variations in production efficiency due to changes of ablation areas.162 The TEM images
of the samples produced at various laser pulse energies are presented in Figure S4.7. At
low laser pulse energies, the size of the particles was large and non-uniform. As the fluence
increased, the size of the particles started to decrease and became more uniform, which is
consistent with previous reports.164, 168 The upconversion PL, EDS spectra, and the highangle annular dark-field (HAADF) scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM)
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image and EDS maps for the LA-NaYF4:Yb/Er sample prepared with 90 mJ/pulse
(5.09 J/cm2) are presented in Figure 4.5. The HAADF STEM images and EDS maps for
the remaining power dependence samples are in Figs. S8-12. At very low laser fluence, the
PL of the resultant sample was weak. As the fluence increased, so did the PL, and the
sample produced with 90 mJ/pulse had the highest intensity. There was a slight decrease
in upconversion PL when the laser pulse energy was increased to 110 mJ/pulse. This can
be understood by considering the elemental compositions determined by EDS mapping.
The calculated atomic percentages of Na, F, Y, Yb, and Er and the Ig/Ir ratios for the various
samples are presented in Table 4.2, and additional data for C and O are presented Table
S4.1.
At low laser fluence, only Na and F were observed in the EDS maps. As the laser
fluence increased, so did the elemental ratios of Y, Yb, and Er. Surprisingly, at 1.7 J/cm2,
Er accounted for 18% of the elemental ratios while Y and Yb accounted for 3.9% and 2.7%,
respectively. The observed amount of Er decreased as the laser fluence was further
increased, while Y and Yb increased until 5.09 J/cm2 with a slight decrease at 6.22 J/cm2.
When considering the total sum of Y, Yb, and Er, a total fraction of 16.7% is expected if
the theoretical stoichiometric ratio is achieved. The samples obtained with 5.09 and
6.22 J/cm2 were closest to this ratio with 18.2% and 17.5%, respectively. Table S4.2
presents the TCSPC lifetimes for the samples prepared at various laser pulsed energies.
The PL for the sample prepared with 0.57 J/cm2 was too weak to measure, and the red
emission for the sample prepared at 1.70 J/cm2 had a high uncertainty due to poor PL
signal. In general, the decay times became faster as the laser fluence increased while the
rise times became slower. Clearly, the laser parameters made a significant effect on particle
composition and must be carefully considered when designing LAL experiments. At low
laser fluences, the elements of the pellet were released individually and with varying
efficiencies. Na and F were the only significant elements released at 0.57 J/cm2. Er was
released more efficiently than Y and Yb, as observed by the higher elemental ratio observed
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at 1.70 J/cm2. On the other hand, at higher laser fluences, the particles maintained the initial
elemental ratio much better. At intermediate laser fluences, a mixed effect occurred, where
some particles maintained the pellet compositions while others only included certain
elements. This is consistent with a previous report that low laser fluences induced an
evaporative phase changes where elements with lower heats of fusion and evaporation and
with lower melting and boiling points escaped more readily. However, at higher laser
fluences, the mechanism changed to explosive ejection and a majority of ablated material
escaped.167 Table S4.3 lists the melting points, boiling points, heats of fusion, and heats of
vaporization for Na, F, Y, Yb, and Er. The thermodynamic values are all much lower for
Na and F compared to Y, Yb, and Er, which explains why at low laser fluences they were
the only observed elements present in the final product.237-238 At high laser fluences, all of
the elements were observed and their ratios became closer to the stoichiometric ratios of
the target material. However, at intermediate fluences, the atomic percentage of Er was
much higher than Y and Yb despite having heats of fusion/vaporization and melting/boiling
temperatures that are comparable to or higher than those of Y and Yb.237-238 This can be
understood by considering the absorbance spectra of the Y3+, Yb3+, and Er3+ ions (Figure
S4.13). Y3+ does not have any strong absorbance peaks in the 350-1000 nm region. Note
that the strong peaks observed at 300 nm are from the nitrate counter ions in the solutions.
Yb3+ on the other hand, only has a peak appearing at 980 nm, where the 2F5/2 ← 2F7/2
transition occurs. Neither Y3+ nor Yb3+ shows any absorbance at 532 nm, the laser
wavelength used for LAL. Er3+, however, has many absorbance bands occurring in the
350-1000 nm range including near 532 nm. Since Er3+ can absorb the laser fluence more
readily than Y3+ and Yb3+, it will have a rise in temperature and be more likely to melt and
evaporate at the surface.168 This explains why at intermediate fluences the amount of Er
was higher than that of Y and Yb, despite the lower amount present in the target material.
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Table 4.2 Elemental ratios and green to red PL peak area ratios of samples prepared at varying laser fluences
Laser energy / fluence 10 / 0.57 30 / 1.7 50 / 2.83 70 / 3.96 90 / 5.09 110 / 6.22 Theoretical
(mJ pulse-1 / J cm-2)
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Na

26.2

66.1

52.6

61.9

5.5

10.9

16.7

F

73.7

9.1

41.3

32.2

76.2

71.6

66.7

Y

0.1

3.9

0.5

1.2

14.5

13.9

13.3

Yb

0

2.7

0.5

0.6

2.3

2.5

2.8

Er

0

18.2

5.2

4.1

1.5

1.2

0.5

Ig/Ir

2.3

6.0

5.7

6.3

6.2

5.4

-

Table 4.3 Green-to-red PL peak area ratios and upconversion lifetimes for the solvothermally synthesized samples.
Solvothermal Ig/Ir
time

λ = 525 nm

λ = 545 nm

λ = 660 nm

τrise (μs)

τ1(μs)

τ2 (μs)

τrise(μs)

τ1 (μs)

τ2 (μs)

τrise(μs)

τ1 (μs)

τ2 (μs)

3.3(8)

0.2(7)

79.3(6) 110(14)

50(3)

500(300)

49(3)

50(10)

219(5)

5 minutes

1.9

3 hours

3.0

27.3(15) 112(6)

315(2)

27.3(9)

118(5)

314(2)

147(5)

150(20)

483(3)

24 hours

3.0

28.3(9)

283(2)

29.3(9)

115(5)

289(3)

98(15)

135(9)

492(14)

110(5)

4.3.4

Solvothermal comparison

For comparison, samples were also prepared via a traditional solvothermal method
based on literature.106 Samples were heated in an oven and allowed to remain at 200 °C for
5 minutes, 3 hours, and 24 hours. The XRD patterns of these samples are reported in Figure
4.6a. The 5-minute reaction showed the presence of only the α-phase. The 3-hour and 24hour reactions showed only the presence of the β-phase as well as narrower peaks,
indicating improved crystallinity. The upconversion PL spectra (Figure 4.6b) showed very
weak PL after 5 minutes but increased after increasing the reaction time to 3 and 24 hours.
The SEM images indicate that the reaction time greatly affected the particle size and
morphology (Figure 4.6c); however, all products were on the micrometer size scale. The
samples that were heated for 24 hours produced hexagonal rod-shaped structures with
jagged ends and fairly irregular sizes ranging from 2 to 22 μm in length. The samples that
were heated for 3 hours showed hexagonal structures that were shorter in length compared
to the 24-hour sample and were much more uniform in both shape and size with rod lengths
ranging from 1.5 to 5 μm. Both the 24- and 3-hour samples also had small particles present
on the surface of some of the rods. The sample that was heated for 5 minutes was
comparatively more irregular with both small and large particles having no uniform shapes
observed. We expect that the limited reaction time was insufficient for the formation of an
ordered structure. While the solvothermal method at 3- and 24-hour reaction times allowed
for preparation of samples that were completely hexagonal in nature and had high
upconversion PL efficiency, it did not result in the formation of desirable nanoscaled
materials. EDS (Figure S4.14) showed that the solvothermal reaction time had minimal
influence on the sample composition.
The Ig/Ir ratios and TCSPC measurements of the solvothermal samples were also
considered and are presented in Table 4.3. All three samples had lower Ig/Ir than the LAL
samples. Another notable difference is the TCSPC decays best fit to three exponentials
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(one rise and two decays), unlike the LAL samples that fit to two (one rise and one decay).
The lifetimes for the 5-minute sample had large uncertainties due to the weak PL. The rise
times for the 3- and 24- hour samples were notably faster than the LAL samples. Each
component had two decays which likely arise from having bulk and surface states. The
surface states will be much more susceptible to PL quenching and thus will have faster
decays. The bulk states, on the other hand, are passivated by the surface states and protected
from solvent effects.
One area to consider when doing solvothermal synthesis is the possibility of the
degradation of various reagents that are present, such as the CA capping agent. It is well
established that CA can be used as a reagent to form carbon dots via solvothermal
methods.32 We therefore investigated the PL properties of the hydrothermal samples, their
supernatants obtained during purification, and CA only in water before and after
solvothermal treatment. Samples were excited at various visible excitation wavelengths
and their PL is reported in Figure S4.15. Both the 3- and 12- hour samples showed PL with
390 and 420 nm excitation, but the 5-minute sample did not show any PL (the sharp,
excitation dependent peaks observed in several of the spectra are due to water Raman
scattering from the solvent). However, the supernatants for all three samples had strong PL
with 330 and 360 nm excitation, similar to the PL that was observed for carbon dots.68 This
suggests that a strongly emissive by-product was formed during solvothermal synthesis.
CA only had no PL before solvothermal treatment, but after solvothermal treatment it had
similar PL to the supernatants. Finally, a LAL sample produced with CA in the liquid was
also measured and showed no PL properties. These results suggest that solvothermal
synthesis is not suitable for in-situ coating of upconverting materials because the harsh
conditions induced side reactions with the capping agents. LAL, however, did not show
the emergence of any PL and is therefore a suitable method to directly cap UCNPs.
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Figure 4.6 XRD patterns (a) and upconversion PL normalized at 980 nm (b) for
solvothermally synthesized NaYF4:Yb/Er samples 5-minute (red), 3- hour (blue) and 24hour (green ) reaction times. The α- and β- reference XRD patterns are shown in black and
light blue, respectfully. SEM images for the 24-hour (c), 3-hour (d) and 5- minute (e)
reaction times indicate a time dependence on sample size and morphology. Reference XRD
patterns for α-phase (black) and β-phase (light blue) were obtained from the
Crystallography Open Database.234-235

4.4

Conclusion
In conclusion, we have successfully implemented LAL as a viable approach to

convert bulk NaYF4:Yb/Er material into UCNPs that were stable in water. This method
allowed for the formation of bare UCNPs and for the simultaneous coating of the UCNPs
with water soluble ligands. Addition of CA and PEG capping agents allowed for surface
passivation of the UCNPs and increased Ig/Ir ratios. The PL properties of the samples
prepared with CA were more sensitive to concentration effects than those prepared with
PEG due to greater vibrational energy overlap of the CA with the Er3+ transition energies.
This method offers the advantage over other strategies to modify the surface such as ligand
stripping in that it does not require extra chemicals or purifications to remove the ligands.
The laser fluence had a considerable effect on the final product morphology and
composition. At low laser fluence, the UCNPs consisted of mainly large particles that
mostly contained Na and F. As the power increased, the particles became more uniform
while also allowing UCNP formation with compositions that more closely resembled the
bulk target material. These observations allowed a better insight into the LAL mechanism
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where low fluences favored a thermal evaporation mechanism, while high fluences favored
an explosive ejection mechanism. Finally, compared to the more commonly used
solvothermal method, LAL produced smaller particles and no side products with the
capping agent. Future work will aim to produce a LAL target that is completely hexagonal
in phase and to further size refine the sample. Other factors such as laser wavelength and
ablation time can affect the LAL mechanism164 and should also be explored to better
understand the UCNP formation process.

4.5
4.5.1

Supporting Information
Experimental Details

4.5.1.1 Materials Used
Yttrium (III) nitrate hexahydrate (99.9% REO), ytterbium (III) nitrate hydrate
(99.9% REO), erbium (III) nitrate hydrate (99.9% REO), and ammonium fluoride (ACS,
98.0% min) were purchases from Alfa Aesar. Sodium hydroxide (99%) was purchased
from Mallinckrodt AR®. Citric acid (≥97%) and poly(ethylene glycol) diamine (PEG)
(average Mn=3000) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Reagent alcohol (ACS grade)
was obtained from WVR Chemicals BDH. All chemicals were used without further
purification. Deionized water was obtained using a Barnstead™ E-Pure™ Ultrapure Water
Purification System.
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4.5.1.2 Characterization Details.
4.5.1.2.1 PHOTOLUMINESCENCE (PL) MEASUREMENTS
PL measurements were obtained with a Horiba Scientific Fluoromax Plus-C
equipped with an external 980 nm diode laser (Lasever Inc.) as the excitation source.
During a typical upconversion PL measurement, the integration time was 0.1 s, and the exit
slit was 1.5 nm. The 980 nm diode laser was operated in continuous wave (CW) mode at 2
W. For visible excitation measurements, samples were excited with the instrument’s Xe
arc lamp. For lifetime measurements the diode laser was configured to operate in pulsed
mode using a DeltaHub™ high throughput time correlated single photon counting
(TCSPC) controller. A typical lifetime measurement used a scan range of 2.7 ms, a
repetition rate of 350 Hz , an average power of 2 W, and a bandpass of 10 nm. Decays were
collected at 525, 545, and 660 nm emission. The instrument response function (IRF) was
measured at 980 nm using a ludox solution. Lifetime fits were obtained using the Horiba
Scientific decay analysis software DAS6.

4.5.1.2.2 SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPY (SEM) MEASUREMENTS
SEM images were obtained using a Hitachi S-4300 Scanning Electron Microscope.

4.5.1.2.3 TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY (TEM)
Samples were prepared for TEM by drop casting a 10 μL aliquot of solution on
Lacey carbon 300-mesh copper grids. Images were obtained with a Thermo Scientific
Talos F200X scanning/transmission electron microscope. Samples were analyzed in both
TEM mode and STEM mode for EDS mapping.
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4.5.1.2.4 RAMAN
Raman spectra were collected using a Thermo Scientific DXR Raman Microscope
using a 10× objective, 532 nm excitation source, and an excitation power of 0.1 mW.

4.5.1.2.5 X-RAY DIFFRACTION (XRD)
XRD measurements were obtained using a Bruker D8 Advance instrument using a
Cu Kα x-ray source.
4.5.1.2.6 FOURIER TRANSFORM INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY (FT-IR)
FT-IR measurements were collected on a Thermo Scientific Nicolet™ iS50 FT-IR
Spectrometer. All samples were analyzed using a diamond attenuated total reflectance
(ATR) plate.

4.5.1.2.7 ABSORBANCE
Absorbance measurements were collected on a Thermo Scientific Evolution™ 201
UV-Visible Spectrophotometer.

4.5.1.2.8 EDS
EDS for the annealed pellets and hydrothermal samples was collected with a
Hitachi TM3000 TableTop Scanning Electron Microscope equipped with a SwiftED
3000 EDS detector.
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4.5.2

Upconversion Mechanism

Figure S4.1 Energy transfer upconversion mechanism typical for a NaYF4:Yb/Er UCNP.
The energy levels were acquired from the NIST atomic spectra database, and all terms have
odd parity.230 In this mechanism, Yb3+ and Er3+ atoms are hosted in an optically
transparent NaYF4 host lattice. Yb3+ acts as a photosensitizer and absorbs 980 nm light.
Yb3+ then transfers its energy to a nearby activator Er3+. Since Er3+ has excited states
with long lifetimes, multiple energy transfers can occur prior to emitting a photon, allowing
for upconversion to occur. The strongest emission bands originate from the
4F9/2 → 4I15/2 (660 nm), 4S3/2 → 4I15/2 (545 nm), and 2H11/2 → 4I15/2 (525 nm)
transitions. Due to the multiple transition from Yb3+ to Er3+ necessary for upconversion
to occur, the concentration of Yb3+ is typically much higher than that of Er3+.82
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4.5.3

Annealing temperature and time dependence
4.5.3.1 Raman Spectra

Figure S4.2 Raman spectra of NaYF4:Yb/Er pellets annealed at various temperatures. The
spectrum collected prior to annealing shows peaks similar to the α-phase. The low signalto-noise is due to poor crystallinity and the sharp peak at 475 cm-1 is from the silicon wafer
background used to load the sample. At 200 °C the sample still shows presence of the αphase. A stretching characteristic of hexagonal structure is observed after 300 °C. Finally,
after 700 °C, the structure is converted back to cubic structure. All spectra were collected
using 0.1 mW laser excitation.
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4.5.3.2 SEM Images

Figure S4.3 SEM of NaYF4:Yb/Er pellets annealed at 200 °C (a-b), 400 °C (c-d), 600 °C
(e-f), and 800 °C (g-h). The pellets show no differences in the microstructure with the
various annealing temperatures.
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4.5.3.3 Elemental ratios from EDS

Figure S4.4 EDS of NaYF4:Yb/Er pellets annealed at 200 °C (a), 400 °C (b) 600 °C (c) and
800 °C (d) and a graph of the atomic percentages for various NaYF4:Yb/Er pellets.
Annealing temperature resulted in a slight decrease in Na content and increase in the total
rare earth metal content in the pellet.
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4.5.3.4 Annealing time dependence XRD

Figure S4.5 XRD of NaYF4:Yb/Er pellets annealed at 400 °C for various amounts of time.
The annealing time had minimal influence over the ratio of β and α phases. Reference XRD
for α-phase (black) and β-phase (light blue) were obtained from the Crystallography Open
Database.234-235
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4.5.4

LAL Samples
4.5.4.1

FT-IR of capping agents and solvent

Figure S4.6 FT-IR of citric acid (top), poly (ethylene glycol) diamine (center) and
deionized water (bottom). Citric acid shows absorbance peaks at 3000 cm-1 while poly
(ethylene glycol) diamine shows minimal absorbance at this energy.
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4.5.4.2 Power Dependence TEM

Figure S4.7 TEM of LAL-CA-20 samples prepared with 10 mJ/pulse (a), 30 mJ/pulse (b),
50 mJ/pulse (c), 70 mJ/pulse (d), 90 mJ/pulse (e), and 110 mJ/pulse (f). At low laser powers
the size of the particles is large and non-uniform. As laser power increases, particles
become smaller and more regular in size.
4.5.4.3 EDS Maps
Table S4.1 Elemental ratios acquired from STEM-EDS mapping of various LAL-CA-20
samples produced at different laser fluences
Laser energy/fluence
(mJ pulse-1/J cm-2)

10 / 0.57 30 / 1.7 50 / 2.83 70 / 3.96 90 / 5.09 110 / 6.22

C

4.7

82.4

90.6

65.8

75.2

59.3

O

5.7

5.8

5.9

16.1

5

7.8

Na

23.5

7.8

1.9

11.2

1.1

3.6

F

66.1

1.1

1.5

5.9

15.1

23.6

Y

0.1

0.5

0

0.2

2.9

4.6

Yb

0

0.3

0

0.1

0.5

0.8

Er

0

2.1

0.2

0.7

0.3

0.4
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Figure S4.8 High-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) STEM image and EDS maps for
LAL-CA-20 sample prepared with 10 mJ/pulse

Figure S4.9 HAADF STEM image and EDS maps for LAL-CA-20 sample prepared with
30 mJ/pulse

Figure S4.10 HAADF STEM image and EDS maps for LAL-CA-20 sample prepared with
50 mJ/pulse
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Figure S4.11 HAADF STEM image and EDS maps for LAL-CA-20sample prepared with
70 mJ/pulse

Figure S4.12 HAADF STEM image and EDS maps for LAL-CA-20 sample prepared with
110 mJ/pulse
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4.5.4.4 Power dependence lifetime
Table S4.2 Upconversion rise and decay lifetimes for the LAL-CA-20 power dependent samples.
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Laser energy/fluence

λ = 525 nm

λ = 545 nm

λ = 660 nm

(mJ pulse-1/J cm-2)

τrise (μs)

τdecay (μs)

τrise (μs)

τdecay (μs)

τrise (μs)

τdecay (μs)

10 / 0.57

-

-

-

-

-

-

30 / 1.7

60.9(13)

471(3)

67(4)

441(5)

680(90)

700(200)

50 / 2.83

94.7(9)

396.6(12)

100.0(10)

389.2(12)

467(5)

470(20)

70 / 3.96

101.4(11)

405(13)

103.16(10)

401.4(13)

460(3)

483.4(11)

90 / 5.09

124(2)

350.51(10)

85.5(8)

424.8(8)

442(2)

445(9)

110 / 6.22

112(2)

359.6(1)

117(2)

352.78(10)

432(4)

430(20)

4.5.4.5 Thermodynamics values
Table S4.3 Melting points, boiling points, enthalpies of fusion and vaporization for the
various of the atoms in LAL target according to the CRC handbook237 and Zhang et al.238
Element Melting Point (°C)

Boiling Point (°C)

ΔfusH (kJ mol-1) ΔvapH(kJ mol-1)

Na

97.794

882.940

2.60

97.4

F

-219.67

-188.11

0.51

6.32

Y

1522

3345

11.4

390

Yb

824

1196

7.66
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Er

1529

2868

19.9

280

4.5.4.6 Absorbance of the rare earth metals

Figure S4.13 Absorbance spectra of precursor metals sources. The peak at 300 nm is due
to the NO3- counterion. Y3+ shows no absorbance in the spectra region of interest. Yb3+
only shows absorbance at 980 nm. Er3+ has well defined absorbance in the visible and nearinfrared including around 532 nm.
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4.5.5

Solvothermal samples
4.5.5.1 Elemental composition from EDS

Figure S4.14 EDS of solvothermal samples heated at 200°C for 5 minutes (a), 3 hours (b),
and 24 hours (c) and a graph showing their atomic percentages (d). The solvothermal
heating parameters had minimal influence on the elemental ratios.
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4.5.5.2 PL characterization

Figure S4.15 PL spectra collected at various excitation wavelengths for the hydrothermally
prepared NaYF4:Yb/Er samples heated for 24 hours (a), 3 hours (b), and 5 minutes (c), for
the supernatants of the hydrothermally prepared samples heated for 24 hours (d), 3 hours
(e), and 5 minutes (f), and for a citric acid solution (g), hydrothermally treated citric acid
(h), and for the LA-NaYF4:Yb/Er sample prepared with 90 mJ/pulse (i). The legend
indicates the excitation wavelength used.
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Laser ablation in liquid has been proven as a fast, clean, and efficient alternative
method to produce interesting photoluminescent nanomaterials including graphene
quantum dots and upconverting nanoparticles. A systematic comparison of GQDs
produced through both a traditional chemical oxidation method and LAL using CNOs as a
precursor showed that the samples produced by LAL had a blue shifted PL which is
attributed to the effects of both particle sizes and surface functional groups. The GQDs
produced from LAL were smaller in size and more uniform with an average diameter of
1.8(6) nm and a thickness comparable to a single layer of graphene, while the GQDs
produced by the chemical oxidation method resulted in particles that had an average
diameter of 4.1(8) nm and a thickness corresponding to two or three graphene layers. The
LAL prepared samples favored the presence of hydroxyl groups and had a higher fraction
of sp3 carbon which implied less ordered intrinsic states. The chemical oxidation samples
favored the presence of carboxylic groups and had a higher fraction of sp2 carbon domains,
implying that GQDs maintained the ordered graphitic structure of the CNO precursor.
While previous studies to produce chemically reduced GQDs required additional steps after
the initial chemical oxidation which was both costly in time, materials, and overall product
yield, the LAL method allowed direct formation of reduced GQDs. TCSPC measurements
showed that the particles had three emissive pathways as shown by their tri-exponential
fits. The fastest lifetime component was attributed to intrinsic, bandgap states while the
intermediate and slowest components were attributed to molecule-like states from the
surface functional groups. Comparisons of the samples prepared by the two methods gave
evidence that the longer lifetime component was associated with the more oxidized,
carboxylic groups and green emission while the intermediate component was more closely
related to the hydroxyl groups and blue emission. This was consistent with previous reports
that suggested that higher degrees of oxidation resulted in red shifted emission and longer
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lifetimes. The TCPSC data also suggested that the surface functional groups are the main
source of radiative deactivation and the sp2 carbon domains are mainly responsible for nonradiative decay. The large fraction of sp3 carbon and high percentage of hydroxyl groups
gave evidence that the thermal decomposition mechanism was the method of GQD
formation during LAL. This systematic comparison with the GQDs produced through
chemical oxidation proved that LAL is a faster and cleaner, single-step method to produce
GQDs that used fewer starting chemicals, produced fewer byproducts, and required only
simple purification steps.
This work was expanded to explore the possibility of heteroatom doping using the
LAL method. Nitrogen doped GQDs were prepared from CNOs using aqueous solutions
of ammonia, ethylenediamine, and pyridine as dopants. The choice of these dopants
allowed for tuning of the overall nitrogen content and the distribution of functional groups
which allowed control over the photoluminescence emission wavelengths and lifetimes.
High concentrations of amine groups tended to favor a red shifted emission with shorter
PL lifetimes ranging from 3-4 ns, whereas pyridinic groups favored a blue shifted emission
that had longer lifetimes ranging from 9-13 ns. These samples were also tested for catalytic
activity for the oxygen reduction reaction and showed promising performance as
electrocatalysts for the 2-electorn reduction of oxygen to form peroxide, an important
chemical in many industrial, medicinal, and chemical applications. However, one
limitation of these GQDs for catalysis applications was their high degree of water solubility
which required a binder to attach them to the electrode during electrocatalysis which
increased the electrical resistance.
The versatility of the LAL method to form many types of nanomaterials was then
demonstrated by exploring it as an alternative method to produce NaYF4:Yb/Er based
UCNPs. A bulk precursor was produced through coprecipitation and was annealed under
argon flow to improve both the crystallinity and upconversion efficiency. The precursor
was then used as the target during LAL to convert it to UCNPs. The strategy of annealing
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prior to nanoparticle formation avoided the commonly reported issue of particle
agglomeration. Inclusion of capping agents such as CA and PEG in the liquid during LAL
modified the surface of the UCNPs and influenced the PL lifetimes of the samples. This
had the advantage of avoiding a post modification step to control the UCNP solubility.
Laser fluence had considerable influence on the final product and the UCNP
formation mechanism. Low laser fluences produced polydisperse particles consisting of no
photoactive species through a thermal evaporative mechanism, while high laser fluences
generated UCNPs with more uniform shapes and sizes and compositions similar to the
target material by an explosive ejection mechanism. These observations provided valuable
insight into how the LAL parameters affect nanomaterial formation during LAL. The LALprepared samples were compared to those produced through a solvothermal method and
showed improvements both in size control and avoidance of degradation of the capping
agent. This study demonstrated that LAL in water is a novel approach to synthesize UCNPs
with advantages including size tuning, in-situ coating with water soluble capping agents,
no use of toxic or high boiling point solvent, and short reaction times.
These studies prove that LAL is a robust and reproducible method to produce
interesting PL materials. In addition to providing a faster and cleaner strategy to produce
GQDs and UCNPs, these studies provided valuable information into the formation
mechanisms of the LAL process. While all of the studies used a nanosecond laser, the
composition of the final product had a high dependence on the target material properties.
For the carbon-based samples, low laser fluences resulted in poor production efficiency.
Since the carbon atoms are covalently bound in the target, it makes sense that a large input
of energy would be required to remove them to form a plasma. The high fraction of
observed sp3 carbon in the GQDs indicated that there was a loss of the sp2 carbon of the
CNO target. Additionally, there was a high percentage of oxygen functional groups present,
mainly hydroxyl. These observations suggest that the thermal evaporation mechanism is
dominant, and that the plasma formed during LAL consists of carbon atoms and could
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recruit oxygen from the surrounding liquid. For the UCNPs, the laser fluence had a strong
influence on the product formed. Low laser fluences produced particles that mainly
consisted of Na and F, both of which were much easier to vaporize than Y, Yb, and Er. At
high fluences, however, the final composition more closely resembled the bulk starting
material. This suggests that the mechanism switches to explosive ejection as the laser
fluence is increased. At intermediate fluences, a high percentage of Er was observed in the
product, but Y and Yb were not. Since Er absorbs 532 nm more strongly than Y and Yb it
is reasonable to assume that the heating rates were not the same for these metals. This
highlights the importance of considering laser wavelength and the absorbance of the target
when designing LAL experiments.
The findings in this dissertation can be used to design future experiments to explore
other classes of materials. For instance, all of the GQDs reported in this work were prepared
from CNOs. This starting material was selected due to its high purity and ordered sp2
structure. CNOs had the additional advantage as a starting material because previous
research had established that they were a suitable precursor to form GQDs, and their
properties were well understood. However, CNOs suffer the drawback that they are formed
from nanodiamonds and require a high temperature annealing step under helium to convert
to CNOs. This makes them costly and impractical as a precursor on a larger scale. However,
alternative precursors, such as carbon black, graphite, or petroleum coke (a byproduct of
petroleum refining) can also be used.179-180 These precursors are less costly and readily
available. Figure 5.1 shows the PL and FT-IR of GQDs produced from petroleum coke
using LAL. These GQDs have similar PL properties and functional group patterns to the
GQDs produced from CNOs. Future directions could explore the GQDs produced from
these materials in more detail to optimize them for practical implementation and scale up.
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Figure 5.1 PL (a) and FT-IR (b) spectra of GQDs produced by LAL using petroleum coke
as a precursor.

Other types of doping could also be considered. For instance, many heteroatoms
such as boron, phosphorus, and sulfur, have been shown to have interesting applications in
catalysis, sensing, and imaging.78, 206, 239 The findings from the nitrogen doped GQD study
show that LAL not only can be used to dope, but also control the functional groups simply
by adding a small molecule precursor in the liquid, and the concentration of heteroatoms
can also be controlled by controlling the concentration of the precursor in the liquid. Using
LAL in water to form catalytic particles offers the added advantage of avoiding extra
precursors or stabilizing agents that risk blocking the catalytic site. In addition to
heteroatoms, doping with metal ions can also be explored.240-241 As previously shown, the
GQDs formed during LAL have a high-water solubility which was undesirable for the
preparation of electrodes. LAL with lower laser fluence may allow for doping of a graphitic
precursor without causing fragmentation. This could help the final product maintain the
hydrophobicity of the precursor while still improving electrocatalytic activity. Since lower
laser fluences would be required, larger laser spot sizes could be used to improve doping
efficiency and scale up.
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Finally, alternative strategies can be implemented to use LAL to produce
upconverting nanomaterials. The solvothermal method was shown to quickly produce
particles with only the desired β-phase present, however these samples were quite large
and were not water soluble. Solvothermal methods could be used to replace the
coprecipitation method to produce the target material for LAL. This would also improve
the process by removing the annealing step. Finally, GQDs have been shown to be
promising materials for PDT applications with low cytotoxicity.80,

242

As previously

discussed, UCNPs are desirable for PDT because the excitation wavelengths used have
better penetration depths. GQDs could be coupled to UCNPs for PDT applications. GQDs
could replace the CA and PEG capping agents during LAL. The GQDs not only would act
as a stabilizing agent, but also would also absorb the emitted PL from the UCNPs and
produce singlet oxygen. Singlet oxygen production could be directly measured because it
has a strong emission band at 1275 nm. A major challenge to building this system will be
producing UCNPs with high upconversion efficiency that also have strong FRET overlap
with the GQDs, however I believe it is a promising direction to consider. GQDs coupled
to UCNPs have also shown promise for other applications including security and metal ion
sensing.131, 243 Clearly, there are many potential directions for continuing work inspired by
the studies presented in this dissertation.
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